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Abstract

The integrity of our DNA is challenged by roughly 100,000 lesions per cell on a
daily basis. Failure to cope with DNA damage can lead to cancer,
immunodeficiency and degenerative disease. Quantitating and understanding an
individual's DNA repair capacity may enable us to predict and prevent disease in
a personalized manner. Base Excision Repair (BER) is known for the recognition
and repair of endogenous and exogenous mutagenic non-helix-distorting lesions
produced by DNA base alkylation, deamination and oxidation. BER is initiated by
the action of one of eleven DNA glycosylases known-to-date. Many studies have
shown that levels of these glycosylases can vary between individuals, suggesting
a basis for inter-individual differences in DNA repair capacity. Moreover, the
methods for measuring DNA repair capacity used so far are cumbersome, time
consuming, low throughput and only allow for the analysis of one glycosylase at
a time.
We have taken a fluorescence-based multiplex flow-cytometric host cell
reactivation assay wherein the activity of several DNA glycosylases and their
immediate downstream endonuclease (APE1) can be tested simultaneously, at
single-cell resolution, under physiological conditions. Taking advantage of the
transcriptional properties of several DNA lesions we have designed and
engineered specific fluorescent reporter plasmids for OGG1, AAG, MUTYH, UNG
and APE1. Inter-individual differences in DNA repair capacity of a panel of cell
lines derived from healthy individuals have been measured. Regression models
that incorporate these measurements have been developed in order to predict
cellular sensitivity to the chemotherapeutic and DNA damaging agents 5-FU,
H2 0 2 and MMS, with the interest of understanding the contributions that these
differences can have on personalized disease prevention and treatment. Finally,
we have conducted a pilot population study with 56 healthy subjects where we
implemented all the methods developed in order to determine the feasibility of
measuring DNA repair capacity variations in a healthy human population.
Additionally, we report the discovery of a novel in vivo role of the TC-NER
pathway in the repair of the lipid-peroxidation product, 3,N4-etheno-cytosine.

Thesis Supervisor: Leona D. Samson
Title: Professor of Biological Engineering and Biology
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Overview of the Presented Study

In the presented work, we develop functional DNA repair assays for the

assessment of inter-individual differences in DNA repair capacity, with a special

focus on the Base Excision Repair (BER) pathway. The method seeks to fill a

void in the need for multi-pathway functional assays to promote translational

DNA repair research (Chapter I). The assay itself is a multiplexed fluorescent

adaptation of the original host cell reactivation assay that has allowed the

simultaneous measurement of HR, NER, NHEJ, MGMT, MMR and OGG1 as a

representative of BER (Chapter II). A review on the current methodologies for the

assessment of BER in the human population (Chapter II1) puts into context the

relevance of the methods developed to simultaneously measure inter-individual

differences in the activities of several DNA glycosylases and APE1 in vivo

(Chapter IV). A major breakthrough in the development of these assays was the

exploitation of previously unknown in vivo transcriptional mutagenesis properties

of several substrates of the BER pathway. The adaptability of the method

developed for the assessment of virtually any site-specific DNA lesion allowed for

the discovery of a novel in vivo role of the TC-NER pathway in the repair of

etheno-cytosine (Chapter V). Finally, a pilot population study involving DRC

reporters for all the major DNA repair pathways evaluated inter- and intra-

individual variability in lymphocytes isolated from a group of 56 healthy subjects

(Chapter VI).
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Abstract

Why does a constant barrage of DNA damage lead to disease in some

individuals, while others remain healthy? This article surveys current work

addressing the implications of inter-individual variation in DNA repair capacity for

human health, and discusses the status of DNA repair assays as potential clinical

tools for personalized prevention or treatment of disease. In particular, we

highlight research showing that there are significant inter-individual variations in

DNA Repair Capacity (DRC), and that measuring these differences provides

important biological insight regarding disease susceptibility and cancer treatment

efficacy. We emphasize work showing that it is important to measure repair

capacity in multiple pathways, and that functional assays are required to fill a gap

left by genome wide association studies, global gene expression and proteomics.
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Finally, we discuss research that will be needed to overcome barriers that

currently limit the use of DNA repair assays in the clinic.

1. Introduction

During the time it takes to read this sentence, it can be estimated that the

reader's DNA will incur on the order of 10 trillion DNA lesions. Left unrepaired

DNA damage has the potential to lead to mutant cells, dead cells and ensuing

disease (Figure 1.1). The precise number and type of DNA lesions formed varies

from one individual to the next in part because of differences in exposure and

lifestyle, and also because of variation in metabolism and other cellular

processes. Many types of DNA damage, such as abasic sites, alkylation

damage, oxidative damage, mismatches, single and double strand breaks, result

from normal metabolic processes. Others are induced upon exposure to

environmental agents. Among the environmentally induced lesions are bulky

DNA adducts, including heterocyclic amines induced by compounds in cooked

foods, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers induced by sunlight, alkylation damage

from nitroso compounds in combustion products, and oxidative damage and DNA

strand breaks induced by ionizing radiation from cosmic rays and radionuclides

such as Radon gas. In addition, some environmental exposures such as arsenic

do not directly induce DNA damage, but are thought to increase DNA damage

levels both by inducing inflammation and by disrupting DNA repair (1-3)(4, 5).

Fortunately, human cells mount a robust response to DNA damage that

includes at least 7 major DNA repair pathways that specialize in the repair of

subsets of DNA lesions, namely direct reversal (DR), mismatch repair (MMR),

nucleotide excision repair (NER), homologous recombination (HR), base excision

repair (BER), single strand break repair (SSBR), ,non-homologous end joining

(NHEJ), and Fanconi Anemia DNA crosslink repair (FANC) (Table 1.1). The

relationship between DNA damage and DNA repair is complex; no single

pathway efficiently repairs all types of DNA lesions, some lesions are substrates

for more than one pathway, and evidence for extensive interactions among
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proteins involved in distinct pathways continues to emerge (6-11). Mutations in

DNA repair genes can have profound consequences for disease risk. The

classic example is that individuals with the disease Xeroderma Pigmentosum

(XP) are highly prone to skin cancer because they have mutations in genes

required for nucleotide excision repair (NER), which repairs bulky lesions such as

those induced by UV light. These individuals are at a 2000-fold higher risk of

skin cancer in sun-exposed skin (12). A variety of other diseases including

neurological, developmental and immunological disorders, as well as premature

aging, are associated with aberrant DNA repair in humans (Table 1.1) (13).

Thus, it is clear that defective DNA repair caused by mutations in repair genes

represents a major disease risk factor, and genetic tests are now available for the

most common disease-associated mutations in DNA repair genes (14).

Intuitively, one might expect that DRC in a given pathway should vary

even among individuals who do not have rare disease-associated mutations in

key DNA repair genes, perhaps due to common sequence variants and

epigenetic heterogeneity across populations. DRC might thus adopt a normal

distribution among individuals with disease-associated DNA repair defects (red

curve in Figure 1.2A), as well as among apparently healthy individuals in the

general population (black curve in Figure 1.2A) (15). One might further

hypothesize, based simply on interpolation (Figure 1.2B), that those in the

general population falling to the left of the distribution would be at higher than

average risk for disease, and that they might be candidates for personalized

prevention schemes. It has been over two decades since these ideas were

articulated by Hsu (16), and by Grossman and Wei (15), and although a wealth of

evidence for interindividual DRC differences has since emerged from multiple

laboratories using various methods (Table 1.2), it seems fair to say that the

intervening studies have not yet resulted in personalized prevention efforts.

Other possible relationships between DRC and risk of disease must also be

considered (Figures 1.2C-2F), and these will be discussed below. Inter-

individual variation in DRC might also account for differing tolerance among

cancer patients for cancer therapy with DNA damaging agents. Moreover, the
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sometimes dramatic changes in DRC in cancer cells versus non-cancer cells

might be exploited for individualized treatment.

Over the last two decades, significant efforts have focused on testing the

idea that measuring DRC has the potential to inform medical and clinical

practice. In this review, we discuss major lines of evidence supporting the notion

that there are significant interindividual differences in DRC, and further,

supporting the claim that such variations are indeed associated with disease risk.

We survey the experimental approaches used to measure DRC, and discuss

future work that will be needed for clinical translation of functional DRC

measurements.

2. Evidence for inter-individual differences in DRC from indirect

measurements

Genetics

XP was the first human cancer-susceptibility disease found to be associated

with a DNA repair defect, namely NER; direct in vivo DRC measurements in cells

isolated from XP patients provided the critical insight that a DNA repair defect

was the cause of the disease (17). Complementation studies identified

numerous genes responsible for XP, providing the foundation for predicting NER

defects and associated disease indirectly from genotype analysis. Thus DNA

sequencing of well-characterized mutations in XP genes can be used to predict

impaired DRC and increased disease susceptibility. Subsequent research has

identified numerous other disease-associated rare gene mutations that cause

severe defects in the MMR, NER, HR, BER, SSBR, NHEJ, and FANC pathways

(Table 1.1), as well as defects in DNA damage surveillance (18) and tolerance

pathways (19).

Common single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that are associated with

disease have been identified in genes in the DR, BER, MMR, NER, HR, and

NHEJ pathways (recently reviewed in (20)). In candidate gene association

studies, SNPs in DNA repair genes have been associated with increased or
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decreased risk of many cancers including lung, colorectal, gallbladder, oral,

breast, prostate, liver, ovarian, and laryngeal cancer, as well as lymphoma and

squamous cell carcinoma (20). Genome wide association studies (GWAS) have

revealed many additional lower penetrance disease-associated sequence

variants using unbiased computational approaches (21, 22), but surprisingly few

of these turn out to be DNA repair genes. This may be explained in part by the

observation that the variants identified so far explain only a small portion of

disease heritability. As yet unidentified DNA repair variants may contribute to the

missing heritability if they are relatively rare but confer a relatively large risk

increment. Variants in DNA repair genes that confer risk could also be missed if

they represent copy number variants or they have relatively small effects; further,

gene-gene interactions involving DNA repair gene variants may also be missed

in GWAS studies due to low statistical power (23). Moreover, most GWAS-

identified variants are not located in genic regions, but rather in intergenic

regions that are presumably involved in gene regulation. Increased sample

sizes,better accounting for rare variants and structural variants, and better

understanding of the role of regulatory variants will likely increase the ability of

DNA sequence-based assessments to identify individuals with elevated disease

risk. In section 3, we will discuss in detail functional assays that may

complement DNA sequence-based predictors of DRC defects.

In addition to disease prevention, genome profiling for sequence variants

in DNA repair genes has the potential to enable personalized disease treatment

(24); it is already clear that SNPs in DNA repair genes can play a role in

assessing a prognosis for patients being treated for melanoma, pancreatic,

esophageal, or non-small cell lung cancer. SNPs in the following DNA repair

genes have been associated with the response of patients to cancer therapy:

MGMT, XPA, XPC, XPD, XPE, XPG, ERCC1, ERCC3, XRCC1, XRCC2, and

XRCC3 (25-32). Polymorphisms in some DNA repair genes, such as ERCC1

and XPD, have also been associated with increased cancer therapy toxicity (33),

and MGMT polymorphisms are associated with increased risk of myelodysplastic

syndromes following treatment with alkylating agents (34).
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Major advantages of genomic profiling include the breadth of data that can

be obtained for relatively small (and steadily decreasing) investment of resources

using next generation sequencing (DNAseq), conceptual simplicity, and the

universality of the approach; standardized sequencing procedures foster high

inter-laboratory reproducibility (35). An important limitation of studies that aim to

make predictions based on DNA sequence is that, with the possible exception of

CpG methylation specific PCR (MSP), one cannot know a priori how well the

gene with which the sequence variant has been associated is actually expressed;

indeed differential allelic gene expression is common (36). In this regard

genome sequence based assays may be regarded as the least direct means of

measuring function (Figure 1.3).

Transcriptional profiling

Transcriptional profiling has revealed that DNA repair gene expression

has important consequences for disease biology. For example, studies have

identified prognostic gene expression signatures in cancer cells that correlate

with breast cancer survival (37, 38), breast cancer recurrence (39), and lunq

cancer survival (40). Tumor gene expression profiles that include DNA repair

genes and correlate with cancer therapy response have also been identified (41),

and in some cases tumor expression of a single DNA repair gene correlates with

treatment efficacy (42-44). Moreover, gene expression profiling has been used

to identify bleomycin-induced changes in DNA repair gene expression that

predict bleomycin sensitivity, and low level radiation induced changes in DNA

repair gene expression in (non-cancerous) human lymphocytes that can be used

as biomarkers for occupational exposure to ionizing radiation (45, 46). An

additional study in human lymphocytes demonstrated an inverse correlation

between radiosensitivity measured by a G2 challenge assay and expression of

the NFKB gene; this study also showed an association between radiosensitivity

and breast cancer risk (47).
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One study with human lymphoblastoid cell lines revealed that expression

of a set of just 48 genes was sufficient to predict sensitivity to MNNG (48), an

alkylating agent that generates the same spectrum of DNA lesions as the

chemotherapeutic drugs temozolomide, dacarbazine, procarbazine and

streptozotocin (49). These findings were important in several respects; first it

was possible to predict MNNG sensitivity in cells derived from apparently healthy

individuals using a small set of basally expressed genes, supporting the notion

that gene expression patterns could be used to help predict how tumor cells will

respond to therapy. Second, there were large variations in sensitivity to two

different DNA kinds of alkylating agents, and it was subsequently shown that

sensitivity to one agent did not accurately predict sensitivity to a second DNA

damaging agent, indicating a unique response to each agent (50). One of the

predictive transcripts for MNNG sensitivity encodes the methylguanine DNA

methyltransferase (MGMT) protein that repairs 06 -alkylguanine DNA lesions by

DR. This might be expected, since 06-methylguanine is one of the most toxic

lesions generated by MNNG. However, MGMT expression alone was a much

weaker predictor than expression of the combined set of 48 genes, indicating that

sensitivity to DNA damaging agents reflects the integration of numerous

biological pathways. The other 47 genes included at least one other known DNA

repair gene (MUTYH), and it is possible that the other genes identified in this

study affect DRC in ways that have yet to be established.

A major strength of gene expression profiling is the relatively new ability to

complement or replace quantitative real time PCR (qPCR) and microarray gene

expression assays with next generation RNA sequencing (RNAseq) to generate

very accurate data assessing genome wide expression levels, along with splicing

information, at steadily falling costs. However, as with genomic DNA sequencing

analysis, gene expression profiling is limited because it remains a relatively

indirect measure of function; the presence of a transcript does not guarantee that

the translation product will be correctly folded, active, appropriately modified and

localized to the correct cellular compartment.
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Mutagen sensitivity assays

Mutagen sensitivity assays, using mutagen-induced chromosome and

chromatid breaks, can also provide an indirect assessment of DRC phenotype

(16, 20, 51). Epidemiological studies comparing the response of lymphocytes to

mutagens including bleomycin, UV-light, and benzopyrene diol epoxide (BPDE)

have revealed increased sensitivity to mutagen-induced chromosomal

aberrations in lymphocytes from individuals with cancer versus lymphocytes from

healthy individuals. This has been borne out in patients with cutaneous

melanoma, basal cell carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma of the head and

neck, plus patients with lung, breast and bladder cancers (51). Of particular

interest, a prospective study found that higher bleomycin sensitivity of

lymphocytes (>0.5 chromatid breaks per cell) from patients with head and neck

cancer was associated with an elevated risk (hazard ratio of 1.38) of developing

second, unrelated primary tumors as well as recurrence of the original cancer

(52); importantly the blood cells were drawn before development of second

primary or recurrent tumors. A second prospective study found a significant

association between bleomycin sensitivity in lymphoblastoid cell lines and

combined risk of prostate, lung, colorectal and ovarian cancers in the patients

from whom the cells were derived (53). However, this study found no significant

associations between cancer risk and several other measures of DRC, including

BPDE sensitivity, endogenous DNA damage levels measured by comet assays,

or host cell reactivation of UV-irradiated plasmids (comet and host cell

reactivation assays are discussed in detail below). These negative results may

reflect the small sample size and the focus on a limited number of DNA repair

pathways.

A major advantage of mutagen sensitivity assays is that, by measuring the

response of whole cells to specific mutagens of interest, they integrate biological

complexity, such as SNPs, gene expression, epigenetics, protein folding and cell

cycle checkpoint activation pathways that may not be accounted for by other

methods of measuring DRC. On the other hand, it should be noted that a
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shortcoming of mutagen sensitivity assays is that they do not provide specific

mechanistic information with regard to the identity of the genotoxic lesion or the

pathways responsible for potentially defective repair, and they are relatively labor

intensive.

3. Complications associated with indirect measurements of DRC

exemplified by a simple repair pathway

The challenges associated with making accurate indirect DRC

measurements can be illustrated by considering the performance of available

methods for estimating MGMT activity; this protein essentially represents a one-

protein DNA repair pathway. SNPs that may lead to MGMT defects have been

associated with increased risk of some cancers, and better prognosis following

chemotherapy with alkylating agents, as might be expected if the SNP leads to

inefficient DNA repair (32). However, there are many examples of cancer cells in

which MGMT is epigenetically silenced due to promoter hypermethylation (43,

54, 55); in these cases the sequence of the MGMT gene would be irrelevant to

prognosis because the gene is not expressed. Thus, information about promoter

methylation and/or gene expression may be needed to complement information

obtained from DNA sequencing.

Epigenetic MGMT silencing due to promoter CpG hypermethylation in

tumors has been detected by methylation-specific PCR methods and shown to

correlate with the efficacy of cancer treatment with 06-MeG generating

chemotherapeutic agents such as temozolomide or dacarbazine (56).

Nevertheless, even a combination of SNP data and promoter methylation status

may fail to predict function (and therefore clinical outcome) for several reasons.

MGMT methylation status is sometimes not predictive of transcript levels (57,

58), and transcript levels are not informative unless the transcripts are translated

and the protein stably folded and localized to the nucleus. For example, a

significant fraction of the human MGMT protein is inactive in some cells (59),

possibly due to posttranslational modifications (60). Furthermore, environmental
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exposures can alter the activity of DNA repair proteins, including MGMT (1, 2,

61). These phenomena may not be detected by the available indirect

measurements of MGMT activity.

A defect in protein localization could also confound DRC assays.

Mitochondria-associated OGG1 protein and activity levels are higher in the livers

of old mice and in presenescent human fibroblasts compared to young mice and

replicating human fibroblasts, respectively. However, a significant fraction of

OGG1 remains inactive and sequestered in the mitochondrial outer membrane

and intermembrane space, leading to accumulation of unrepaired oxidized bases

in the mitochondrial DNA (62). An age-related localization defect was also

observed for the mitochondrial uracil-DNA glycosylase (UNG) (62). A potential

analogous localization defect for MGMT (or any other DNA repair protein) could

be difficult to predict from the DNA sequence, and would not be detected by in

vitro activity assays performed on whole cell lysates. In general, relatively

laborious immunohistochemistry and subcellular fractionation techniques are

required to detect protein localization defects.

In this section we have principally highlighted some of the pitfalls

associated with making indirect measurements of DRC in the context of the

simple one-protein MGMT pathway, and one might anticipate even more

complex challenges for indirect measures of DRC in pathways that involve multi-

protein complexes and multiple enzymatic steps (63-72). A major strength of in

vivo functional DNA repair assays is the ability to integrate the complexity

described above to reflect, as closely as possible, repair of genomic DNA

damage. The next section discusses recent technological advances for making

direct DRC measurements.

4. Evidence of inter-individual DRC differences from direct (functional)

measurements

There are numerous methods for measuring DNA repair directly, and each

has its strengths and weaknesses (Table 1.2). Some of the earliest protocols for
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measuring DRC, such as unscheduled DNA synthesis, removal of radiolabeled

alkylation damage from genomic DNA (73, 74), and methods using antibodies

specific for DNA lesions including BPDE, 8-oxoG, 06-MeG, pyrimidine dimers

and cisplatin adducts (75), hold the advantage of measuring repair of genomic

DNA in intact cells. While these assays have been used to detect a 3-5 fold

range in inter-individual DRC (76, 77), they are relatively labor-intensive thus

inhibiting their application to large-scale studies.

Activity assays with cell lysates

Pathway-specific DNA repair activity analyses in cell lysates have yielded

considerable insight into inter-individual variation in DRC. An advantage of these

assays is that because they measure levels of functional protein, they integrate

much of the biological complexity that might confound indirect measures of DRC

(Figure 1.3); indeed a low correlation between enzymatic activity and mRNA

levels has been documented in some cases (78). Quantitative in vitro functional

assays have been developed for various steps of BER (79-83), MMR (84), DR of

alkylation damage by MGMT (85), NER (86), NHEJ (87), cross-link repair (88),

and HR (89).

In vitro assays with cell-free extracts prepared from human lymphocytes have

so far been used to measure inter-individual differences in MGMT activity and in

the efficiency of several key steps in the BER pathway. These studies revealed

an approximately 10-fold variation in MGMT activity (90), a 10-fold variation in

activity of alkyladenine DNA glycosylase (AAG, a.k.a. MPG) (49, 78, 91, 92) that

initiates BER of several types of alkylation damage, and a 3-fold interindividual

variation in activity of 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase (OGG1) (78) that initiates

repair of oxidative DNA damage. Measurements of the subsequent BER steps

has revealed a 1.9-fold to 2.5-fold variation in AP endonuclease activity (79, 82),

1.3-fold variation in subsequent polymerase beta dependent gap filling (82), and

3.4-fold variation in DNA nick ligation (82).
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Although cell-free assays are quantitative and permit specificity with regard to

the type of lesion being repaired, they have some limitations. The disruption of

cells necessary for cell-free analyses can lead to dissociation of protein

complexes and protein unfolding, or can mask defects in protein localization that

would be detected using an in vivo assay. Similarly, the assay buffers may fail to

reflect the in vivo intracellular environment. In addition, the substrates, typically

naked short oligonucleotides, may not fully represent the complexity of repair in

chromatinized DNA.

Comet Assays

Comet assays provide a powerful means of measuring endogenous DNA

damage, induced DNA damage, and repair of DNA damage in genomic DNA in

live cells (93). The assay is named for the comet-like appearance of DNA after

single cell gel electrophoresis, before and after treatment with DNA damaging

agents; measuring the disappearance of DNA damage following DNA damage

induction enables estimates of DNA repair kinetics. Double strand breaks are

measured at neutral pH, whereas single strand breaks are measured under

alkaline conditions that dissociate DNA strands. Cells may be treated with

ionizing radiation or bleomycin, which directly induce strand breaks, or agents

such as UV-light, BPDE, peroxides, and alkylating agents that induce DNA

lesions that can be converted into strand breaks upon processing in vivo by DNA

repair machinery (94, 95). Genomic DNA base damage levels can also be

measured using the alkaline comet assay following treatment of permeabilized

gel-embedded cells with purified lesion-specific enzymes such as Endonuclease

Ill (thymine glycol), FPG and OGG1 (8-oxoG), T4 endonuclease V (pyrimidine

dimers), AkA (alkylation damage such as 3-methyladenine), and UNG (uracil)

that convert their respective substrates to alkalai-labile abasic sites or to single

strand breaks (93).

Comet assays have been used in several studies with human lymphocytes to

measure inter-individual differences in DRC. One study demonstrated a 4-fold
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inter-individual variation in BER of 8-oxoG and a 10-fold variation in NER of UV-

induced damage (96). Differences in DRC provide biological insight; reduced

DRC relative to healthy individuals has been associated with cancer risk in a

number of studies (Table 1.2). An approximate 2-fold increase in endogenous

DNA damage (suggestive of reduced DRC) has been observed in lymphocytes

from brain cancer patients, relative to healthy individuals (97); up to 2-fold higher

levels of bleomycin induced DNA damage have been observed in lymphocytes

from breast cancer patients (98); and modestly reduced repair of bleomycin-

induced DNA damage has been observed in lymphocytes from both breast

cancer patients and non small cell lung cancer patients relative to healthy

controls (98, 99). Furthermore, reduced repair of hydrogen peroxide-induced

DNA damage was found in lymphocytes from lung cancer patients (100), and a

4-fold variation in the rate of repair for ionizing radiation induced DNA damage

was found, wherein lymphocytes from head and neck cancer patients were more

likely to exhibit slow repair (101). The aggregate data from these studies raise

the possibility that individuals with lower DRC are more prone to cancer, and

might be candidates for more aggressive cancer screening.

Finally, comet assays have also been used to show that lymphocytes from

patients with extreme reactions to radiation treatment, defined as grade 4 (102),

repair ionizing radiation induced DNA damage with slower kinetics than

lymphocytes from normal responders (103). This work suggests that it may be

possible to use DRC assays to predict radiation sensitivity, and to tailor treatment

based on individual tolerance.

Until recently, the labor-intensive nature and large inter-laboratory variation in

analysis of comet assay data constituted a significant barrier to the application of

the comet assay in large studies. However, a chip-based comet assay with

automated image analysis has opened the door to such studies (104); the comet

chip assay provides a high throughput platform that significantly reduces the

inherent noise in the conventional comet assay. The ability to measure repair of

a wide variety of types of genomic DNA damage on a single comet chip

represents a major step forward. A limitation of the assay is that while there are
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strategies for extending the comet assay to measure many types of DNA

damage, the methodology is limited to the subset of DNA lesions that either

induce strand breaks or induce damage that can be converted to strand breaks.

Host Cell Reactivation Assays

Host cell reactivation (HCR) assays offer a powerful way to measure DRC in

living cells. The foundation of the assay lies in the ability of transcription blocking

DNA damage to impede expression of a transiently transfected reporter gene;

repair restores transcription of the reporter gene, which may encode enzymes

such as chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) and luciferase, or a fluorescent

protein (105). A major strength of HCR assays, stemming from the in vitro

generation of damaged reporter plasmid DNA, is the ability to measure the in

vivo repair of specific DNA lesions in intact cells.

The same association between reduced DRC and cancer risk found using

mutagen sensitivity, comet and cell free assays, was also demonstrated in

several epidemiological studies using HCR assays. For most of these studies,

reporter protein activity was measured in cell lysates prepared from transiently

transfected human lymphocytes. Early HCR assays using UV-irradiated CAT

reporter plasmids showed approximately a 10-fold range of inter-individual

differences in NER capacity, with a significantly lower average DRC in

lymphocytes from basal cell carcinoma (BCC) patients compared to those from

controls (106). A second study also found lower average DRC in lymphocytes

from BCC patients aged 40 years or less relative to cancer-free individuals in the

same demographic, but found higher average DRC in older BCC patients (107).

The unexpected higher DRC was associated with smokers, indicating that

environmental exposures can affect DRC. HCR assays making use of UV-

irradiated CAT or luciferase reporters have revealed 10-20% reduced DRC

(relative to control) in lymphocytes from patients with either melanoma or non-

melanoma skin cancer (108, 109). In other studies, repair of plasmids damaged

with BPDE or the nitrosamine 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1 -(3-pyridyl)-1 -butanone
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(NNK) was reduced between 10 and 60% in lymphocytes from patients with lung

cancer (110-113), non-small cell lung cancer (114), breast cancer (115-117),

squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (118, 119), and lung

adenocarcinoma (113). Furthermore, DRC below the control median was

associated with an increased risk of cancer, with odds ratios ranging from 1.5 to

5.7 (51). In further studies, lymphocytes from bladder cancer patients repaired

plasmids damaged with 4-aminobiphenyl with -10% reduced efficiency (120),

and -10% reduction in repair of plasmids alkylated with dimethyl sulfate was

observed in lymphocytes from patients with lung adenocarcinoma (113).

Assessment of NER capacity from apparently healthy individuals has also shown

a 5.6 to 11-fold range of inter-individual variation and an inverse correlation with

age and adiposity (121, 122). A plasmid end-joining assay found a statistically

insignificant -6% reduced average DRC in lymphocytes from breast cancer

patients, but the lowest DRC quartile was positively associated with increased

cancer risk (odds ratio 2.2) (123).

Additional HCR assays, including a few with fluorescent reporters that do not

require cell lysates for analysis have been developed for measuring HR (124,

125), MMR (126), BER (127), NHEJ (128), inter-strand cross link repair (7, 129,

130) and repair of oxidative damage (131, 132). A multiplexed fluorescence-

based flow cytometric HCR assay (FM-HCR) that uses different colored

fluorescent reporter plasmids to measure repair of multiple doses or multiple

types of DNA damage in a single assay was recently developed (133). FM-HCR

is less labor intensive than HCR assays that require cell lysate preparation, and

uses DNA lesion-induced transcriptional mutagenesis to measure repair of

specific DNA lesions, such as 06-methylguanine and 8-oxoguanine, that are

bypassed by RNA polymerase and thus refractory to conventional HCR assays.

An even higher throughput HCR assay that uses deep sequencing to measure

and sequence reporter transcripts (HCR-seq) was also developed (133). While

the epidemiological studies have so far been dominated by NER reporters, the

availability of reporters for additional pathways and high throughput HCR assays

should encourage future studies to examine multiple repair pathways.
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HCR assays face some potential limitations. The repair of constitutively

transcribed plasmid DNA measured by HCR may not accurately reflect repair of

genomic DNA. However, the assays have been validated using a variety of cell

lines and in primary human blood cells with DNA repair defects caused by

mutated and inactivated DNA repair genes. Importantly, numerous

epidemiological studies (discussed above) have confirmed that HCR assays can

reproducibly measure small DRC differences in primary human tissues that are

associated with disease. In further support of the notion that plasmid DNA

transactions can be reflective of genomic DNA transactions, it appears that

plasmids are readily complexed into a nucleosomal structure in human cells, i.e.

they become chromatinized (134-137). Moreover, plasmid DNA damage induces

histone modifications that affect expression of plasmid DNA (138), indicating a

functional plasmid-chromatin structure.

5. The need for assays that measure DRC in more than one pathway

The majority of epidemiological studies that apply functional DRC assays

have focused on a single DNA repair pathway, namely NER. However, data

continue to emerge in support of the notion that DRC for more than one pathway

will be required to gain maximal biological insight. Here we consider several

contexts in which multiple DNA repair pathways, or the multiple steps within a

single pathway, interact to influence disease risk or the sensitivity of cells and

animals to DNA damaging agents.

Multiple repair defects and cancer

Treatment with SN1 type alkylating agents such as temozolomide and

decarbazine generates toxic 06-MeG lesions that are repaired by MGMT. MGMT

deficient cells are thus generally very sensitive to SN alkytating agents.

However because the toxicity of 06-MeG lesions is mediated by MMR (139, 140),

MGMT deficient cells can become resistant to alkylating agents if they acquire a
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MMR deficiency (141). This chemoresistance or tolerance mechanism would

confound efforts to predict treatment efficacy based on tumor MGMT status

alone, and suggests a need to measure both pathways for improved prognosis.

A second example where the status of two or more pathways determines the

sensitivity of cells is seen in the context of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP)

inhibitors. PARP is involved in DNA single strand break repair, and PARP

inhibition potentiates DNA damage-induced cell death (142). In the absence of

DNA damaging agents, cells can generally tolerate either PARP inhibition or a

defect in HR. However, because HR rescues the collapsed replication forks

generated when the replication machinery encounters a single strand break,

treatment of HR-deficient cells with PARP inhibitors leads to a synthetic lethality

(142).

Polymorphisms in multiple DNA repair pathways or multiple steps within a

pathway are associated with elevated cancer risk. A study of non-small cell lung

cancer patients revealed small individual hazard ratios (up to -1.4) for

polymorphisms in genes involved in NER (XPA, XPD, XPG), BER (XRCC1), and

HR (XRCC2, XRCC3), but a larger hazard ratio for patients with any combination

of 4 or more polymorphisms in different genes within a pathway or in different

pathways (hazard ratio 1.8) (28). For pathways that involve more than one

repair protein, such as NER, there is potential for an additive or synergistic effect

of combining modest functional defects in multiple steps along the pathway. A

recent candidate gene association study revealed that SNPs in the NER genes

XPG, XPD, XPA, and XPE are associated with worse prognosis following skin

cancer diagnosis; a hazard ratio of 1.26 was calculated for individuals with a

variant genotype in one of the genes, but the hazard ratio increased dramatically

for individuals with variants in 2 or 3 of these genes to 3.90 and 34.3,

respectively (30).

Functional DRC measurements in multiple DNA repair pathways have also

revealed higher risk factors than measurements in any single pathway would

indicate. A breast cancer study found that combined NER deficiency (measured

by an immunohistochemical assay for BPDE repair) and NHEJ deficiency
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(measured by a plasmid repair assay) represented a greater cancer risk factor

(odds ratio 4.92) than deficiency in either pathway alone (odds ratio 1.16) (77,

123). A second case control study of both OGG1 and AAG activities showed that

reduced OGG1 activity and elevated AAG activity were associated with a higher

risk of lung cancer, and most important, that a combined score for the two

enzyme activities was more strongly associated with cancer risk than either

OGG1 or AAG activity alone (143). Recently, this study has been extended to

incorporate APE1 into an integrated DNA repair score, termed "OMA" for OGG1,

MPG (a.k.a AAG) and APE1; the OMA score varies over a 20-fold range and

associates even more strongly with risk of lung cancer (odds ratio 5.6 comparing

individuals with the lowest to highest tertile OMA scores) (144). These results

emphasize that measuring repair capacity in more than one pathway has the

potential to increase biological insight and reveal stronger correlations between

DRC and disease risk. It should be noted that the lower OMA scores correspond

to lower levels of OGG1 and APE1 activity, but higher AAG activity, underscoring

the fact that for some pathways high levels of DRC are not always protective.

Imbalanced repair and toxic repair intermediates

Evidence for potentially harmful and tissue dependent effects from higher

DRC levels has emerged from the characterization of Aag-dependent alkylation

sensitivity in cells and animals. Aag deficiency has been associated with

sensitivity to alkylating agents in mouse embryonic stem cells, consistent with a

relationship wherein risk (defined for this specific example as the risk of cell

death upon exposure to an alkylating agent) in one tissue decreases with

increasing DRC (Figure 1.2B). However an unexpected phenotype was

observed in mouse models, wherein Aag deficiency leads to extreme alkylation

resistance in certain tissues (49), indicating, that for some tissues risk increases

with increasing DRC (Figure 1.2C). Accordingly, overexpression of Aag leads to

tissue-specific alkylation sensitivity in mice (92).
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A lack of proper coordination among multiple DNA repair steps (repair

imbalance) has been invoked to explain increased alkylation sensitivity in cells

that overexpress Aag. Aag overexpression leads to the accumulation of DNA

repair intermediates (49, 145), which include 5'-deoxyribose phosphate

containing single strand breaks that can trigger hyperactivation of PARP. This

enzyme modifies numerous other proteins, including several in DNA repair

pathways (142, 146). PARP also facilitates both repair (SSBR and BER) as well

as a cell death pathway involving NAD and ATP depletion, and an energetic

crisis followed by cell death (147-149). Cells and whole animals that

overexpress Aag but are genetically deficient for PARP show a complete rescue

of wild type sensitivity to alkylating agents, confirming that SSB-stimulated PARP

hyperactivation is responsible for hypersensitivity (92).

It should be noted that this situation contrasts with pharmacological PARP

inhibition that generally leads to DNA alkylating agent sensitivity. The

consequences pharmacological PARP inactivation using inhibitors may differ

from the consequences of genetic depletion because inhibitors can induce

formation of a stable 5'dRP:PARP:Inhibitor complex at SSBs that inhibits DNA

repair and blocks replication (150-152), potentially leading to double strand

breaks (153, 154). Thus PARP inhibition leads to alkylation hypersensitivity in

cells that accumulate SSBs, including cells that overexpress AAG (155), and

polymerase beta or ligase Ill deficient cells (156, 157).

SSBs also accumulate in cells from individuals with the neurodegenerative

diseases spinocerebellar ataxia with axonal neuropathy-1 (SCAN1) and ataxia

oculomotor apraxia-1 (AOA1) (158). For SCAN1, abortive topoisomerase-I

reactions lead to SSBs covalently linked to the enzyme; SCAN1 patients are

deficient for the TDP1 enzyme that hydrolyzes the 3'-phosphotyrosyl bond

between stalled topoisomerase-I and a SSB to facilitate repair. A related

enzyme, TDP2, hydrolyzes 5'-phosphotyrosyl bonds between topoisomerase-Il

and DNA at DSBs to facilitate NHEJ-dependent repair (159), and exhibits weak

3'-tyrosyl phosphodiesterase activity (160), however TDP2 has not as yet been

associated with disease. AOA1 patients are deficient for APTX, an enzyme that
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catalyzes reversal of premature 5'-adenylation at SSBs; although 5'adenylation is

required for ligation of SSBs, if this modification occurs in the absence of a free 3'

hydroxyl, ligation cannot be completed. It is of particular interest that SCAN 1 and

AOA1 manifest as neurodegenerative diseases, but do not predispose to cancer.

To explain this disproportionate effect on terminally differentiated neurons, it has

been proposed that TDP1 and APTX may be redundant in proliferating cells

because alternative end processing factors and the HR pathway can resolve

SSBs during replication (158).

An additional example of a phenotype caused by the accumulation of repair

intermediates that depends on multiple DNA repair proteins, comes from a recent

study implicating the DSB repair protein WRN in long patch BER of adenine

opposite 8-oxoguanine (A:8-oxoG) (161). Cells deficient for WRN or polymerase

A are more sensitive than wild type to oxidizing agents such as hydrogen

peroxide, due to inefficient BER of oxidative damage. However, WRN deficient

cells and polymerase A deficient cells that are also deficient for MUTYH exhibit

wild type sensitivity to oxidizing agents, suggesting that MUTYH leads to toxic

repair intermediates . Indeed, glycosylase mediated accumulation of toxic BER

intermediates has also been invoked to explain sensitivity to a variety agents

including alkylating agents (49, 145), ionizing radiation (162), and 5-fluorouracil

(163).

Repair competition

Some DNA lesions are repaired by proteins from more than one of the

canonical DNA repair pathways shown in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. Multiple

pathways may either complement or interfere with one another. For example,

BER of 8-oxoG opposite cytosine is initiated by one of several DNA glycosylases

(OGG1, NEII1 and NIEL2) (164). Moreover, it was recently reported that

proteins involved in transcription coupled NER (e.g. XPA, CSB and RNA

polymerase 11), also participate in an 8-oxoG repair in actively transcribed DNA

(9). Another example of distinct repair proteins competing for the same lesions
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arises for highly mutagenic etheno base lesions (165-167). Ethenocytosine (EC)

can be bound by AAG but not excised by it, and this binding interaction prevents

repair by ALKBH2 (167) and possibly TDG glycosylase. As a result, individual

activity levels for AAG, TDG or ALKBH2 would not provide a complete picture for

the repair of EC base lesions. Finally, although agents that form inter-strand

cross-links (ICL) have been widely used as chemotherapeutics, the detailed

mechanisms of ICL repair are only now beginning to be understood (168).

Evidence exists for replication-dependent and replication-independent ICL repair

involving proteins from several DNA repair pathways including the FA, HR, and

NER pathways, as well as TLS polymerases (7, 8). Recent work shows that

BER and MMR play an epistatic role in mediating cisplatin sensitivity, implicating

proteins from these pathways in ICL repair as well (6, 10).

Immune dysfunction

Because immune function involves programmed induction of multiple

types of DNA damage, DNA repair proteins from multiple pathways also play a

critical role in the immune system, and some DRC defects are associated with

immunodeficiency (Table 1). Numerous DSB repair proteins are required for

V(D)J recombination, which takes place in both T and B lymphocytes and is

essential for the development of specialized antigenic receptors known as T-cell

receptors (TCR) and B-cell receptors (BCR), composed of an immunoglobulin

molecule and a CD79 moiety. The process is initiated by the Rag1 and Rag2

recombinase enzymes that induce DSBs in specific recombination signal

sequences flanking V, D, and J gene units. These DSBs are then repaired by

NHEJ. Consequently, many human patients with NHEJ deficiencies also have

V(D)J recombination defects and suffer from a particular group of diseases

known as severe combined immunodeficiencies (SCID), in particular,

radiosensitive SCID. SCID is characterized by impaired T and B lymphocyte

differentiation that is sometimes accompanied by deficiencies in other lineages

(169). Individuals with deficiencies in NHEJ proteins (DNA-PKcs (170), Artemis
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(171, 172), LiglV (173) and NHEJ1/XLF/Cernunnos (174)) consistently present

some degree of SCID.

Proteins from several DNA repair pathways are also involved in the

terminal maturation of B lymphocytes during which two additional stages of DNA

modification take place after VDJ recombination in order to increase the

efficiency of the humoral response (175, 176). First, class switch recombination

(CSR) exchanges the immunoglobulin (Ig) constant region to modify the Ig

isotype (from IgM to IgG, IgA, etc.). In the second step, somatic hypermutation

(SHM) introduces sequence diversity into the Ig variable domain to provide the

potential for increased antigen affinity. Both CSR and SHM are initiated by the

action of activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID). Within hotspots, AID

deaminates cytosine to uracil, creating U:G mismatches. CSR is induced when

the BER protein UNG excises closely opposed uracils that are further processed

by APE1 to generate a DSB that triggers processing by the HR machinery. U:G

pairs escaping UNG recognition can go on to be processed by the MMR

machinery and subsequently form DSB in a yet unidentified manner (177). The

distinct process of SHM occurs by replication bypass of uracil (in the absence of

repair by MMR or BER) inducing C to A transversions, or by translesion

polymerase bypass of AP sites and gaps (generated by UNG and MMR proteins,

respectively). As might be expected from their involvement in the immune

response, deficiencies in both BER and MMR have been implicated in improper

B-cell maturation; one of the autosomal forms of CSR deficiency known as

hyper-lgM (HIGM) syndromes has been ascribed to mutations in the UNG gene

(178). Similarly, three patients with deficiencies in the MMR protein PMS2 were

shown to be deficient in CSR (179). Immunodeficiency syndromes are

associated with increased risk of cancer (180), it has been recently hypothesized

that germline mutations in genes involved in V(D)J recombination, SHM and CSR

play a role in the lymphomagenesis of diffuse large B cell lymphomas (181).

Our understanding of the role that DNA repair plays during normal

lymphocyte maturation continues to evolve as additional interactions between

DNA repair pathways are discovered. For example, recent work suggests that
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interactions between MMR proteins and the MBD4 DNA glycosylase may be

important for efficient CSR (182). An intriguing possibility is that the pronounced

DNA repair defects associated with some severe immune disorders may presage

discovery of milder immunodeficiency that can be attributed to modest defects in

multiple DNA repair pathways.

The diversity of disease states and sensitivity phenotypes associated with

inefficient DNA repair in more than one pathway, or in more than one step within

a pathway, calls for more studies that explore multiple repair activities. Recently

accumulating data discussed above suggest subtle defects in multiple DNA

repair pathways might promote disease, raising the prospect that multiplexed

DRC assays could be of value in clinical diagnosis, prevention and treatment of

disease.

6. Current status of DRC measurements for prevention and treatment of

disease

A long-term goal that motivates many of the epidemiological studies

discussed herein is to eventually apply direct or indirect estimates of DRC to the

personalized treatment or prevention of disease. However current clinical

practice is limited to diagnostics. Genetic testing is available for known

mutations in many of the genes associated with DRC defects and disease,

including BRCA1/2, MLHI, MSH2/6, p53, and MUTYH (14); individuals with

these mutations are advised to undergo more aggressive screening, and in some

cases prophylactic surgery. T-cell chromosome breakage or aberrations

following treatment with DNA damaging agents such as mitomycin C have been

used as a diagnostic for Fanconi Anemia (183), and UV-induced unscheduled

DNA synthesis and sister chromatid exchange assays have been used for the

molecular diagnosis of XP and Blooms syndrome, respectively (184). However,

because they are labor intensive and/or expensive, both genetic testing and cell-

based assays are typically used only in cases where the disease is already
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suspected either because of pronounced symptoms or a family history of

disease.

DRC Estimates may be close to finding application in cancer treatment.

Relationships between DRC and improved tumor response to anticancer drugs

have been reported for MMR proficiency in cisplatin, alkylating agents, and 5-

fluorouracil cancer chemotherapy (141, 185-187). XRCC1 (BER) deficiency in

tumors has been linked to cisplatin sensitivity (44, 188); MGMT deficiency has

been linked to temozolomide and BCNU sensitivity (189, 190), and HR deficiency

to PARP inhibitor sensitivity (142). A limited study suggests that functional

assays could be useful for determining the maximum radiation dose that will be

tolerated by a patient (103). Thus, if individuals could be pre-identified as

therapy resistant, it may be possible to raise the treatment dose to improve

efficacy. Despite these examples of potential clinical applications, enthusiasm

for the use of DRC measurements to guide treatment decisions are dampened

by concerns about assay standardization, assay reproducibility, and the lack of

prospective, randomized studies. As a result, although DRC assays are used to

retrospectively classify patients into good versus poor responders to cancer

therapy (28, 43, 53, 188, 191, 192), these assays are not used currently to

influence cancer patient management (20, 58, 193-198).

7. What is needed going forward

To speed the translation of functional DRC assays from a laboratory tool

to biomedical applications, advances are needed in several areas. (i) Excepting

a small number of prospective studies (52, 53, 199), virtually all studies

associating DRC defects with cancer susceptibility have been retrospective,

raising concerns that the observed DRC differences may reflect changes

subsequent to cancer diagnosis, or to cancer treatment. Similar levels of DNA

damage have been observed in lymphoblastoid cell lines derived before versus

after cancer diagnosis (199), suggesting that cancer development may not alter

DRC. Moreover, one line of evidence suggests that lymphocyte DRC may be
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altered in cancer patients due to a systemic inflammatory response to the

disease (200-204), and it is also possible that cancer treatment affects DRC.

There is thus a need for additional large prospective studies to confirm that the

DRC was a cause, rather than an effect, of the disease, and that subsequent

treatment did not cause long-term DRC changes. We advocate that as new

studies are initiated, cells from patients and their tumors should be cryopreserved

such that live cells can be recovered for the purpose of functional DRC assays.

Currently such samples are most often preserved for DNA, RNA and protein

analyses, under conditions incompatible with in vivo functional assays. (ii) To

carry out large studies, high throughput quantitative assays measuring DRC in

multiple pathways are needed to maximize biological insight and prognostic

potential. Standardized quantitative assays will help overcome concerns about

reproducibility, an issue that is especially acute for assessments that are more

subjective and less quantitative DRC indicators, such as microsatellite instability

(MSI), where labs use different thresholds to distinguish MSI from microsatellite

stability (205). (iii) The complexity of the relationships between DRC, other

pathways, genetics, epigenetics and environmental exposure suggest that

complementary approaches combining several of the techniques described

above and in Figure 1.3 may be needed to provide a comprehensive

assessment of DRC. Collaborative projects using multiple approaches would be

helpful for determining which approach or combination of approaches yields the

most robust DRC-based disease prediction and diagnostic potential. (iv) The

suitability of lymphocytes as a surrogate tissue for DRC in other tissues requires

additional testing. The numerous epidemiological studies referenced above

support the utility of measuring DRC in lymphocytes to predict disease

susceptibility, and some investigators have found strong correlations between

DRC in lymphocytes and other tissues (206), while others have not (90). (v)

DRC variation among tissues is underexplored. In both humans and mice, large

tissue-specific DRC variation has been measured for some pathways, indicating

that it may be necessary to measure DRC directly in the tissue of interest (92,

207, 208). For example, DRC in liver cells might be most useful in assessing
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liver cancer risk; however the need for an invasive biopsy represents a major

barrier to tissue-specific DRC screening. A particularly promising solution to this

problem would be to generate cells representative of various human tissues by

differentiating induced pluripotent stem cells (iPS cells) generated from skin

fibroblasts that can be obtained from a single, relatively less invasive biopsy.

The commercial availability of multiple cell types from a single individual

(including PS cells) together with advancing methods of generating iPS cells

from primary tissues (209), make an initial test this approach experimentally

feasible. A long-term goal would be to develop methods of measuring tissue-

specific DRC variation in a variety of human cell types derived from a skin biopsy

from each individual. (vi) Finally, mitochondrial DNA repair represents a relatively

understudied area, and given the severe health consequences of mitochondrial

DNA depletion (210), as well as accumulating evidence of relationships among

mitochondrial DNA damage, mitochondrial dysfunction and disease (211-216), it

appears likely that defects in mitochondrial DRC can also be linked to disease

susceptibility.

8. Conclusions

The aggregate data from several decades of molecular epidemiology

indicate that DRC varies significantly among individuals, and that these variations

associate with disease risk. No single DNA repair pathway is universally

representative of DRC in general, and the effects of variation in repair efficiency

at distinct steps or in separate pathways can combine to produce surprising and

sometimes counterintuitive phenotypes. There are many ways to measure DRC.

However each has its strengths and weaknesses. So far a lack of

standardization and clinical validation, together with the relatively low throughput

and labor-intensive nature of most methods of measuring DRC have precluded

the application of functional DRC assays for personalized disease prevention and

treatment. However a recent burst of technical advances, including the highly

automated comet chip (104), a proof of concept for integrating DRC in multiple
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pathways to calculate disease risk (144), and highly multiplexed HCR assays

(133), support the notion that measuring DRC could become common clinical

practice. To promote this transition, these emerging technologies should be

further developed, standardized and validated across multiple laboratories in

large (ideally prospective) epidemiological studies employing measurements of

multiple DNA repair pathways.
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Tables

Table 1.1. Human diseases associated with DNA repair deficiencies categorized

by DNA repair pathway.

Genes Associated with Disease Diseases Associated

MGMT

MSH2, MLH1, MSH6, PMS2

XPA, XPB (ERCC3), XPC, XPD

NER Bulky adducts (ERCC2), XPE (DDB1 & DDB2),

XPF (ERCC4), XPG (ERCC5),

ERCC1, CSA, CSB, TTDA

HR DSB BRCA1, BRCA2, NBS1

BER & Damaged MUTYH, UNG, OGG1, AAG,

SSBR bases, SSB APE1, TDP1, APTX

NHEJ DSB
DNA-PKcs, Artemis, LigIV,

NHEJ1/XLF/Cernunnos

FANCA, FANCB, FANCC,

FANCD1/BRCA2, FANCD2,

FANCE, FANCF, FANCG, FANCI,
FANC Cross-links

FANCJ/BRIP1, FANCL, FANCM,

FANCN/PALB2, FANCO/RAD51C,

FANCP/SLX4, NBS1

- Esophageal, Lung Cancer

- Hereditary Non-Polyposis Colon
Cancer (HNPCC)

- Class Switch Recombination
(CSR) Defects

- T-cell non-Hodgkin's lymphoma
(T-NHL)

- Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
(DLBCL)

- Xeroderma Pigmentosum (XP)
- Cockayne Syndrome (CS)
- Trichothiodystrophy (TTD)

- Breast, Prostate Cancer
- Nijmegen Breakage Syndrome

(NBS)

- MUTYH-Associated, Polyposis
(MAP)

- Hyper-IgM syndrome (HIGM)
type V

- Lung Cancer
- Spinocerebellar ataxia with

axonal neuropathy 1 (SCAN1)
- Ataxia-oculomotor apraxia 1

(AOA1)

- Severe Combined
Immunodeficiency (SCID)

- Fanconi Anemia (FA)
- Nijmegen Breakage Syndrome

(NBS)

Repair

pathway

Primary

Lesions

DR 0 -meG

Mismatches,
MMR

loops

References

(217)

(218) (219)

(220) (221)

(222) (179)

(223) (224)

(12) (225)

(226) (227)

(228) (178)

(229) (158)

(144)

(171) (173)

(172) (174)

(170)

(183) (227)

(8)
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Table 1.2. Studies in which DNA repair assays have been used to evaluate

human inter-individual and/or tumor-specific variability in DRC.

Publications are categorized by DNA repair pathway studied and the type of

assay used. Black corresponds to studies in which a single repair pathway was

assayed. Blue corresponds to studies in which two or more pathways were

assayed as a consequence of a lesion being repaired by more than one pathway

or a protein being involved in more than one pathway. Red corresponds to

studies in which two or more pathways were assayed simultaneously either

through sequencing of two or more genes or by the use of separate repair

measurements.

Indirect measureme

Gene
SNPIGWAS y n

Methylation

Evidence of inter-individual/tumor differences in DRC

nts Direct measurements
Mutagen Cell free

RNA Protein Sensitivity Comet HCR
extract

(48)

DR (32) (230) (54) (55) (56) 23 1)

(20) (217) (57) (43) (58) (232)

(58)

MMR (233) (234) (233) (63) (231)
(20) (181) (234) (57)

(237) (2368
(25)(26)

NER (121) (28)

(20) (29)

(30) (31)

(239)

(240)

(70) (72) (70)

(72)

i4)9> (2-) (69)
HR (2138) (20) ) (231(

(78) (48)

BER & (247) (238) (68)

SSBR (42)(82) (68)(71) 2-1

(20) (42)(71)

(127)

(232)

(63)

(192)

(241)

(70)

(72)

(64)

(48) (42)

(2 32 ) (

(691 (52)

(53)

(71)

(59) (90)

(230)

(63) (235)

(236)

(106)

(239) (111)

(243) (108)

96> (242) (244

(109) (121)

(119)

(122)

(89)

(79) (247)

(78) (248)

(82) (91)

(143) (92)

(144)

(100)
(127)

N H J 23 ) (249)NHEJ
(20) (181)

69)
(6, (231)

(64)

FANC (67) (250) (65)

Repair

pathway

(69)

(64)
(65) (67)

(87)

(88)

(244) (123)

: ) (130)
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Figure 1.1. DNA damage, DNA repair, and disease.

The canonical role of DNA repair is to protect cells from death, mutation, and the

inception of disease. As discussed in the main text, increasing DNA repair can

also have the opposite effect, inducing cell death because of the potential

accumulation of toxic repair intermediates. The environment and the physiology

of the individual enter this diagram at two points; both factors may may increase

DNA damage, or they may affect DRC either positively or negatively.
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Figure 1.2. Potential consequences of DRC variability.

a) Both intuition and experimental data point to a distribution in DRC, shown here

for a single pathway among healthy individuals (black curve), and a multimodal

distribution when disease states (red curve) are included; this panel is inspired by

a similar figure originally published by Grossman and Wei (15). b) The simplest

assumption is that a generic representation of risk (cell death, disease diagnosis

or mortality) will decrease as DRC increases. c) In some cases, such as when a

level of glycosylase initiates BER leading to an accumulation of intermediates

that are more toxic than the initial DNA damage, elevated DRC may be

deleterious. d and e) In principle the combined influence of factors driving the

relationships in panels b,c could lead to more complicated relationships between

risk and DRC. f) The relationship between DRC and risk may be represented as

a complex landscape that depends on DRC in more than one pathway. As

discussed in section 5, multiple DRC defects can act synergistically, but can also

produce surprising and counterintuitive phenotypes.
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Function

Comet, HCR

Figure 1.3. Methods of assessing DRC and their limitations.

The biological trajectory that runs from genes to function includes numerous

intermediate steps at which a given assay may fail to predict the functional

endpoint. The point along this trajectory at which a particular method may fail is

indicated by color-coded bars running from left to right. Although any of the

assays may accurately predict function, only functional (Comet and HCR) assays

integrate the complexity of this entire trajectory into their readout.
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Abstract

The capacity to repair different types of DNA damage varies among individuals

making them more or less susceptible to the detrimental health consequences of

such exposures. Current methods for measuring DNA repair capacity (DRC) are

relatively labor intensive, often indirect and usually limited to a single repair

pathway. Here we describe a fluorescence-based multiplex flow-cytometric host

cell reactivation assay (FM-HCR) that measures the ability of human cells to

repair plasmid reporters each bearing a different type of DNA damage or different

doses of the same type of DNA damage. FM-HCR simultaneously measures

repair capacity in any four of the following pathways, NER, MMR, BER, NHEJ,

HR and MGMT. We show that FM-HCR can measure interindividual DRC

differences a panel of 24 cell lines derived from genetically diverse apparently

healthy individuals, and we show that FM-HCR can be used to identify inhibitors

or enhancers of DRC. We further develop a next generation sequencing-based

HCR assay (HCR-Seq) that detects rare transcriptional mutagenesis events due

to lesion bypass by RNA polymerase, providing an added dimension to DRC

measurements. FM-HCR and HCR-Seq provide powerful tools for exploring

relationships among global DRC, disease susceptibility, and optimal treatment.

Significance Statement

DNA, the blueprint of the cell, is constantly damaged by chemicals and radiation.

Because DNA damage can cause cell death or mutations that can lead to

diseases like cancer, cells are armed with an arsenal of several distinct

mechanisms for repairing the many types of DNA damage that occur. DNA

repair capacity (DRC) varies among individuals, and reduced DRC is associated

with disease risk, however the available DRC assays are labor intensive and only

measure one pathway at a time. Herein, we present powerful new assays that

measure DRC in multiple pathways in a single assay. We use the assays to
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measure inter-individual DRC differences, inhibition of DNA repair, and to

uncover unexpected error-prone transcriptional bypass of a thymine dimer.

Introduction

DNA is under constant assault from damaging agents that produce a vast

array of lesions. Left unrepaired, these lesions have the potential to alter cellular

function and compromise the health of the organism, leading to degenerative

diseases, cancer, and premature aging [1-5]. Consequently, inter-individual

variations in DNA repair capacity (DRC) are thought to contribute to the fact that

people have different susceptibilities to these diseases [6-10]. Furthermore, the

efficacy of cancer chemotherapy with DNA damaging agents is dependent on the

DRC of the targeted cells [11]. Thus, DRC measurements could potentially be

used to personalize both treatment and prevention of disease.

We define DRC as the basal ability of cells to eliminate DNA damage from

the genome, however it should be noted that some DRC assays, such as

mutagen sensitivity assays, may also reflect changes in gene expression and the

activation of non-DNA repair pathways upon treatment of cells with DNA

damaging agents. A wide variety of methods are used to estimate DRC. Many

studies focus on indirect assessments of DRC through transcriptional profiling,

proteomics, and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) screens [12-16].

However, SNPs in DNA repair genes are not informative if the relevant gene is

not expressed. Likewise, gene expression data are not informative for cases in

which the gene product is inactive or cannot be assembled into a functional

complex. More direct measurements of DRC in vitro using cell lysates overcome

some of this complexity by integrating these factors into a single readout [17-20];

however these methods require separate assays for measurements in more than

one repair pathway, and may not be representative of DRC in intact cells.

Measuring the consequences of DNA repair in intact cells by monitoring sister

chromatid exchanges, chromosome aberrations, or DNA strand breaks by comet

assays also integrate complexity into a single readout, but require labor-intensive
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analyses that make them refractory to implementation in a clinical setting [21-23].

Although recently developed high throughput comet assays provide an excellent

alternative, they are limited to DNA damage that leads to, or can be converted to

DNA strand breaks [24].

Host cell reactivation (HCR) assays report the ability of cells to repair DNA

damage that blocks transcription of a transiently transfected reporter gene [8, 9,

25-28]. Repair of the transcription-blocking lesion reactivates reporter gene

expression, thus providing a quantitative readout for DRC. However, HCR

assays cannot generally report repair of DNA lesions that do not block the

progression of the RNA polymerase, and current methods for measuring DRC

are further limited by the need for separate experiments to measure repair

capacity in more than one pathway, or at more than one dose of DNA damage.

Herein we introduce a new high-throughput, fluorescence-based multiplex HCR

assay (FM-HCR) for measuring DRC in living cells that overcomes these

limitations. We first present a multicolor fluorescence assay that simultaneously

measures DNA repair at multiple doses of DNA damage. We then demonstrate

simultaneous DRC measurements for up to four repair pathways in human and

rodent cells, using reporters for the repair of both transcription-blocking lesions

and lesions that are bypassed by RNA polymerase. To demonstrate potential

applications of FM-HCR to population studies, we measure interindividual DRC

differences in five pathways in a panel of 24 lymphoblastoid cell lines derived

from apparently healthy individuals. We also show that FM-HCR can be used to

identify agents that inhibit or enhance DRC. Finally, to further increase

throughput and to establish a single generalized detection method for the repair

of any lesion that alters transcription of a reporter gene, we added to the HCR

reporter protein paradigm a reporter transcript assay that leverages the

extraordinary power of next generation sequencing (HCR-Seq). We use HCR-

Seq to measure 20 independent reporter signals in a single assay, and detect

error-prone transcriptional bypass at a bulky DNA lesion in human cells. FM-

HCR and HCR-Seq provide rapid, high throughput methods of assessing DRC in

multiple pathways and represent a major improvement over standard methods
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currently used in basic, clinical and epidemiological research addressing the

relationship among DNA damage, DNA repair and disease susceptibility.

Results

Validation of FM-HCR

FM-HCR was used to assay DRC in 55 cell lines (Table 2.1). Expression

levels of five fluorescent reporter proteins were quantitated simultaneously using

flow cytometry (Figure S2.1). Use of 96-well electroporation plates reduced the

time required for transfection to less than an hour per plate, and a BD High

Throughput Sampler permitted data acquisition in less than 10 minutes active

time.

In vitro treatment of plasmids with UVC light resulted in a dose-dependent

reduction in reporter expression. When each of the five fluorescent reporter

plasmids was treated with a unique dose of UVC (Plasmid combination #1 in

Table 2.2), and subsequently co-transfected into cells, a dose-response curve

was generated from a single experiment that required only two transfections

(Figure 2.1a). Dose-response curves spanning up to 3 decades of percent

reporter expression (%R.E.) were obtained for 7 lymphoblastoid cell lines (Figure

2.1b,c), chosen because they were previously characterized over 20 years ago

for their capacity to repair UV-irradiated plasmid DNA by another much more

laborious method [8]. Differences in DRC were most pronounced at the highest

dose to plasmid (800 J/m 2 ), with % reporter expression (%R.E.) values varying

over a range of about 100-fold among the cell lines. As expected, the highest

DRC was observed for lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from apparently healthy

individuals, referred to as wild type (WT) (Table 2.1). Moderately reduced DRC

was observed for two XPC cell lines, and severe defects were evident for XPA

and XPD cell lines. Between 18 and 40 hours, %R.E. increased for most cell

lines (Figure 2.1b,c), consistent with time-dependent repair of transcription

blocking lesions.
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The FM-HCR data presented in Figure 2.1c reproduce those from the

previous study that also monitored transcription inhibition on UV-damaged

plasmids 40 hours after transfection [8]. In that study, chloramphenicol acetyl

transferase (CAT) levels in cell-free extracts were used as the reporter. Two

complementary methods were used to compare our data to the historical data.

First, the percent CAT expression (%CAT) reported at a single dose of UV

irradiation (300 J/m 2 in ref. [8] ) was highly correlated (R2 = 0.92, p = 0.0006) with

%R.E. at a single dose (400 J/m 2 ) in the present study (Figure 2.1d). The

relative repair capacity of multiple cell lines can also be compared by calculating

the parameter Do, corresponding to the dose at which HCR falls below 37% R.E.

[29]. The Do values calculated from our experimental data were also highly

correlated with the historical Do values (R2 = 0.92, p < 0.0001) (Figure 2.1e).

To confirm that the dose response curves in Figs. lb and 1c could be

obtained independently of the choice of fluorescent reporters, the experiment

was repeated with the plasmids shuffled with regard to which plasmid received a

particular UV dose (Plasmid combination #2 in Table 2.2). The resulting dose

response curves obtained at 18 and 40 hours are presented in Figs. 1f and Ig,

respectively. Once again, the FM-HCR data collected at 40 hours reproduce the

historical data [8] (Figure 2.1h). Likewise, the FM-HCR data collected with

plasmid combination #2 reproduce those obtained using the plasmid combination

#1 (Figure 2.1i).

FM-HCR assays were also carried out on 7 primary untransformed skin

fibroblast cell lines and compared to Epstein-Barr virus transformed

lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from the same individuals (represented as

individuals i-vii in Table 2.1); cells were from 4 apparently healthy individuals and

3 XP patients. A similar pattern of dose response curves was obtained for both

fibroblasts and lymphoblastoid cells (Figs. Ij and 1k, respectively). Overall,

absolute NER capacity measured in fibroblasts appeared to be somewhat higher

than that in the lymphoblastoid cell lines; however, a comparison of DRC

measured at 800 J/m 2 indicated that NER phenotype is strongly correlated (R2

0.94, p = 0.0003) between the two cell types (Figure 2.11).
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Development of FM-HCR assays for DNA mismatch repair and direct

reversal of 06 -MeG

Fluorescent plasmid reporters for direct reversal of 06-MeG and mismatch

repair capacity were developed (Figure S2.2). For mismatch repair assays, a

G:G mismatch containing plasmid was constructed; it has previously been shown

that G:G mismatches are repaired inefficiently in extracts from MMR deficient

cells [30], and we confirmed this observation in MMR-deficient HCT1 16 cells and

MMR-proficient HCT1 16+3 cells that have been complemented with human

chromosome 3 (Figure S2.2d), as well as MMR-deficient MT1 cells that lack

MSH6, and MMR-proficient TK6 cells (Figure 2.2). This reporter expresses a

non-fluorescent protein unless a repair event restores a cytosine in the

transcribed strand, leading to wild type orange fluorescent protein. Because the

plasmid lacks a strand discrimination signal, the theoretical upper limit of reporter

expression (relative to a similarly constructed wild type homoduplex control) is

50%. For direct reversal of 06-MeG, a plasmid that encodes a non-fluorescent

protein in the absence of the lesion was prepared. Introduction of a site-specific

06-MeG lesion into the transcribed strand causes transcription errors [31],

producing transcripts encoding the wild type mPlum fluorescent protein. Thus,

cells deficient for methylguanine methyltransferase (MGMT) mediated 06-MeG

repair express relatively high levels of the mPlum reporter, whereas cells

expressing MGMT remove the source of transcription errors, thus reducing

reporter expression.

Simultaneous measurement of DRC in 3 pathways with FM-HCR

DRC for three pathways, namely NER, mismatch repair (MMR), and the

direct reversal of 06-MeG (MGMT) was measured in five lymphoblastoid cell

lines (Figure 2.2). DRC for each pathway was first measured in separate

experiments. The severe NER defect for the XPA-deficient GM02344 cell line

was reproduced, whereas relatively high NER capacity was confirmed for the
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four other cell lines with no known NER defect (GM01953, MT1, TK6, and

TK6+MGMT). The lymphoblastoid cell line MT1, known to be deficient for

mismatch repair [32], expressed the MMR reporter at a level up to 10-fold lower

than that of the other four cell lines that have no known MMR defects. As

expected, the 06-MeG direct reversal reporter was highly expressed in MT1 and

TK6, owing to the absence of MGMT. Expression of the same reporter was

reduced nearly 1000-fold in TK6+MGMT cells expressing a high level of MGMT,

and was reduced - 8-fold and 250-fold in GM01953 and GM02344, respectively,

both of which express active MGMT, but at different levels [33].

One of our goals is to increase the throughput of DRC assays by

measuring the activity of multiple DNA repair pathways in a single assay. To test

whether our DRC reporters could be combined in a single experiment without

affecting the accuracy of the assay, we co-transfected three reporter plasmids,

each targeting a different pathway, along with an internal transfection control

(plasmid combination #3 in Table 2.2). This yielded nearly identical DRC profiles

for NER, MMR and MGMT as those obtained when the reporters were

transfected in separate experiments (Figure 2.2b).

Simultaneous measurement of four DNA repair pathways including BER

and NHEJ.

We next sought to measure DRC in four pathways including BER or DSB

repair (Figure 2.3). To add a fourth pathway to the FM-HCR in Figure 2.2, a

BFP reporter for repair of a double strand break by the NHEJ pathway was

developed (Figure 2.3a and Figure S2.3). This assay was validated using the

M059J and M059K cell lines, which were derived from a single glioblastoma [34].

The M059J cell line is deficient for DNA PKcs that is required for NHEJ [35]. As

expected, M059J cells expressed -40-fold lower levels of the NHEJ reporter

relative to the wild type M059K cells when the reporter was transfected

separately from other reporters (Figure 2.3b). To test whether DRC could be

measured in four pathways simultaneously, we co-transfected the NHEJ reporter
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with the reporters described above for NER, MMR, and MGMT (plasmid

combination #4 in Table 2.2). As with the three-pathway measurements

described above, the co-transfected reporters yielded nearly identical DNA repair

profiles as the separately transfected reporters (Figs. 3b and 3c). MMR and

MGMT capacity was similar in the two cell lines, however NER capacity was

reduced in M059J by approximately 7-fold relative to M059K. It has been

observed previously that the XPC and ERCC2 genes are overexpressed in

M059J vs M059K cells, and that the M059J cells are slightly more sensitive than

M059K cells to UV irradiation [36]. Inefficient NER in the presence of excess

XPC protein has also been noted in vitro [37].

To further demonstrate the versatility of FM-HCR, we performed an assay

that includes BER, NER, MMR and MGMT (Figure 2.3d). An mOrange

fluorescent reporter for base excision repair of 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) was

developed that produces wild type mOrange transcripts when RNA polymerase

incorporates adenine opposite a site-specific 8-oxoG lesion. Deficient 8-oxoG

repair is expected to result in a higher reporter expression. In keeping with this

expectation, mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) deficient for 8-oxoG DNA

glycosylase (Ogg1) expressed an approximately 20-fold higher level of mOrange

than wild type MEFs when the reporter was transfected separately from the other

reporters (Figure 2.3e). When the 8-oxoG reporter was co-transfected with three

other reporters for NER, MMR and MGMT (plasmid combination #5 in Table 2.2),

we once again observed DRC profiles that were nearly identical to those

obtained when the reporters were transfected separately (Figs. 3e and 3f).

MMR and NER capacity were similar in the two cell lines, but MGMT reporter

expression was approximately 5-fold higher in the wild type MEFs. Since the

wild type MEFS were derived from C57BL/6J mice, the differences in MGMT

repair capacity could be due to the mixed (C57BL/6J and 129SV) background of

the Ogg1-1- mouse from which the MEFs were derived [38].
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Analysis of DRC for five pathways in a panel of 24 cell lines derived from

apparently healthy individuals

A previously described assay for HR was incorporated into FM-HCR

experiments and was validated using cell lines with known defects in double

strand break repair (Figure S2.4) [39]. Assays for NER, MMR, MGMT, HR and

NHEJ capacity (see plasmid combinations #3 and #6) were then carried out on a

panel of 3 control cell lines (TK6, MT1, and TK6+MGMT) and 24 human

lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from apparently healthy individuals of diverse

ancestry [40]. Each of the 24 cell lines exhibited a unique DNA repair profile

(Figure 4a), and a range of DRC was observed across the 24 cell lines for each

pathway (MGMT, 285-fold; MMR, 4.4-fold; HR, 3.7-fold; NER, 3.2-fold, and

NHEJ, 2.1-fold). To further validate the FM-HCR assay for MGMT, transcript

levels measured by TaqMan qPCR for the cell lines in Figure 2.4a were

compared with fluorescent reporter expression. A non-linear relationship was

observed between MGMT FM-HCR % Reporter Expression and transcript levels

(not shown), however log-transformed FM-HCR data correlated extremely well

with MGMT transcript levels (Figure 2.4b).

Application of FM-HCR to assays for DRC inhibition

To further demonstrate the potential applications of FM-HCR, the assay

was used to detect inhibition of DRC by metals and a small molecule. Cadmium

and arsenic have been shown previously to inhibit NER [41, 42]. FM-HCR

confirmed NER inhibition in the presence of low micromolar concentrations of the

two metals (Figure 2.4c), whereas no effect on NER was detected in the

presence of Compound 401, known to inhibit a critical NHEJ factor, namely the

DNA dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit (DNA PKcs) [43]. Moreover,

Compound 401 was shown to inhibit NHEJ in a dose dependent manner (Figure

2.4d), while MMR, NER, and HR were unaffected.
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Taken together, the FM-HCR data demonstrate a versatile method for

measuring in a single assay the repair of multiple DNA damage substrates, with

either different doses or with different types of damage. While measuring four

DNA repair pathways simultaneously represents a significant advance, the

degree of multiplexing possible for the FM-HCR assay is dependent upon the

number of fluorescent reporters that can be measured simultaneously. We

therefore developed an additional assay that does not require the detection of

fluorescent proteins.

Deep sequencing analysis of cells transfected with reporter plasmids

To increase the potential number of reporters that can be detected in a

single assay we developed HCR-seq, a method of distinguishing and quantifying

multiple full-length reporter transcripts using next generation sequencing. Two

cell lines exhibiting a large difference in their NER capacity (GM02344 and

GM01953) were selected for a direct comparison of DRC measured by HCR-seq

versus FM-HCR (Figure 2.5). Each cell line was transfected with plasmid

combination #7 (Table 2.2), and at 18 hours cells were analyzed by both HCR-

seq and FM-HCR. Plasmid combination #7 included a modified GFP reporter

containing a single site-specific cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD). This

reporter was included to allow a focused analysis of possible transcriptional

errors induced by a bulky DNA lesion.

For HCR-seq analysis, total RNA was isolated and subjected to standard

Illumina mRNAseq sample preparation and analysis [44]. A total of 358,281,302

reads were generated for two replicates of 4 multiplexed samples, with each

replicate analyzed in a separate HiSeq lane (Table S2.1). Between 30 and 50

million reads were assigned to each original sample. 315,574,792 reads (88%)

mapped properly to genes annotated for the human genome plus the five

reporter sequences. In each sequencing lane, all 5 reporter transcripts were

detected for each of the 4 samples; each sequencing lane simultaneously

measured expression levels for 20 reporters. Alignment statistics, the criteria
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used to define proper alignment and reasons for excluding the remaining 12% of

reads from subsequent analysis are detailed in Tables S2-S5.

DNA repair and transcriptional mutagenesis detected by RNA sequencing

Relative transcript levels in WT (GM01953) versus XPA (GM02344) cell

lines were determined for both host genes and plasmid reporter genes. Plasmid

reporters were found to be among the most highly expressed genes (Figure

S2.5a). As expected, reporter expression from UV-treated plasmids was

reduced in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 2.6a), and the reduced expression

for the XPA cell line (GM02344) was far greater than that for WT cells

(GM01953). More importantly, reporter transcript expression mirrored closely the

dose response curves obtained from the same transfected cells using FM-HCR

(Figure 2.6b). Reporter expression from plasmids containing a single site-

specific CPD in the transcribed strand was likewise reduced relative to that from

undamaged plasmids (Figure S2.5b).

With respect to global gene expression in the transfected cells, fewer than

10 host transcripts showed a > 2-fold change in expression in the presence of UV

treated plasmids versus undamaged plasmids (Table S2.5). Among these, only

three (SMNI, RPL21, and RN5-8S1) were observed in both cell lines, but in no

case was a change in the same direction observed for both replicates. Thus, no

significant transcriptional response to the presence of DNA damage in plasmids

was evident under our experimental conditions. However, consistent with the

FM-HCR data (Figure 2.2) that suggested higher MGMT activity in GM02344

cells compared with GM01953 cells, the mRNAseq data indicated an

approximately 3-fold higher expression of the MGMT transcript in GM02344

versus GM01953. Furthermore, XPA transcripts were expressed at lower levels

in GM02344 versus GM01953, and they were only rarely spliced correctly in

GM02344 (Figure S2.5c). These data reproduce previously reported splicing

errors in GM02344 due to a homozygous 555G>C mutation in the XPA gene

[45]. Finally, to assess the potential for DNA contamination in RNAseq samples,
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the density of reads aligning to intergenic regions (which are not expected to be

represented in transcripts) was compared to the density of reads aligning to

exons, and the ratio of exonic/intergenic reads was found to be greater than

1000, indicating an RNA purity >99.9%.

Sequence-level analysis of mRNAseq data revealed base substitutions in

reporter transcripts at the position corresponding to the site-specific CPD; this

was true for both cell lines (Figure 2.6c). The most frequently observed base

change, an A-*G mutation at the 5' Adenine in the ApA sequence opposite the

CPD (hereafter AA+GA), was detected at a frequency of 1.3% in cells with no

known repair defect (GM01953), and 5.8% in NER-deficient GM02344 cells. In

transcripts expressed from the undamaged plasmid, the frequency of the

AA-GA mutations at this position was less than 0.2%. A potential experimental

concern is that trace contaminating plasmid DNA might be amplified during

Illumina sample preparation, thus giving rise to DNA fragments with base

substitutions due to error-prone CPD bypass by DNA polymerase. However,

nearly identical frequencies for AA+GA mutations were found using a second

sample preparation method that excludes the possibility of contaminating lesion-

containing plasmid (Figure S2.5d). It therefore appears that human RNA

polymerase can bypass a thymine dimer in vivo, albeit in an error prone manner.

AA-GA mutations were also induced in a dose-dependent manner in

transcripts expressed from UV-irradiated reporter plasmids containing thymine

dimers that were not site-specific (Figure 2.6d). As expected for randomly

induced DNA damage, the absolute frequency of the base substitution was much

lower than that observed for transcripts expressed from the reporter with the site-

specific thymine dimer. Once again, base changes occurred at a higher

frequency in NER-deficient versus wild type cells. These data provide additional

evidence for error prone transcriptional bypass of thymine dimers.
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Discussion

We have established new methods that enable rapid, high throughput

measurements of DRC for DNA lesions that either block RNA polymerase II-

mediated transcription, or alter the sequence of reporter transcripts. These

methods do not require the generation of cell lysates or the use of in vitro assays,

and can simultaneously measure in vivo DRC at multiple doses or in multiple

repair pathways. As a result, these assays outperform current methods of

measuring DRC [20, 27], and have the potential to be used to personalize the

prevention and treatment of cancer and other diseases caused by inefficient

repair of DNA damage.

We have demonstrated an application of the FM-HCR to the question of

whether NER capacity in human lymphoblastoid cells is representative of repair

capacity in other tissues. Lymphoblastoid cells provide a convenient source of

cells for use in human variability studies, however the extent to which they

represent a faithful surrogate for other cells in primary tissues has been called

into question [46-48]. The present data indicate a strong correlation between

NER capacity in primary human skin fibroblasts and transformed B-

lymphoblastoid cells from the same individuals (Figure 2.11). The strong

correlation further illustrates that the assay can be carried out reproducibly in

primary or transformed cells from multiple tissues.

To our knowledge, our use of HCR to simultaneously measure

combinations of NER, MMR, BER, NHEJ, HR or MGMT capacity is the first

example of a quantitative assay capable of measuring repair of DNA damage by

multiple distinct pathways in parallel. One of the strengths of FM-HCR is that it

yields a single readout (fluorescence) in place of multiple unique outputs from

very different experimental procedures that have been used previously to

characterize the same repair pathways in the cell lines for which data are

presented (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3) [8, 32, 33, 35, 38, 49]. The fluorescent

reporters for direct reversal of 06 -MeG and BER of 8-oxoG illustrate the use of

transcriptional mutagenesis to measure the repair of DNA lesions that are
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bypassed in an error-prone manner by RNA polymerase. This paradigm, where

the presence of a DNA lesion changes the expressed reporter sequence to one

that encodes a functional protein, holds promise as a general method of

measuring DRC, because a wide variety of toxic and mutagenic DNA lesions are

known to induce transcriptional errors [50, 51].

We have presented several applications of FM-HCR to demonstrate the

broad utility of the assay. The flow cytometric fluorescence-based FM-HCR

method accurately reproduces data collected previously for a set of cell lines

known to differ in NER capacity [8]. A screen of a much larger set of cell lines

derived from apparently healthy individuals illustrates the potential to efficiently

measure DRC in multiple pathways in large sets of samples (Figure 2.4a), and to

identify agents that inhibit or enhance DRC (Figure 4c and 4d). Screens for

DRC inhibitors or enhancers are expected to identify some agents for which the

mechanism of action is unknown; indeed, uncertainty remains as to the precise

mechanisms by which arsenic and cadmium exposure lead to reduced DRC [41,

52]; the strength of FM-HCR lies in the ability to measure changes in DRC as an

important functional endpoint.

By using multiple fluorescent reporters, a 96-well format, and automated

flow cytometric sample processing, the method is rapid and less labor intensive

than the standard CAT-based HCR assay. For example, the total active

laboratory time required to perform the analysis to generate the triplicate data in

Figure 2.1b and 1c is approximately 12 hours, or 1-2 hours per cell line, using

flow cytometers equipped with a high throughput sampler to enable automated

data acquisition. In addition, experimental error is reduced by co-transfection of

reporters, allowing normalization of expression from a damaged plasmid to that

of an undamaged control plasmid included in every transfection. Through these

technical improvements, FM-HCR removes a major barrier to epidemiological

studies of DRC that include large populations and multiple DNA repair pathways.

Furthermore, because standard oncology labs are equipped with flow

cytometers, the assay also has the potential to be of use in a clinical setting.
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The use of next generation sequencing to essentially count reporter

transcripts (HCR-seq), rather than measuring their fluorescent translation

products, presents an opportunity to vastly increase throughput, and overcomes

important limitations on assay throughput and versatility that are otherwise

imposed by the need to detect fluorescent reporter proteins. We have validated

the HCR-seq approach by showing that HCR of UV-irradiated plasmids analyzed

by mRNAseq yields a pattern of dose-response curves similar to those obtained

previously using a CAT-based HCR assay [8], as well as those obtained in the

current study by FM-HCR analysis (Figure 2.1). Because next generation

sequencing can be used to quantitate the expression levels of thousands of

transcripts simultaneously, our assay has the potential to measure expression of

dozens of reporters for multiple individuals in a single experiment; this would

make characterization of global DRC in large populations both efficient and

affordable (See supplementary note).

HCR-seq constitutes a paradigm shift in the quantitation of DRC because

of the ability to measure the repair of any lesion that either inhibits transcription

or induces transcriptional mutagenesis. Base misincorporation opposite DNA

lesions that are bypassed by DNA polymerase during replication has been

extensively studied for many lesions [53]. Misincorporation during transcription

by RNA polymerase has been documented for a growing number lesions, and

often mirrors that of DNA polymerase during replication [54]. As a result, most

mutagenic lesions can be expected to have a transcriptional mutagenic

signature. The HCR-seq strategy should therefore be useful in DRC

measurements for nearly any pathway. The data in Figure 2.6 also illustrate the

power of this unbiased approach to detect rare events that are specific to

transcription of damaged DNA.

The two major applications to human health that we foresee for these

assays relate to personalized prevention and treatment of cancer. The available

published data indicate that DRC is an important factor both in cancer

susceptibility and in the efficacy of cancer treatment with DNA damaging agents,

and that plasmid-based HCR assays can readily be applied to primary human
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tissue samples, including stimulated peripheral blood mononuclear cells [8-11,

20, 27]. FM-HCR and HCR-Seq now open the door to a comprehensive analysis

of DRC as a biomarker for disease susceptibility. For personalized disease

prevention, FM-HCR could be applied to human blood cells to identify individuals

who may have a higher risk of disease. In terms of personalized treatment, the

assays could be used to measure DRC in blood cells to predict patient tolerance

for a particular cancer therapy [55], or to measure DRC in cancer cells to predict

the efficacy of treatment with DNA damaging chemotherapeutic agents in a

manner analogous to using MGMT promoter methylation to predict the response

of cancers to alkylating chemotherapy agents such as temozolomide [56].

Indeed, the data in Figure 2.4 show that FM-HCR data reproduce the results of a

standard TaqMan qPCR assay for MGMT gene expression in lymphoblastoid cell

lines. The functional FM-HCR and HCR-Seq assays might be expected to

outperform promoter methylation assays because (i) they provide a direct,

quantitative readout of repair activity rather than an indirect estimate of DNA

repair gene expression, and (ii) they provide data for repair capacity in additional

pathways such as MMR, which also contributes importantly to alkylation

sensitivity [32]. Finally, the ability of FM-HCR to identify agents that either inhibit

or enhance DRC in human cells (Figure 2.4c and 4d) opens the door to screens

for novel compounds that could be used either to potentiate the effects of DNA

damage-based anticancer agents or to mitigate the deleterious effects of

environmental exposure to DNA damaging agents [57-59].

In addition to the possible clinical applications described above, HCRseq

has the potential to reveal new biological phenomena in the basic research

setting. The mRNAseq data presented here provide evidence that transcriptional

errors result when human RNA polymerase I bypasses a CPD. Because the

plasmids are not replicated in the cell, and transcript sequence changes were

observed at an elevated rate in repair deficient cells, these changes are likely to

reflect transcriptional mutagenesis events due to unrepaired DNA lesions in the

transcribed DNA strand. While it has been reported previously that in vivo

bypass of a CPD by RNA polymerase may result in rare deletions, and bypass of
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a bulky 8,5'-cyclo-2'-deoxyadenosine lesion may result in both deletions and

base substitutions [60], our observation of frequent base misincorporation

opposite a CPD by RNA polymerase I appears to be without precedent. A

recent in vitro analysis indicated that transcriptional CPD bypass followed a so-

called A-rule, resulting in error-free bypass [61]; athough base misincorporation

was observed, subsequent extension of transcripts beyond the misincorporated

base was strongly inhibited. The present data provide in vivo evidence of error-

prone transcriptional bypass of bulky DNA lesions in human cells followed by

completion and polyadenylation of the transcript. A lower limit (about 6%) for the

frequency of bypass events resulting in an AA->GA mutation can be estimated

from the data in Figure 2.6c. Since it is expected that reporter plasmids that

have already been repaired will be transcribed at a higher rate, and because

error-free bypass (according to an A-rule) cannot be distinguished from

transcripts arising from repaired plasmid, the rate of bypass is likely higher than

6%.

Conclusions

FM-HCR and HCRseq represent powerful new tools for high throughput

measurements of human DRC and provide a rapid functional characterization

that complements existing, indirect measures of DRC. FM-HCR permits the

simultaneous measurement of repair for up to four different doses of DNA

damage, or types of DNA damage, in a single assay. HCR-seq has the potential

to measure thousands of reporter sequences in a single assay, with barcodes

providing unique identifiers for the type or dose of DNA damage as well as for the

individual whose cells are being analyzed. Both methods expand the scope of

lesions whose repair can be measured to include those that do not block

transcription, and as additional substrates are developed, we anticipate that our

assays will permit measurements of DRC in all of the major DNA repair pathways

in a single assay. Our assays hold an advantage over in vitro assays because

the transcription-based reporters limit the readout to DNA that has been repaired
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in vivo in chromatinized DNA, thus increasing the likelihood of recapitulating

physiological DNA repair phenotypes. The assays have the potential to reduce

the cost and labor required for DRC measurements to a level compatible with

large-scale epidemiological studies and clinical diagnostic/prognostic

applications. The data presented herein also illustrate the utility of the assays as

a research tool that can reveal mechanisms of DNA repair and damage tolerance

and that can provide a new means of screening chemical libraries for inhibitors or

enhancers of DRC.

Materials and Methods

DNA Repair Reporter Plasmids

Detailed methodology for the construction of reporter plasmids and the

methods used to transfect plasmids into cells can be found in the supplemental

information (Figs S2-S4). Briefly, Plasmids for expression of the fluorescent

proteins AmCyan, EGFP, mOrange, and mPlum were purchased from Clontech,

and that for tagBFP was purchased from Axxora. Reporter genes were

subcloned into the pmax cloning vector (Lonza). NER reporters were prepared

by irradiating plasmids with UVC light. The resulting DNA damage prevents

fluorescent reporter expression by blocking transcription; repair by NER restores

reporter expression. The NHEJ reporter comprised a linearized fluorescent

reporter; because double strand breaks constitute an absolute block to

transcription, NHEJ-dependent recircularization of the plasmid is required to

restore reporter expression. MMR reporters consisted of heteroduplex DNA

engineered such that the transcribed strand encoded a non-fluorescent protein.

Repair of a single, site-specific mismatch restores the wild type sequence to the

transcribed strand, and results in fluorescent reporter expression. Reporters for

repair of 8-oxoG or 06-MeG were engineered such that transcriptional

mutagenesis in the presence of the DNA lesion lead to expression of wild type

fluorescent reporter protein. Because repair removes the source of
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transcriptional mutagenesis, repair of these plasmids is inversely proportional to

the measured fluorescence.

Flow Cytometry

Cells suspended in culture media were analyzed for fluorescence on a BD

LSRII cytometer, running FACSDIVA software. Cell debris, doublets and

aggregates were excluded based on their side scatter and forward scatter

properties. TOPRO-3 was added to cells 5-10 minutes prior to analysis, and

used to exclude dead cells from the analysis. The following fluorophores and

their corresponding detectors (in parentheses) were used: tagBFP (Pacific Blue),

AmCyan (AmCyan), EGFP (FITC), mOrange (PE), mPlum (PE-Cy5-5), and

TOPRO-3 (APC). The linear range for the corresponding photomultiplier tubes

was determined using BD Rainbow fluorescent beads and unlabeled polystyrene

beads based on the signal-to-noise ratio, %CV, and M1/M2 parameters as

previously described [62]. Compensation was set using single color controls.

Regions corresponding to cells positive for each of the 5 fluorescent proteins

were established using single color dropout controls. For reporters that required

compensation in more than one detector channel, fluorescence in the reporter

channel was plotted separately against each of the channels requiring

compensation. Using these plots, both single controls and the dropout control (in

which the reporter of interest was excluded from the transfection) were used to

establish regions corresponding to positive cells (Figure S2.1a). Equations used

to calculate fluorescent reporter expression are detailed in the supplemental

information.

mRNAseq

Total RNA was isolated using standard procedures detailed in the

supplemental information. Total RNA samples were submitted to the MIT

BioMicroCenter for preparation and sequencing. Briefly, total RNA was poly-A
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purified, fragmented, and converted to cDNA using the Illumina Tru-SeqTM

protocol. Library construction from cDNA was performed using the Beckman

Coulter SPRI-works system. During library amplification, a unique bar-code was

introduced for each of 8 samples corresponding to the four transfections

performed in duplicate (Table S2.1), and from which total RNA was generated.

Four samples from each replicate were clustered on a separate sequencing lane

and run on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 instrument. Image analysis, base calling and

sequence alignment to a synthetic genome consisting of the human genome and

the five fluorescent reporter genes were performed using the Illumina Pipeline.

Aberrant expression of the XPA gene in GM02344 cells provided an internal

confirmation of the identity of the cell lines; reduced expression and an expected

lack of regular splicing junction reads spanning intron 4 of the XPA gene from

GM02344 was observed (Figure S2.5c), confirming a previously reported

missplice in XPA transcripts due to the homozygous 555G>C mutation [45].

To ensure that trace DNA contamination of the RNAseq samples did not

contribute significantly to the observed frequency of base substitutions in

transcripts expressed from reporter plasmids (Figure 2.6), a second

complementary sample preparation was performed and analyzed by Illumina

sequencing. Details of the experimental procedures are available in the

supplemental information; briefly, mRNA isolated from cells transfected with

reporter plasmids was treated with DNAse and reverse transcribed to generate a

cDNA library. PCR amplification of reporter cDNA was not detected in when

mRNA that was not reverse transcribed was used as a template (Figure S2.5d),

confirming cDNA as the template for PCR amplification, and hence ruling out

significant plasmid contamination. Amplicons were fragmented and submitted for

standard Illumina sample preparation.

Next Generation Sequencing Data Analysis

Illumina sequencing data were analyzed using the Tuxedo software

suite. Mapped reads were aligned to the hg19 human genome assembly and the
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five reporter gene sequences using Tophat v 2.0.6, and junction reads

determined. Additional details of all analyses including input parameters are

available in tables S2-S6. Cufflinks v 2.0.2 was run to quantify reads in terms of

reads per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (RPKM) [63]. Samtools

mpileup (v 0.1.16 r963:234) was used to aggregate reads at all positions in the

alignment file. Using the pileup file as input, single nucleotide variants, as well as

insertions and deletions (indels) present in the mRNAseq data were identified

using the software package VarScan v2.3.4 [64]. All positions meeting a

minimum read depth of 8 were considered further, however no minimum variant

frequency threshold was set in order to detect rare variants and to establish the

sequencing error rate. Custom Python scripts were used to generate a list of all

deletions spanning an ApA sequence. The frequencies for base substitutions at

each ApA sequence in the reporter transcripts were also determined.

Statistics

Statistics were performed with the GraphPad Prism 5.0 software package.

The correlations between data sets in Figs. 1 and 4 were assessed using a

linear regression model that reports R2 for the goodness of fit and a p value for

the slope of the line being significantly different from zero. The p values in

Figure 2.6 were calculated from a two-tailed unpaired t-test. Error bars in figs.

1,2,3,4 and 5 report the standard deviation of at least three biological replicates
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Figure Legends

Figure 2.1. Measurements of DRC by FM-HCR.

(a) DNA lesions are introduced into fluorescent reporter plasmids in vitro.

Numbers labeling the plasmids represent the dose (in J/m 2 ) of UV radiation.

Following treatment, plasmids were combined and co-transfected into cells. After

18 or 40 hours incubation, cells were assayed for fluorescence by flow cytometry.

Comparison of fluorescence signals to those from cells transfected with

undamaged plasmids yields a dose-response curve (experimental data for

GM02344 with plasmid combination #1 in Table 2.2) (b) Dose-response curves

for seven cell lines 18 hours after transfection with plasmid combination #1

(Table 2.2) (c) Dose response curves for the cells in (b) at 40 hours. (d)

Comparison of % reporter expression as measured by FM-HCR at 400 J/m 2 is

plotted against %CAT as measured by conventional HCR for the same cell lines

at 300 J/m 2 . (e) D. values calculated from FM-HCR data plotted against those

reported in the literature. Error bars represent the standard deviation calculated

from biological triplicates. (f) Dose-response curves for seven cell lines 18 hours

after transfection with plasmid combination #2 (Table 2.2). (g) Dose response

curves at 40 hours. (h) Comparison of % reporter expression as measured by

FM-HCR at 400 J/m 2 with plasmid combination #2 is plotted against %CAT as

measured by conventional HCR for the same cell lines at 300 J/m 2. (i)
Comparison of FM-HCR data for plasmids treated at 400 J/m2 in experiments #1

and #2. (j) Dose-response curves generated by FM-HCR for lymphoblastoid cell

lines 40 hours after transfection with plasmid combination #2 (Table 2.2). (k)

Corresponding dose response curves for primary skin fibroblasts from the same

seven individuals. (1) Correlation between % reporter expression from plasmids

irradiated at 800 J/m 2 in the lymphoblastoid and fibroblast cells isolated from the

same individuals. Each color in panels j, k and I corresponds to one of the

individuals (i-vii) in Table 2.1. Error bars represent the standard deviation

calculated from biological triplicates. See also Fig S1.
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Figure 2.2 Simultaneous measurements of DRC in three pathways.

(a) Plasmids used in the multi-pathway FM-HCR (also see plasmid combination

#3 in Table 2.2). (b) DRC for several cell lines obtained by assaying each

pathway in a separate transfection experiment (left) simultaneously following co-

transfection of the reporter plasmids (right). Error bars represent the standard

deviation calculated from biological triplicates. See also Fig S2.

Figure 2.3. Simultaneous measurements of DRC in four pathways.

(a) Plasmids used in the FM-HCR for NHEJ, NER, MMR and MGMT (also see

plasmid combinations #4 Table 2.2). Note that the undamaged plasmid

(AmCyan) included to control for transfection efficiency is not shown. (b) DRC for

several cell lines obtained by assaying each pathway in a separate transfection

experiment. (c) DRC measured simultaneously following co-transfection of the

reporter plasmids. (d) Plasmids used in the FM-HCR for NER, MMR, BER, and

MGMT (also see plasmid combinations #5 Table 2.2). (e) DRC for several cell

lines obtained by assaying each pathway in a separate transfection experiment.

(f) DRC measured simultaneously following co-transfection of the reporter

plasmids. Error bars represent the standard deviation calculated from biological

triplicates. See also Fig S3.

Figure 2.4. Applications of FM-HCR to interindividual DRC differences and

identifying DNA repair inhibitors and enhancers.

(a) FM-HCR analysis of repair capacity in 5 pathways for 27 cell lines. Cells

were transfected with plasmid combination #3 or plasmid combination #6. (b)

Correlation between MGMT transcript levels measured by taqMan qPCR and %

Reporter Expression (log transformed) from the MGMT HCR. (c) FM-HCR

measurements of NER inhibition. (d) FM-HCR measurements of Compound 401

inhibition of DNA repair capacity in four pathways. For all experiments, cells

were assayed by flow cytometry 18 hours after transfection. See also Figure

S2.4.
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Figure 2.5. Workflow for experiments comparing two methods of analyzing

reporter expression.

Following transfection, an aliquot of cells is analyzed by flow cytometry. From the

remaining cells, RNA is isolated and an aliquot is subjected to Illumina sample

preparation and sequencing. FM-HCR analysis of fluorescent reporter

expression, is compared to HCR-Seq analysis of reporter transcript expression,

measured as RPKM. See also Tables S1-5.

Figure 2.6. mRNAseq analysis of reporter expression.

(a) Dose response curves for reporter expression from randomly damaged

plasmids generated from mRNAseq analysis. (b) Dose response curves for the

same cells generated from flow cytometric (FM-HCR) analysis. (c) Sequence

variants detected in transcripts at the position corresponding to the site-specific

thymine dimer in the absence (top) or presence of the lesion (bottom).

Frequencies are reported for the expected sequence (AA) as well as all variants

that were observed in at least one sample. (d) Frequencies of AA->GA mutations

in transcripts expressed from randomly damaged plasmids as a function of dose

(combination #7 in Table 2.2). The undamaged case (0 J/m 2 ) refers to the

frequency of mutations as measured in transcripts expressed from the BFP

transfection control. "U" refers to HCR-Seq data from cells in which all of the

reporter plasmids were undamaged, and "D" refers data for cells transfected with

reporters irradiated as indicated in Table 2.2. Symbols (*) represent differences

that were deemed to be statistically significant (p<0.05) by a t test. See also

Figure S2.5.
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Figure 2.3
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Tables:

Table 2.1. 55 cell lines used for this study.

To facilitate comparison of data, the seven individuals from whom both

lymphoblastoid and fibroblast cultures were derived have been assigned indexes

i through vii.

Cell Line

GM01630 (i)

GM01953

GM02246

GM02249

GM02253

GM02344 (i)

GM02345

GM03657 (ii)

GM03658 (ii)

GM07752 (iii)

GM07753 (iii)

GM14878 (iv)

GM14879 (iv)

GM21071 (v)

GM21148 (v)

GM21677 (vi)

GM21833 (vii)

GM23249 (vi)

GM23251 (vii)

TK6

MT1

TK6+MGMT

Cell Type

Fibroblast

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Fibroblast

Lymphoblastoid

Fibroblast

Lymphoblastoid

Fibroblast

Fibroblast

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Fibroblast

Fibroblast

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Genotype

XPA

WT

XPC

XPC

XPD

XPA

XPA

WT

WT

WT

WT

XPC

XPC

XPB

XPB

WT

WT

WT

WT

MGMT

MGMT,

MSH6

WT

Repair Defect

NER, severe

None

NER, moderate

NER, mild

NER, severe

NER, severe

NER, severe

None

None

None

None

NER, very mild

NER, very mild

NER, severe

NER, severe

None

None

None

None

DR of O6MeG

MMR and DR of

06MeG

None
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HCT116

HCT1 16+3

M059J

M059K

WT MEFS

Ogg1-' MEFS

V79 (Hamster)

VC8 (Hamster)

xrs6 (Hamster)

GM15029 (#1)

GM15036 (#2)

GM15215 (#3)

GM15223 (#4)

GM15245 (#5)

GM15224 (#6)

GM15236 (#7)

GM15510 (#8)

GM15213 (#9)

GM15221 (#10)

GM15227 (#11)

GM15385 (#12)

GM15590 (#13)

GM15038 (#14)

GM15056 (#15)

GM15072 (#16)

GM15144 (#17)

GM15216 (#18)

GM15226 (#19)

GM15242 (#20)

Colorectal

Carcinoma

Colorectal

Carcinoma

Glioblastoma

Glioblastoma

MEFs

MEFs

Fibroblasts

Fibroblasts

CHO

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

Lymphoblastoid

MLH1

WT

DNA PKcs

WT

WT

Ogg1

WT

BRCA2

Ku80

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

WT

MMR

None

NHEJ

None

None

BER of 8-oxoG

None

HR

NHEJ

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None
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GM15268 (#21) Lymphoblastoid WT None

GM15324 (#22) Lymphoblastoid WT None

GM15386 (#23) Lymphoblastoid WT None

GM15061 (#24) Lymphoblastoid WT None
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Table 2.2. Combinations of reporter plasmids and types of DNA damage used in

each experiment.

Combination tagBFP

#1 600 J/m 2

#2 No lesion

#3 No lesion

#4 DSB

#5 800 J/m 2

#6 DSB

#7 No lesion

AA:C mismatch

BSite specific thymine dimer

cG:G mismatch
D 0 6-MeG

AmCyan EGFP

No lesion 800 J/m 2

200 J/m 2  400 J/m 2

- 800 J/m 2

No lesion 800 J/m 2

No lesion A:CA

- DSB

200 J/m 2 T<>TB
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mOrange

200 J/m2

600 J/m2

G:Gc

G:Gc

8-oxoG

400 J/m2

mPlum

400 J/m2

800 J/m 2

06-MeGD

06 -MeGD

06-MeGD

No Lesion

800 J/m
2
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Figure S2.1; related to Figure 2.1. Transfection controls and method of

establishing the positive region for a fluorophore requiring compensation in two

or more channels.

Both the mOrange and AmCyan reporters overlap significantly with the GFP

reporter; they result in significant signal in the GFP (FITC) channel even when

compensation is applied, creating the potential for false positives. In this

example, we illustrate why no single gate is sufficient to identify true positive GFP

cells in the presence of mOrange and AmCyan. The problem is overcome by

establishing a region that represents the union of two or more gates; cells must

appear in both gates to be counted as positive for GFP. Each panel in the figure

indicates the fluorescent reporter or mixture of reporters being expressed in the

cells analyzed. The detector channels are as follows: AmCyan = Cyan, FITC =

GFP, PE YG = mOrange. a) Flow cytometry plots for cells transfected with the

GFP reporter. Bright fluorescence is detected in the FITC channel b) Flow

cytometry plots for cells tranfected with the AmCyan reporter plasmid.

Application of compensation leads to a typical "funnel" shape (the brightest cells

in the AmCyan channel fan out into the FITC channel). Gate P8 is drawn in such

a way as to exclude them as false positives. However, on a plot of fluorescence

in the FITC channel against that in the PE YG channel, these cells are

indistinguishable from GFP positive cells, and would be counted as false

positives if gate P9 were used alone as the region corresponding to GFP positive

cells. c) Plots for cells transfected with the mOrange reporter. Some cells

appearing in gate P8 are indistinguishable from the GFP positive cells in panel

(a). When fluorescence in the same cells is plotted as FITC vs. PE YG, it is seen

that the false positives arise from the same "funnel" phenomenon occurring for

AmCyan in in the upper plot in panel (b). As a result, using P8 alone would also

be insufficient for the identification of true GFP positive cells in the presence of

the other two fluorophores (mOrange and AmCyan). However, these false

positives can be excluded using gate P9. Taken together, the observations in (b)

and (c) indicate that a GFP positive region defined as the union of regions P8

and P9 represents true positives. d) Plots for cells transfected with all reporters
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except for the GFP reporter. If needed, gates are further adjusted to minimize

the number of cells appearing in the region P8+P9. e) Chromatin

immunoprecipitation of plasmid DNA. The lymphoblastoid cell line GM21833 and

the primary human fibroblast culture GM23251 were electroporated with the

pmax:mCherry reporter plasmid and analyzed for plasmid chromatinization.

Antibodies raised against the human histone H3 and H4 were used in all

experiments. H3 precipitation yielded an enrichment of at least 40-fold for the

reporter plasmid DNA in both cell types compared with chromatin precipitated

with the nonspecific antibody IgG. Error bars represent the standard deviation of

triplicate measurements. Similar enrichment was observed for the host gene

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH). When DNA was

immunoprecipitated with the antibody to histone H4, an enrichment of at least 2-

fold was observed for the plasmid DNA and similar enrichment was found for

GAPDH. Overall, the results are consistent with incorporation of plasmid DNA

into nucleosomes.
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Figure S2.2; related to Figure 2.2 Construction and validation of plasmid

reporters for MMR and MGMT.

a) Fluorescent reporters for mismatch repair and MGMT. Top, repair of a G:G

mismatch restores the wild type sequence to the transcribed strand, and results

in expression of orange fluorescent protein. Bottom, use of transcriptional

mutagenesis to measure repair of a site-specific 06-methylguanine lesion. The

lesion induces misincorporation of uracil into transcripts. The uracil containing

transcripts are translated into wild type protein. Following repair of the 06_

methylguanine lesion, transcripts contain cytosine at the relevant position, and

encode a non-fluorescent protein. b) Synthetic method for generation of

heteroduplex plasmids. The transcribed strand of the reporter plasmid is nicked

with a strand specific nicking endonuclease. The nicked strand is then digested

with exonuclease Ill. The resulting closed circular single stranded DNA (ssDNA)

is then combined with linearized double stranded DNA prepared from a second

plasmid that differs by a single nucleotide; this sequence change prevents
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expression of fluorescent protein. The two molecules are denatured with sodium

hydroxide, and then brought to neutral pH to facilitate annealing between the

circular ssDNA and the complementary strand from the linearized DNA.

Unwanted side products (ssDNA and linear DNA) are selectively digested by

plasmid safe ATP dependent nuclease (Epicentre). The desired heteroduplex

DNA is finally ligated to produce a closed circular double stranded heteroduplex.

c) Gel analysis of starting materials, intermediates and products of MMR

substrate preparation. The material in lane 9 was used for HCR assays. Lane 1,
Uncut; lane 2, Nb.BtsI (Nicked DNA); lane 3, Nb.BtsI + Exoill (ssDNA); lane 4,

Nhel (linear DNA); lane 5, Annealing product of #3 and #4; lane 6, #5 + PSAD;

lane 7, #6 following gel extraction; lane 8, #7 following ligation; lane 9, #8

following gel extraction. d) G:G mismatch repair in MMR-proficient HCT1 16+3

cells and MMR-deficient HCT1 16 cells. e) Synthetic method for 06_

methylguanine reporter, and molecular basis for resistance to reporter cleavage

by PspOMI. An oligo containing a site-specific 0-methylguanine lesion is

annealed to single stranded DNA (non-transcribed strand), followed by primer

extension and ligation to yield closed circular DNA. In the absence of 06-

methylguanine, PspOMI cleaves the mPlum C207G:T208C reporter plasmid at

the recognition site GGGCCC. The presence of 06-methylguanine prevents

recognition by the enzyme, thus the reporter plasmid containing the site specific

lesion in the transcribed strand is resistant to cleavage. f) Assay for site specific

incorporation of 06-methylguanine into the C207G:T208C mutant of the mPlum

reporter plasmid. This assay was performed as an independent confirmation of

the presence of the lesion, and to minimize the possibility that fluorescent signal

might arise due to the presence of unmodified bases or other lesions. Primer

extension reactions were performed with single stranded DNA from the

C207G:T208C mutant of the mPlum reporter plasmid, which contains the

GGGCCC recognition site for the restriction enzyme PspOMI. It has been shown

previously that 06-methylguanine can abolish recognition of restriction sites [1].

In the analytical digest shown below, we find that 06-methylguanine blocks

cleavage of the plasmid to at least 90%, and that removal of the lesion by MGMT
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restores PspOMI cleavage at the restriction site to near 100%. The data are

consistent with greater than 90% incorporation of the desired lesion at the

intended position. Lane 1, 06-MeG plasmid, no treatment; lane 2, 06-MeG

plasmid + PspOMI; lane 3, 06-MeG plasmid + MGMT; lane 4, 06-MeG plasmid +

MGMT + PspOMI; lane 5, Homoduplex; lane 6, Homoduplex + PspOMI; lane 7,
Homoduplex + MGMT; lane 8, Homoduplex + MGMT + PspOMI.

b
Nt.BspQl Exoll2

0~ -00 
K...0 2.5-

2.0-

N,,O Extend, a
Ligate Anneal 0. 1.5-

o 1.0-

0.5-
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0.0-
TK6 MT1
(WT) (MSH6)

Figure S2.3; related to Figure 2.3. Construction and validation of reporters for

MMR and NHEJ.

a) Synthetic method for A:C mismatch in a GFP reporter. The non-transcribed

strand of the C289T mutant GFP reporter plasmid is nicked with Nt.BspQ, and

digested from the plasmid with Exolli. An oligo with the wild type sequence (G at

the position opposite C289) and complementary to the region of the plasmid that

has been mutated is annealed and extended to form a heteroduplex with an A:C

mismatch. b) Validation of GFP reporter for MMR repair of an A:C mismatch. As
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expected, reduced reporter expression was observed in the MSH6-deficient MT1

cell line relative to the WT TK6 cell line. C) Structure of the BFP reporter for

NHEJ. An Scal recognition site (AGTACT) was inserted upstream of the reporter

gene (BFP, represented by a blue arrow). Plasmids were linearized with the

Scal restriction enzyme, which leaves a blunt-end double strand break in the 5'

untranslated region of the reporter plasmid.
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Figure S2.4; related to Figure 2.4. Homologous recombination plasmid

reporters and assay validation.

(a) Recombination between two plasmids (one circular and one linearized) that

express truncated non-fluorescent proteins results in a plasmid that expresses

full-length green fluorescent protein. NHEJ-mediated repair of the linearized

reporter plasmid does not give rise to fluorescent protein expression. (b)

BRCA2-deficient VC8 hamster cells exhibit deficient homologous recombination

relative to wild type V79 hamster cells. Ku8O-deficient xrs6 hamster cells are

NHEJ deficient, and elevated HR is observed, consistent with the competition

between NHEJ and HR for repair of DSBs. (c) Cells were transfected with a

combination of reporter plasmids for NHEJ, HR and MMR either in separate

transfections or together in a single transfection. % Reporter expression under

the two conditions was indistinguishable within the experimental error of the

measurements (error bars represent the standard deviation of 3 experiments).
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Figure S2.5; related to Figure 2.6. RNAseq analysis of transfected cells and

construction of a plasmid with a site-specific thymine dimer.

a) Gene expression profile of cells transfected with damaged or undamaged

reporter plasmids. Panels a and b represent the two replicate measurements, for

the cell lines indicated above each plot. Levels of expression in cells that were

transfected with damaged plasmids are plotted on the vertical axis, and

expression levels in cells transfected with the undamaged (control) plasmids are

plotted on the horizontal. Genes expressed at the same level under both

conditions appear on the diagonal, and this is overwhelmingly the case for

endogenous transcripts (black and gray circles), indicating no major changes in

transcription in cells in response to the presence of damaged plasmid DNA.

Reporter transcripts are colored in blue, cyan, orange, green, and magenta.

These reporters are seen to be among the most highly expressed in all samples.

Reduced expression in the presence of DNA damage (due to transcription

blocking lesions) is reflected in these points falling below the diagonal. b)
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Expression of GFP mRNAfrom reporter plasmid containing a site-specific

thymine dimer in the transcribed strand. Expression was assayed by flow

cytometry or RNAseq. Error bars represent the standard deviation of two

biological replicates. c) XPA read coverage and junction reads for GM02344

and GM01953. Exons 4 and 5 are shown. A 555G>C mutation in exon 4 of the

XPA gene has previously been reported to induce transcript splicing errors in

GM02344 [2]. Reads (indicated as small red and blue bars) are aligned to the

region of the genome that encodes the XPA gene. The majority of reads in

transcripts from the wild type cell line GM01 953 align, as expected, to the exons.

Read coverage for GM01953 is overall higher than that for GM02344; XPA

expression was ~ 2.5-fold higher in in GM01953. The expected intron-spanning

reads (indicated as light gray lines that run between exons) are abundant for

GM01953, and ~ 50% of the transcripts were correctly spliced. By contrast, read

coverage is lower, intron-spanning reads are nearly absent, and many reads fall

within the introns for GM02344. Only -2% of the XPA transcripts in the mutant

cell line were correctly spliced. d) Agarose gel (top) and sequencing (bottom)

analysis of PCR amplicons generated from reporter cDNAs. In the gel, PCR

products were analyzed from reactions where the template was excluded (lane

1), plasmid DNA (lane 2), purified mRNA that was not reverse transcribed (lane

3), or cDNA generated by reverse transcription of mRNA (lane 4). No product

was observed in the absence of reverse transcription, and amplicons generated

from cDNA templates migrated 100-200 bp below amplicons generated from

plasmid DNA templates; this size difference corresponds to a 136 bp intron

expected to be absent from cDNA, but retained in plasmid DNA. The frequency

of AA-*GA base substitutions in transcripts expressed in GM01953 and

GM02344 from plasmids containing a site-specific thymine dimer are within

experimental error of the frequencies measured for AA-GA substitutions using

RNAseq (Figure 2.6c). e) Preparation of a reporter with a site-specific thymine

dimer. The GFP reporter plasmid contains two recognition sites, 18 bp apart, for

the strand specific nicking endonuclease Nb.Bpul0. The plasmid is nicked with

this enzyme, heated to melt the oligonucleotide away from the plasmid, and then
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rapidly cooled to prevent the oligo from re-annealing. The oligo is then removed

from the mixture using a Qiagen PCR cleanup kit. Plasmid is then combined with

an excess of a 5'-phosphorylated oligonucleotide containing a site specific

thymine dimer, heated to 80 C, and cooled slowly to facilitate annealing of the

oligonucleotide. Finally, the resulting nicked plasmid is ligated and the desired

closed circular DNA is purified from the mixture by gel electrophoresis. f) Assay

for site-specific incorporation of a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer into the

pmax:GFP plasmid. 500 ng of plasmid was incubated in a 50 pL volume for 16

hours at 370C with 40 units of the bifunctional thymine dimer specific glycosylase

/ AP lyase (T4 PDG, New England Biolabs), which nicks DNA that contains

thymine dimers. Untreated plasmid (lane 2) is resistant to cleavage, whereas

plasmid irradiated at 800 J/m2 is completely digest (lane 6). A second band in

lane 6 migrates as linearized DNA (-3.7 kb) and likely reflects nicking at closely

opposed DNA lesions. Nearly complete digest of the plasmid in Lane 4 to nicked

DNA is consistent with at least 95% incorporation of the lesion.
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Supplemental Tables

Table S2.1; related to Figure 2.2.5. Samples submitted for next generation

sequencing.

8 total samples were submitted for complete RNA-seq using 40bp paired end

libraries. These included damaged and undamaged samples for the two cell

lines and two replicates for each cell line.

Sample ID Sample name Cell line Replicate

D12-4969 WT undam GM01953

D12-4970 WT dam GM01953
1

D12-4971 XPA mut undam GM02344

D12-4972 XPA mut dam GM02344

D12-4973 WT undam GM01953

D12-4974 WT dam GM01953
2

D12-4975 XPA mut undam GM02344

D12-4976 XPA mut dam GM02344
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Table S2.2; related to Figure 2.2.5. Cufflinks and Tophat parameters.

131

Tophat Value Description

parameter

--min-anchor-length 6 TopHat will report junctions spanned by reads with at least this

many bases on each side of the junction. Note that individual

spliced alignments may span a junction with fewer than this many

bases on one side. However, every junction involved in spliced

alignments is supported by at least one read with this many bases

on each side. This must be at least 3 and the default is 8.

--splice-mismatches 0 The maximum number of mismatches that may appear in the

"anchor" region of a spliced alignment. The default is 0.

--min-intron-length 10 minimum intron size allowed in genome

--max-intron-length 1000000 maximum intron size allowed in genome

--min-isoform-fraction 0.0 The minimum frequency of any isoform to consider. The default is

0.15

--max-multihits 20 Instructs TopHat to allow up to this many alignments to the

reference for a given read, and suppresses all alignments for

reads with more than this many alignments. The default is 20 for

read mapping.

--no-novel-juncs True Only look for reads across junctions indicated in the supplied GFF

or junctions file.

--segment-length 20 Each read is cut up into segments, each at least this long. These

segments are mapped independently. The default is 25.

-- library-type fr- library prep used for input reads

unstranded

--solexal.3-quals True As of the Illumina GA pipeline version 1.3, quality scores are

encoded in Phred-scaled base-64. Use this option for FASTQ files

from pipeline 1.3 or later.

--mate-inner-dist 200 This is the expected (mean) inner distance between mate pairs.

For, example, for paired end runs with fragments selected at

300bp, where each end is 50bp, you should set -r to be 200. The

default is 50bp.

--mate-std-dev 100 The standard deviation for the distribution on inner distances

between mate pairs. The default is 20bp.

Cufflinks Value Description

parameters

--min-intron-length 10 minimum intron size allowed in genome

--max-intron-length 1000000 maximum intron size allowed in genome

--min-isoform-fraction 0.0 The minimum frequency of any isoform to consider. The default is

0.15



Table S2.3; related to Figure 2.2.5. RPKM values for the five reporter genes

across samples.

RPKM vaues

Replicate Reporter gene XPA mut undam XPA mut dam Norm undam Norm dam

BFP 1737.01 1213.61 1607.05 2076.39

AmCyan 14975.3 5993.3 13792 16456.5

1 GFP_615 1434.24 463.966 1251.22 984.1

mOrange 2192.32 239.698 1853.39 2164.26

mPlum 4257.75 162.343 3723.82 2928.89

BFP 1652.01 1096.74 1467.33 1608.85

AmCyan 18999.2 4596.23 15349 16521.4

2 GFP_615 1283.83 447.682 1314.83 652.47

mOrange 1998.8 193.741 2119.65 1532.83

mPlum 3706.3 108.021 4299.3 2027.84
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Table S2.4; related to Figure 2.2.5. Read counts for RNA-seq samples and

numbers of aligned reads using TopHat.
Norm Norm XPA mut XPA mut Norm Norm XPA mut XPA mut

Sample names
undam dam undam dam undam dam undam dam

Replicate 1 2

Sample ID D12-4969 D12-4970 DI2-4971 D12-4972 D12-4973 D12-4974 D12-4975 D12-4976

4119316
Total sequences 46727196 42643848 42485978 41062392 49343810 45472418 49352500

0

4897171
Total mapped reads 55847402 50879779 52191219 47970477 57600436 54420536 58422772

0

3585149
Total 41264548 37791752 38687218 35630500 42814870 40359416 43174990

8

BFP 23230 26733 22671 11979 21405 19408 23312 13147

AmCyan 245632 265119 232280 78184 277105 275550 357715 71185

Mapped GFP_615 16261 12068 17476 3728 17887 7859 16816 5011

properly mOrange 21258 22148 24496 1596 26262 13090 23339 1978

mPlum 35921 29101 41173 1194 44851 17103 38084 1531

Plasmids 342302 355169 338096 96681 387510 333010 459266 92852

3575864
Other genes 40922246 37436583 38349122 35533819 42427360 40026406 42715724

6

Unmapped reads 245774 243730 228043 192470 337249 241637 215238 164415

1312021
Total 14582854 13088027 13504001 12339977 14785566 14061120 15247782

2

Other
Read mapped, 1449291 1385025 1359536 1159168 1606305 1427621 1463587 1257407

genes
mate

Plasmid
unmapped 98603 75626 79587 57255 94179 71455 100645 20241

5
Pair not

Read and Other
mapped 7914228 6810016 7155202 7004002 7688172 7239820 8356254 7280056

mate mapped, genes
properly ____

insert size too Plasmid
718 736 818 676 720 564 802 276

large s

Read and Other
5118728 4815446 4907660 4117100 5395452 5321062 5325798 4561628

mate mapped genes

to different Plasmid
1286 1178 1198 1776 738 598 696 604

chrom .s
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Table S2.5; related to Figure 2.2.5. Genes with log2 fold change >= 1 when

comparing cells transfected with undamaged plasmid to those transfected with

damaged plasmids.

Sample Replicat Gene Log2 Fold

e Name Chr Bp Change
GFP_615 GFP_615 0-951 -1.62

AmCyan AmCyan 0-921 -1.32

MALAT1 chr1 1 65265232-65273939 -1.29

SCARNA9 chr1 1 93454679-93455032 -1.06

RPL21 chr13 27825691-27830702 -1.38

NDUFA3 chrl9 54606159-54610281 -1.13

IN080B-WBP1 chr2 74682149-74688018 -1.00
1

GM0234 HIST1H4H chr6 26285353-26285727 -1.76

chrUn_g0002

RN5-8S1 20 112024-112180 -4.07

chrUn_gIO002

RN5-8S1 20 155996-156152 -4.07

mOrange mOrange 0-942 -3.19

mPlum mPlum 0-912 -4.70

GFP_615 GFP_615 0-951 -1.52

2 AmCyan AmCyan 0-921 -2.04

mOrange mOrange 0-942 -3.37

mPlum

C1cf6
NUBP2

ATP5D

FAM108A1

TMEM160

SCAND1

C4orf48

TMUB1

C9orf16

FBXW5

BCYRN 1

mPlum

chr16

chr16

chr19

chr19

chr19

chr20

chr4

chr7

chr9

chr9

chrX

RPL21 chrl3

SMN1 chr5

SMN1 chr5

chrUn_gIO002

RN5-8S1 20

RN5-8S1 chrUngIO002

0-912

1832932-1839192

1241748-1244824

1876974-1885518

47549166-47551882

34541538-34543281

2043719-2045697

150778171-

150780620

130922538-

130926207

139834884-

139839206

70430034-70948962

27825691-27830702

69345349-69373418

70220767-70248838

112024-112180

155996-156152

-5.10

1.02

1.05

1.00

1.05

1.05

1.34

1.42

1.00

1.02

1.01

1.41

2.53

1.50

1.43

1.92

1.92

GM0195

3

2
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GFP_615

Cl6orf13

ATP5D

LOC100129250

mPlum

20

GFP_615

chr16

chr19

chr9

mPlum

0-951

684428-686347

1241748-1244824

32551141-32553015

0-912

-1.01

-1.01

-1.07

-1.00

-1.08
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures

Plasmids

The AmCyan, EGFP, mOrange, and mPlum and tagBFP reporter genes

were subcloned into the pmax cloning vector (Lonza) between the Kpnl and Sacd

restriction sites in the multiple cloning site. The Kozak translation initiation

consensus sequence and an additional Nhel restriction site were introduced at

the 5' end of each reporter, and a Hind/Il restriction site was added to the 3' end.

The pmax cloning vector places reporter genes under the CMV Intermediate-

Early promoter. Plasmids were amplified using E. coli DH5a (Invitrogen), and

purified using Qiagen endotoxin-free maxi and giga kits. Constructs were

confirmed by DNA sequencing and restriction enzyme digestion.

UV-Irradiated Substrates

Plasmids were irradiated in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCI, 1 mM EDTA, pH

7.0) at a DNA concentration of 50 ng/pL in a volume of 1.5 mL in 10 cm

polystyrene petri dishes (without lids) with UVC light generated by a Stratalinker

2000 box. Following treatment, reporter plasmids were combined in the following

ratio: 1 part tagBFP, 10 parts AmCyan, 1 part GFP, 2 parts mOrange, and 4

parts mPlum; these proportions were used to compensate for weaker

fluorescence intensities observed for some of the reporters. The same plasmid

mixture without UV irradiation was prepared as described above, except without

UV-treatment. Data obtained following transfections with the plasmid mixture

containing irradiated plasmids have been labeled "damaged" and those from

untreated plasmids have been labeled "undamaged"; however every transfection

included an undamaged reporter. The undamaged transfection reporter was

used to normalize transfection efficiency. Further details regarding the UVC

dose delivered to each plasmid are available in Table 2.2. Plasmid mixtures

were ethanol precipitated, washed with 70% ethanol, and redissolved in TE
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buffer at - 1.5 pg/pL; damaged and undamaged plasmid mixtures were adjusted

to the same final concentration, confirmed using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer.

Substrates containing a G:G mismatch

Substrates were prepared using a method based on a previously

published protocol [3]. The pmax:mOrange plasmid was nicked with Nb.BstI

(New England Biolabs) to generate a single strand break in the transcribed

strand (Figure S2.2b). The nicked strand was then digested with exonuclease

Ill, and the remaining single stranded circular DNA (ssDNA) purified using a 1%

agarose gel. 20 pg of the ssDNA was combined with 40 pg of G299C mutant

pmax:mOrange plasmid linearized with Nhel (New England Biolabs); the mixture

was denatured by addition of 0.3N sodium hydroxide, and then returned to

neutral pH to facilitate annealing between wild type ssDNA and the

complementary strand of the linearized mutant sequence to yield a heteroduplex

containing a G:G mismatch at position 299 of the mOrange gene. Subsequently,

reactions were cleaned up using a Qiagen PCR cleanup kit, and unwanted linear

and single stranded DNA side products were digested with Plasmid Safe ATP

dependent DNAse (Epicentre). Nicked plasmid was purified using a 1% agarose

gel, and ligated using 800 units T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs). Finally, a

second gel purification was performed to isolate closed circular products (Figure

S2.2c). Homoduplex DNA was prepared using the same procedure, except that

linearized DNA was prepared from the wild type pmax:mOrange.

Substrates containing a site-specific 06 -MeG

A nonfluorescent variant of the pmax:mPlum reporter (T208C) was

identified. This construct was further modified with a mutation that does not

change the encoded protein sequence (C207G) to generate a unique recognition

site (GGGCCC) for the restriction enzyme PspOMI (New England Biolabs).

Substrates were prepared based on a previously described method [3], with
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minor modifications (Figure S2.2e). Single stranded DNA was prepared as

described above. 5 picomoles of a phosphorylated 06 -MeG containing

oligonucleotide (5'-CACGTAGGCCTTGGXCCCGTACATGATCTG-3', where X =

06-MeG) was combined with 2.5 pg of single stranded

pmax:mPlum:C207G:T208C plasmid DNA in 1X Pfu polymerase buffer (Agilent

Biotechnologies) in a total volume of 50 pL. The mixture was heated to 850C in a

thermal cycler for 6', and then allowed to anneal by cooling to 400C at 1C per

minute. To extend the primer, 2.5 units Pfu polymerase (Agilent) and 0.2 pM

dNTPs were added and the reaction, and then incubated for 1 hour at 680C. The

reaction was then cooled to 370C, and supplemented with an additional 0.5 pM

dNTPs, 1 mM ATP, 1.5 units T4 DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs), and

40 units T4 DNA ligase, and incubated for an additional hour at 370C to yield

closed circular plasmid. Finally, the product was purified from a 1 % agarose gel

using a Qiagen gel extraction kit. A homoduplex control plasmid that expresses

the wild type mPlum fluorescent reporter protein was prepared using identical

conditions with single stranded pmax:mPlum:C207G and the following

oligonucleotide: 5'-CACGTAGGCCTTGGACCCGTACATGATCTG-3'. The

plasmid containing 06-MeG was resistant to cleaveage by the restriction enzyme

PspOMI, whereas the lesion free homoduplex generated with the same ssDNA

was readily digested under the same conditions. Treatment of the 06 -MeG

containing plasmid with human methylguanine methyltransferase (hMGMT)

(Alexis Biochemicals) resulted in >95% PspOMI cleavable material (Figure

S2.2f).

Substrates containing a site-specific 8-oxoG

A non-fluorescent variant of mOrange (A215C) that lacks a critical tyrosine

that forms the chromophore was identified. The plasmid encoding this non-

fluorescent protein was used to prepare ssDNA using the same protocol

described above for preparation of the 06 -MeG containing plasmid. The following

8-oxoG containing oligonucleotide was annealed and extended using the same
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conditions that were used to prepare the 06 -MeG containing plasmid: 5'-

GTAGGCCTTGGAGCCGXAGGTGAACTGAGG-3', where X represents the 8-

oxoG lesion. An mOrange homoduplex was prepared using the following oligo

with ssDNA prepared from the wild type mOrange plasmid: 5'-

GTAGGCCTTGGAGCCGTAGGTGAACTGAGG-3'.

Substrates containing an A:C mismatch

Substrates were prepared using a method similar that described above for

preparation of the 06 -MeG and 8-oxoG containing plasmids (Figure S2.3a). A

non-fluorescent GFP variant (C289T) was identified. The protein expressed from

this construct lacks a conserved arginine that is required for chromophore

maturation. Single stranded DNA was prepared from this plasmid as described

above, except the nicking enzyme was Nt.BspQ, which nicks the non-

transcribed strand. Thus, after Exoill digest, the remaining ssDNA comes from

the transcribed strand. The following 5'-phosphrylated oligonucleotide was

annealed to the ssDNA: 5'-P-GGCTACGTCCAGGAGCGCACCATCTTCTTC-3'.

Primer extension was carried out as described above, except the extension

temperature was lowered to 610C to increase yield. The resulting substrate is a

heteroduplex in which the transcribed strand has the mutant sequence (A) and

the non-transcribed strand has the wild type sequence (C) at position 289.

Mismatch repair activity restores the wild type sequence to the transcribed strand

and leads to GFP expression. A wild type homoduplex was prepared identically

using wild type plasmid DNA as the starting material, and the substrates were

validated using the MT1 and TK6 cell lines (Figure S2.3b).

Substrates containing a blunt-end double strand break

A unique Scal restriction site was inserted into the 5' untranslated region

of the pmax:BFP reporter plasmid, immediately 5' of the reporter gene (Figure
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S2.3c). Plasmids were linearized with Scal restriction enzyme, purified by

phenol/chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation, and digest completeness

was confirmed by gel electrophoresis. The uncut pmax:BFP reporter with the

Scal restriction site was used as the undamaged control in experiments

measuring repair of the linearized reporter.

Substrates and methods for measuring homologous recombination

GFP-based HR reporter plasmids have been described previously [4], and

were a generous gift from Prof. Bevin Engelward. The D5G plasmid expresses a

non-fluorescent GFP reporter that is truncated at the 5' end of the gene (Fig

S4a). This plasmid was modified to include a Stul restriction site so that a blunt-

end double strand break could be introduced into the plasmid with the goal of

reducing the likelihood of unwanted re-ligation of the plasmid, because this

process does not yield fluorescent signal. Cells were transfected with 0.5

micrograms of Stul-linearized D5G, 5 micrograms of D3G, plus 0.5 micrograms

of an undamaged plasmid that was used as a control for transfection efficiency.

Homology directed repair of the DSB in the D5G reporter plasmid that uses the

D3G plasmid as a donor sequence leads to a full length GFP-encoding gene,

and results GFP expression.

Substrates containing a site-specific thymine dimer

A site-specific thymine dimer spanning positions 614-615 of the GFP

sequence was successfully introduced into the transcribed strand of the pmax

GFP reporter plasmid using previously described methods [5] (Figure S2.5e).

Briefly, two nicking sites for the enzyme Nb.Bpul0 (Thermo Scientific) near the

3' end of the GFP reporter gene were used to excise a single stranded

oligonucleotide of 18 bp in length: 5'-TCAGGGCGGATTGGGTGC-3'. The

nicking sites flank a silent mutation that was introduced to generate a TpT

sequence in the transcribed strand of the plasmid. A synthetic oligonucleotide 5'-
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TCAGGGCGGAT<>TGGGTGC-3' containing a thymine-thymine cis-syn

cyclobutane dimer indicated by T<>T (synthesized by TriLink BioTechnologies

using a cis-syn thymine dimer phosphoramidite (Glenn Research)) was annealed

and ligated into the gapped plasmid. Incorporation of the site-specific thymine

dimer in the plasmid was confirmed by endonucleolytic digestion with thymine

dimer specific glycosylase / AP lyase (T4 PDG, New England Biolabs). Greater

than 95% of the resulting product migrated as nicked plasmid DNA (Figure

S2.5f), indicating at least 95% of the plasmids contained the lesion.

Isolation of total RNA for mRNAseq

At 18 hours, transfected cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed

three times with PBS, and resuspended in 1 mL Trizol reagent. The suspension

was extracted with 200 pL chloroform. The aqueous phase was removed,

combined with one volume of absolute ethanol, and applied to a Qiagen RNeasy

mini-prep spin column. The column was then washed two times with 500 pL

buffer RPE (Qiagen), and finally eluted in 40 pL diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)

treated water. From this point forward, RNA was handled in Eppendorf DNA

LoBind tubes to minimize loss of material. The quality of the RNA preparation

was determined using a bioanalyzer to confirm a RIN of at least 9.0. 1 pg of total

RNA was stored in TE Buffer at -80*C until submission for mRNAseq.

Isolation of mRNA and synthesis of cDNA

mRNA was isolated using a Qiagen Oligotex kit, using the manufacturer's

protocol, but substituting Eppendorf DNA LoBind tubes for those provided with

the kit. In the final step, mRNA was eluted in 20 uL buffer OEB preheated to 70

*C. 5 pL of the eluate was transferred to a LoBind tube, combined with 1 pL of

DNAse buffer and 1 unit of DNAsel (Invitrogen). The mixture was brought up to a

10 pL volume with DEPC treated water, and incubated for 15 minutes at room

temperature. DNAse was inactivated by addition of 1 pL of 25 mM EDTA,
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followed by incubation at 65 0C for 10 minutes. A cocktail comprised of 2X RT

buffer (Qiagen), oligo-dT(12-18) (125 ng/uL; invitrogen), 4 units of RNAse

inhibitor (Qiagen), 5 mM dNTPs, and 4 units of reverse transcriptase (Omniscript;

Qiagen) was prepared, and 8 pL added to the DNAse digest. The reaction was

incubated for 1 hour at 37 *C. No-RT controls were performed identically, except

for the exclusion of the reverse transcriptase.

Specific amplification of reporter cDNA by PCR

cDNA samples were amplified with primers specific to the 3' and 5' UTR

regions of the pMax vector. The following primers were synthesized for specific

amplification of reporter cDNA:

5UTR: 5'- TTG CTA ACG CAG TCA GTG CT -3'

3UTR: 5'- GCA TTC TAG TTG TGG TTT GTC C -3'

1.5 pL of cDNA was PCR amplified in a 25 pL reaction volume with 1X PCR

buffer (Denville), 0.5 pM primers, 0.2 mM dNTPs, and 1 unit Taq polymerase

(Denville). Specific amplification was confirmed by gel electrophoresis and

analysis on a bioanalyzer chip. Water and EGFP encoded plasmids were used

as negative and positive controls, respectively. Finally, reactions were cleaned

up using a Qiagen PCR cleanup kit according to the manufacturer's protocol, and

eluted in 50 uL of TE.

Fragmentation of DNA

250 ng of PCR product was diluted to a total volume of 130 uL in TE

buffer. The DNA was fragmented in a Covaris microTUBE using a Covaris S2

sonicator (Duty Cycle 10%, Intensity 5, 200 cycles per burst, 180 seconds.

Fragmentation to a target base pair peak of 150 bp was checked using a Agilent

BioAnalyzer.
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Validation of MGMT FM-HCR

Total RNA was isolated as described immediately above for mRNAseq

from the panel of cell lines for which data are presented in Figure 2.4a. Poly-dT

oligonucleotides were used to generate cDNA, and MGMT was quantified by

TaqMan qPCR as described previously [6]. MGMT transcript levels were

quantitated using the DDCT method, and GAPDH was used as the internal

control. Transcript levels are reported in Figure 2.4b relative to transcript levels in

the cell line TK6 +MGMT, which overexpresses MGMT and was used a positive

control.

Supplementary Note

In this manuscript we have presented a proof of concept for high

throughput DNA repair capacity assays. Because our experiments required only

a small fraction of the theoretical maximum throughput achievable by HCR-seq,

they were relatively expensive to perform. In what follows, we describe how the

cost of performing HCR-seq on a per sample basis decreases as more samples

are added to a given experiment.

Whereas FM-HCR allowed for the simultaneous detection of 5

independent repair reporters, the HCR-seq permitted the measurement of 20

reporters (5 reporter genes x 4 bar-codes) in a single experiment. The 20

RNAseq reporters were detected at sufficient coverage to obtain highly

reproducible dose response curves (Figure 2.5). Because these transcripts

represented less than 1 % of the total mapped reads, it can be estimated that at

least 2000 reporters (or 200 dose-response curves) could be independently

assayed on a single lane if host transcripts were excluded from the assay.

The four dose response curves derived from sequencing data and

presented in Figure 5a were acquired at a cost of approximately $800 per curve.

However, several considerations would reduce the cost of sequencing-based

assays if deployed in large-scale population studies. As cost of sequencing
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continues to fall, and particularly if a large number of samples is multiplexed on

single lane, sample preparation can be expected to dominate the cost of the

assay, with sequencing accounting for a small fraction of the overall cost. In the

present work bar-codes were introduced as part of the Illumina sample

preparation pipeline, however an equivalent means of distinguishing among

samples would be to introduce bar-codes into the library of reporter plasmids.

This configuration would permit sample pooling prior to sequencing library

preparation, leaving the cost of cell culture and transfection reagents as the

major contribution to the remaining cost of the assay. Such a workflow would

also essentially limit the active time in the research laboratory to that required to

handle and transfect the cells of interest. Furthermore, selective amplification of

reporter transcripts could be used to exclude host transcripts, which represented

the overwhelming majority of mapped sequences in the present work.
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Decades of biochemical, structural and mechanistic investigations of

human DNA repair pathways and advances in technologies for measuring their

function in human samples have recently set the stage for studies focused on

inter-individual variation in DNA repair capacity, and its role in disease etiology,

reviewed in [1]. Extreme deficiencies in the activity of glycosylases that initiate

base excision repair (BER) are associated with cancer and immunodeficiency in

humans [2, 3], and inefficient repair intermediate processing has been associated

with neurological disorders in humans and cancer and immune disorders in

animal models [4]. This Chapter reviews studies that have explored small

variations in BER capacity across human populations and the relationships

between these variations and altered disease susceptibility. We review the

methods that are available for measuring BER capacity in human populations

(Section 1), and the data that have emerged from studies conducted so far

(Section 2). In Section 3, we discuss both the methods and the results of studies

in the broader context of the field of DNA repair at the population level. Finally, in

Section 4, we highlight research avenues that can be pursued in the near term to

advance the goal of using functional assessments of BER capacity in human

populations to promote personalized disease treatment and prevention.

f. Methods for Measuring BER Capacity in Populations

An ideal quantitative method for measuring BER capacity in human

populations would assess repair under physiological conditions and satisfy two

interrelated goals: a) Sufficiently high throughput and precision to measure BER

in a large number of samples and identify differences between individuals with

aberrant BER. b) Sufficiently high resolution to understand the mechanistic basis

for inter-individual differences in BER capacity. These goals are motivated by

the anticipated downstream translational applications of BER assays, which

include potential preventive and therapeutic interventions for diseases associated

with aberrant BER.
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In practice, population studies have so far made use of two broadly

defined approaches for measuring BER. According to the first approach, assays

measure the efficiency of a specific BER step(s) or the levels of repair

intermediates (e.g. [5]). In the second approach, assays measure the integrated

efficiency of all pathway steps by detecting repair products (e.g. [6]). As

discussed below, some methods encompass both approaches. For a basic

overview of the BER process, and the enzymatic steps involved, please see the

book Introduction.

Current methods represent an approximation of physiological repair

because of the need to work in isolated cells or cell lysates, or the need to use

exogenous DNA-damaging agents to produce DNA damage levels in excess of

what is normally encountered by cells. As such, no single assay developed so far

approaches the ideal described above. However, in the last 10-15 years, several

novel high-throughput methodologies for measuring BER capacity have

emerged, creating an opportunity to carry out functional characterizations of BER

in populations that were previously unfeasible. Here, we highlight the major

features of 5 types of assay that are well-suited for measuring BER capacity in

human populations.

1.1 Oligonucleotide-Based Assays

The key principle underlying oligonucleotide-based assays is that BER

processing of a damage-containing DNA fragment changes the fragment's

electrophoretic mobility in a denaturing polyacrylamide gel (Figure 3.1). These

assays hold the advantage of measuring the activity of a specific step or steps of

BER using chemically defined substrates. A single-stranded oligonucleotide

containing a BER substrate lesion or BER intermediate is synthesized, end-

labeled with 32P or a fluorescent dye, and annealed to a complementary

unlabeled strand. The resulting double-stranded DNA is incubated in vitro with a

protein extract. Bifunctional glycosylases or apurinic/apyrimidinic endonuclease 1

(APE1) directly incise at the lesion (damaged bases or AP sites, respectively),
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yielding a DNA fragment that is shorter than the starting material and migrates

more rapidly in a gel. For monofunctional glycosylases, which lack the AP lyase

activity found in bifunctional enzymes, a subsequent alkali treatment is needed to

cleave AP sites formed by the repair protein. Similarly, substrates that measure

the final ligation step of BER yield products that are longer than the starting

material and migrate more slowly in a gel. Repair efficiency is calculated from the

relative amounts of substrate versus product.

Activity for any DNA glycosylase can be measured directly by this method,

provided a site-specific damaged base that represents a substrate for the

appropriate glycosylase can be incorporated into an oligonucleotide. Assays for

the 11 known-to-date human DNA glycosylases have been developed,

specifically: for alkyladenine glycosylase (AAG, aka MPG) and 8-oxoguanine

glycosylase (OGG1) ([7] and [8], respectively); MutY homolog (MUTYH) ([9] and

[10]); endonuclease VIII-like 1 and 2 (NEIL1, NEIL2) and endonuclease IlIl

homolog-like 1 (NTHL1) [11]; NEIL3 [12]; uracil N-glycosylase (UNG) and single-

strand-selective monofunctional uracil DNA glycosylase (SMUG1) [13]; methyl-

CpG binding domain protein 4 (MBD4) and thymine DNA glycosylase (TDG) [14].

As mentioned above, by the use of an AP site (or the more chemically stable AP

site analog, tetrahydrofuran, THF), the activity of APE1 can be quantitated as

well [15]. Other downstream steps such as gap-filling, flap endonuclease and

ligase activity have been measured using a similar approach [16]. Although

repair activities determined using oligonucleotide-based assays are usually

attributed to a single enzyme (i.e. a specific DNA glycosylase or APE1), each

oligonucleotide actually reports on the overall cellular extract capacity to repair a

particular lesion. This repair can involve either several enzymes from the BER

pathway (as is the case for glycosylases with overlapping substrate specificities)

or even other repair pathways. For example, while OGG1 has been shown to

account for 90% of 8-oxoguanine (8-oxoG) repair, both in vitro and in human cell

lines, this lesion can also be a substrate for the NEIL1 and NEIL2 DNA

glycosylases and to a lesser degree AAG in murine systems [11, 17-19]. Uracil in

DNA can be excised by UNG, SMUG1, MBD4 and TDG, and is recognized by
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the mismatch repair machinery [13, 20]. A major practical advantage of

oligonucleotide-based BER assays for use in population studies is that they do

not require live cells, which are often not available due to the time and cost

requirements associated with their storage and maintenance.

1.2 Molecular Beacons

The key principle underlying molecular beacon assays is that enzymatic

cleavage of a damage-containing DNA fragment leads to increased fluorescent

signal by separating a fluorophore from a quencher (Figure 3.2). Like the

oligonucleotide-based assays, molecular beacons report the activity of a specific

step(s) (glycosylase and AP site incision) in the BER pathway, but they hold the

advantage of being compatible with both extracts and in cells, and do not require

radioactive labels. Molecular beacons are constructed from single-stranded

oligonucleotides designed to form a stable hairpin and to hold a fluorophore and

a quencher in close proximity. Excision of a damaged base positioned near the

3'- or 5'-end, followed by incision at the AP site breaks the covalent linkage that

keeps together the fluorophore and quencher, allowing them to diffuse apart and

leading to an increase in fluorescence. Most beacons make use of synthetic

fluorophores and quenchers; however, in one case, the DNA lesion itself has

been used as a quencher to generate a direct reporter of 8-oxoG excision [21]. A

similar probe, but for uracil repair, has also been developed and tested both in

cell lysates and in living cells by the same group [22]. Although considerable

effort can be required to optimize molecular beacons for use in BER assays,

once designed they are easily prepared; a comprehensive protocol for designing

and building in vitro molecular beacons for BER is described by [23].

Molecular beacons have already found diverse applications. They have

been used in cell lysates to calculate accurate kinetic parameters (kcat/KM) for

UNG and APE1 that have been validated against oligonucleotide-based assays

[24]. They have also been used in HeLa and NIH3T3 cells to measure AAG

(hypoxanthine, Hx), MUTYH (A:8-oxoG), UNG (Uracil, U) and APE1 (THF)
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activities, and to monitor BER in real time [24]. This work has been extended to

include a molecular beacon for OGG1 that measures activity in both the nuclear

and mitochondrial compartments [25]. The molecular versatility and potential for

high-throughput applications makes molecular beacons especially well-suited for

use in future population studies.

1.3 Microchip-Immobilized Fluorescent Reporter Systems

The key principle underlying microchip-based BER assays is that

cleavage of a fluorescent end-labeled oligonucleotide probe that is covalently

attached to a solid support releases a fluorophore that is then washed away

(Figure 3.3) [26]. Probes that contain site-specific oxidized, deaminated, or

alkylated bases are chemically immobilized in a spatially addressed manner on

the surface of each well of a 96-well-plate. The immobilized probes are incubated

with purified proteins or cell extracts, treated with Endo V or Endo VIII to incise

glycosylase-generated AP sites (required when measuring monofunctional

glycosylase activity), and finally washed to remove cleaved fluorophore. The

resulting decrease in fluorescence is used as a quantitative measure of

enzymatic activity. Importantly, the high-throughput microchip assay has been

validated against traditional 32P-end-labeled oligonucleotide assays, and yielded

similar estimates of glycosylase activity in HeLa extracts for substrates

containing 5-(hyd roxymethyl)uracil, 5-formyluracil, 5-carboxyuracil, formylamine

and uracil [27]. The 96-well format and plate reader detection, as well as the

ability to measure repair of specific repair steps are the major strengths of this in

vitro approach for use in population studies.

1.4 Plasmid-Based Reporter Systems for use in Cell Lysates

The key principle underlying in vitro plasmid-based assays for BER

capacity is that processing of damage-containing plasmids by BER enzymes

changes the physical properties of the plasmid; these may include a change in
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electrophoretic mobility in a gel (Figure 3.4), a change in radioactivity, or a

change in fluorescence properties imparted to the DNA by incorporation of

fluorescent nucleotides. Depending on how they are configured, plasmid-based

assays can measure the activity of specific BER steps, or complete repair, and

they may include either chemically defined site-specific DNA lesions, or randomly

induced mixtures of DNA lesions produced by exposure of the plasmids to a

DNA-damaging agent.

Both electrophoretic- and fluorescence-based assays for repair of plasmid

DNA in cell lysates have been used in population studies. An electrophoretic

assay that involves quantifying the fraction of plasmid in which supercoiling is

relaxed by the nicking action of APE1 has been used in peripheral blood

mononuclear cell (PBMC) extracts [28]. An alternative approach, which has been

generalized to several different types of DNA damage, measures the

incorporation of fluorescently labeled nucleotides into plasmid DNA during repair

synthesis [29]. Plasmids are treated in vitro with one of several DNA-damaging

agents that induce a spectrum of DNA lesions including 8-oxoG, thymine glycol

(Tg), ethenoguanine (eG) and AP sites. Treated plasmids containing different

types of damage are then immobilized on a hydrogel surface to create spatially

addressed microchips. The resulting microarrays are incubated with cell extracts

in the presence of fluorescently labeled nucleotides, and the rate of BER

synthesis is determined for each type of DNA damage by quantitating total spot

fluorescence intensity (Figure 3.5). The ability to generalize the fluorescent

nucleotide incorporation approach to different DNA-damaging agents combined

with fluorescence detection in a microarray format makes this a versatile, high-

throughput approach for measuring repair in large numbers of samples.

1.5 Plasmid-Based Reporter Systems for use in Cells (Host Cell

Reactivation)

The key principle underlying plasmid-based BER assays for use in cells is

that the introduced DNA lesion or the action of repair enzymes and proteins on a
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transiently transfected damaged plasmid alters the efficiency and/or the fidelity of

transcription of a reporter gene, which encodes a reporter protein that is not

normally expressed in the cells of interest. Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase,

luciferase and fluorescent proteins have all been used as reporters. Traditionally,

these assays have measured the ability of transiently transfected "host cells" to

repair randomly induced transcription blocking lesions from plasmids, thereby

"reactivating" expression of the reporter gene, hence the name Host Cell

Reactivation (HCR). Damaging agents including hydrogen peroxide (H 20 2) and

methylene blue plus visible light (VL) have been used to generate BER

substrates that include transcription blocking DNA lesions [30-32]. A fluorescent

reporter for APE1-dependent repair of the transcription blocking abasic site

analog tetrahydrofuran has also recently been developed (Chaim et al., in

preparation). Since both the initial damage (a mixture of DNA lesions) and the

intermediates of repair (abasic sites and nicks) block transcription, these assays

measure completion of BER, including AP site incision, gap-filling and ligation.

More recently the HCR assay has been adapted to include chemically defined

site-specific lesions that report on the activity of specific steps of the BER

pathway.

Many DNA lesions that are BER substrates do not block transcription,

presenting a challenge to measuring their repair by the canonical HCR

methodology. One strategy for overcoming this limitation of HCR assays has

made use of the coding properties of a florescent reporter plasmid to study a

panel of human MUTYH variants expressed in Mutyh- mouse embryonic

fibroblasts [33]. The reporter consisted of both an unmodified dsRed reporter

gene and a modified green fluorescent protein (GFP) gene in one plasmid. A

stop codon that prevents expression of full-length GFP was engineered into the

GFP gene. Furthermore, a site-specific 8-oxoG was incorporated opposite an

adenine in the stop codon. MUTYH-dependent excision of adenine opposite 8-

oxoG, followed by incorporation of cytosine opposite 8-oxoG during repair

synthesis results in a change of sequence that abrogates the stop codon, and

restores expression of full-length GFP.
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A modified fluorescence-based multiplex HCR assay (FM-HCR) was

recently developed [34], and presents a general strategy for measuring repair of

both transcription blocking and transcriptionally bypassed DNA lesions (Figure

3.6). Transcriptional mutagenesis is the process by which RNA polymerase

incorporates an "incorrect" nucleotide during transcriptional bypass of a DNA

lesion. Fluorescent reporter genes can be site-specifically mutated in a manner

that results in expression of a non-fluorescent protein. When a DNA lesion is

positioned at the point of the mutation in the transcribed strand of the reporter,

transcriptional mutagenesis can lead to restored fluorescent protein expression

[35]. Based on this principle, a fluorescent reporter for misincorporation of

adenine opposite a site-specific 8-oxoG lesion has recently been developed and

validated as a reporter for repair of 8-oxoG in mammalian cells [34]. Excision of

8-oxoG eliminates the source of transcriptional mutagenesis, leading to

expression of a non-fluorescent protein. Unlike canonical HCR assays, for which

higher levels of reporter expression represent higher repair capacity, for the

fluorescent 8-oxoG HCR assay, high levels of fluorescence represent low levels

of DNA glycosylase activity. The same group has developed additional reporters

that use transcriptional mutagenesis to report excision of uracil, hypoxanthine,

and undamaged adenine opposite 8-oxoG (Chaim et al., in preparation).

Importantly, each site-specific lesion has been positioned in a reporter with a

different fluorescence emission spectrum, allowing for simultaneous, flow

cytometric quantitation of all the repair activities. Importantly, and in contrast to

canonical HCR assays that measure completion of BER, these assays

specifically measure the activity of the DNA glycosylase-catalyzed excision step.

HCR assays hold the major advantage of reporting on repair in living cells, and

can be used either to measure repair completion or the activity of specific steps

in the BER pathway. The recent development of FM-HCR assays to measure

repair capacity for multiple BER steps or multiple DNA repair pathways in a

single experiment using a fluorescent readout can be adapted to 96-well format

for high-throughput analyses.
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1.6 Comet Assays

The key principle underlying the comet assay with respect to BER is that

enzymatic processing of damaged genomic DNA alters its electrophoretic

mobility in a gel (Figure 3.7). Comet assays make use of single cell

electrophoresis, which consists of embedding single cells in low melting point

agarose on a microscope slide, and lysing cells to permit migration of nuclear

DNA during electrophoresis. An important limitation of the comet assay is that

DNA damage can only be detected directly if it comes in the form of a single- or

double-strand break (SSB and DSB, respectively); any other kind of DNA

damage has to be converted to a strand break for its detection. As such, if the

DNA presents no damage, if damage is present but hasn't been converted to a

SSB or DSB, or if repair has already been completed by the time of analysis, little

or no DNA migration is detected beyond the margins of the gel-embedded

nucleus (the comet head). By contrast, damaged DNA in the form of SSBs and

DSBs - including incomplete repair intermediates - migrates faster through the

gel due to relaxation of supercoiling in the DNA, and appears as a tail in the gel.

A ratio of the amount of DNA in the tail and the head, the length of the tail itself,

or a combination of both (known as the Olive moment) is used to quantify DNA

damage in comet assays. Intact cells can be treated with a DNA-damaging agent

and analyzed at different time-points to study the kinetics of lesion processing,

although it is not possible to measure repair activity in real time as the comet

assay requires cell lysis.

There are two flavors of the comet assay that depend on the pH of the

buffer used before/while carrying out electrophoresis. The neutral comet assay

detects DSBs and SSBs, which may be induced directly by the agent used to

damage the nuclear DNA, or may be introduced by processing of damaged

bases or AP sites by BER enzymes (and potentially other pathways). By

contrast, the alkaline comet assay additionally detects alkaline labile sites, such

as AP sites, by converting them to a SSB. The complexity arising out of potential

differences in initial DNA damage levels, differences in the rate of initiating BER
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and differences in the rate of BER intermediate processing necessitates time-

dependent measurements for the clearest interpretation of comet assays used in

population studies.

Two important basic variations on the comet assay (in addition to neutral

versus alkaline) have been used in population studies: one measures the DNA

repair capacity of living cells challenged with a DNA-damaging agent; or

alternatively, one measures the repair activity of protein extracts from the cells of

interest using a damaged genomic DNA substrate derived from the nucleus of a

different cell that is embedded in agarose. Agents commonly used to produce

damaged genomic DNA substrates for these in vitro comet assays to measure

BER capacity include potassium bromate [36] or the photosensitizer Ro19-8022

and VL to generate primarily 8-oxoG [37].

Comet assays are highly versatile and have been adapted in numerous

ways to improve their reproducibility as well as to increase their specificity for

particular repair steps and repair pathways. In yet another variation of the comet

assay, damaged bases are detected by their conversion to SSBs if nuclei are

incubated with a glycosylase "specific" for the damaged base to be studied; for

example 8-oxoG levels have been evaluated by comparing comet assays

performed with and without incubation of lysed cells with exogenously added Fpg

(the bacterial functional counterpart to OGG1) or OGG1 enzyme [38]. Whereas

the use of randomly induced DNA damage has usually limited the use of comet

assays to estimating overall BER efficiency, such enzyme-based approaches

make it possible to study the efficiency of particular steps of the BER pathway.

Historically, the comet assay has faced challenges arising out of inter-assay and

inter-lab variability. However, a technology called CometChip was recently

developed to overcome many of these limitations by standardizing the method

[39].

In many cases the comet assay is used to determine steady-state levels of

oxidative damage or SSBs in cells that have not been exposed in vitro to

exogenous DNA-damaging agents. Although these damage levels depend on

cellular BER activity, they also depend on endogenous production of reactive
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oxygen species (ROS), and antioxidant levels in the cells. As such, this

application of the comet assay is not within the scope of this Chapter, and we

refer the reader to an extensive review on this topic [40].

Alkaline comet assay readouts (tail lengths or the percentage of DNA in

the comet tail) are time-dependent and information-rich because they are

influenced by numerous processes that take place simultaneously in cells

(Figure 3.8). The strand breaks that produce the comet represent any directly

induced strand breaks (particularly for ionizing radiation) and a mixture of repair

intermediates that may accumulate between the moment of initiation of BER via

a glycosylase to the moment of BER completion by DNA ligase. Steady-state

levels of DNA damage, represented in region 1 of Figure 3.8, may vary among

individuals due to differences in: environmental exposure; the production of

endogenous DNA-damaging agents (namely ROS); the capacity of cells to repair

DNA damage; and the ability of cells to prevent DNA damage by neutralizing

DNA-damaging agents before they are able to target DNA. The initial level of

damage induced by an agent in region 2 and the additional damage that

accumulates during BER processing of damaged bases in region 3 in Figure 3.8,

may likewise vary among individuals due to differences in the ability of cells to

prevent reactive species from attacking DNA (e.g. different glutathione levels that

can neutralize ROS). Because in vitro comet assays are carried out with cell

lysates and uniformly prepared isolated nuclei, they are not subject to the

sources of variation represented in regions 1 and 2. Variation in the efficiency of

any step of the BER pathway can influence the observed kinetics of repair

completion.

Comet assays are uniquely suited to measuring BER capacity in genomic

DNA in large numbers of individuals. Although they are limited to repair of DNA

strand breaks and types of DNA damage that can be converted to strand breaks,

comet assays provide information about both repair completion and the efficiency

of some specific steps in the BER pathway.
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1.7 General Considerations for the Application of BER Capacity Assays in

Human Populations

No single assay meets both of the goals established at the beginning of

this Section. Every assay requires disruption of cells from their physiological

conditions or cell lysis, which can affect their ability to represent BER capacity in

vivo. Furthermore, inter-individual variation in biological parameters beyond DNA

repair can potentially confound efforts to measure inter-individual differences in

BER capacity. For example, differences in repair protein stability in dilute

solutions could affect assays in cell lysates, differences in cytoplasmic

processing of plasmids could affect HCR assays, and differences in the cellular

response to culture at ambient oxygen tension could affect ex vivo comet assays

in PBMCs and other primary cells. A powerful approach for overcoming these

potential pitfalls, as well as the technical limitations of each type of assay, will be

to combine more than one approach for measuring BER capacity in the same set

of samples in future studies.

2. Studies on BER Capacity Variation in Human Populations

In this Section we discuss population-based studies that have been

carried out to test for inter-individual differences in BER capacity, and to test

whether subpopulations defined according to age, disease status, or

environmental exposure exhibit different levels of BER capacity. Studies fall

under two major categories. The first category includes studies that test the

hypothesis that there is significant inter-individual variation in BER capacity

among individuals (Table 3.1). These studies are necessary for establishing a

foundation for a second category of studies that test for relationships between

BER capacity and other variables including age, diet and lifestyle, cancer,

neurologic disorders, and immune disorders (Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). Studies in

the second category are an essential step toward establishing the potential for
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translation of BER capacity assays to personalized prevention and treatment of

disease (see Chapters 17 and 18).

Because Tables 3.1-3.4 are formatted similarly, a general legend

explaining the contents under the headings that are common to all four tables is

provided here. The BER steps for which repair capacity is reported are defined

as follows: initiation of BER by specific DNA glycosylases (S for Start);

processing of specific BER intermediates by APE1, DNA polymerase, or DNA

ligase (M for Middle); combinations of steps that contribute collectively to the

readout of the assay but where repair has not necessarily been completed (T for

Total); and combinations of steps from beginning (glycosylase) to end (ligase)

where readout is a consequence of complete repair (C for Complete). Tissue

refers to the tissue of origin for the cells used in the study, format refers to the

type of assay used (see Section 1). The column titled "treatment/enzyme/lesion"

describes the particular enzyme activity that was measured and the type of DNA

damage that was used. N refers to the number of subjects in the study. For

case-control studies, two numbers are given; the first is the number of cases, and

the second is the number of control subjects.

2.1 Variation in BER Capacity Among Apparently Healthy Individuals

Studies measuring BER capacity in healthy individuals (Table 3.1) have

focused on variation in the activities primarily executed by APE1 and three

different BER-initiating glycosylases (AAG, OGG1 and UNG). A 3.3- to a 10-fold

range of AAG activity has been measured in cell lysates with either a Hx - or an

ethenoadenine (EA)-containing oligo (N = 80 to 139) [7, 41-43]. A 2 to 3-fold

range in OGG1 activity has been measured using labeled oligonucleotides

containing an 8-oxoG:C base-pair (N = 34 to 120) [8, 44, 45]. UNG activity

measured by a method that utilized calf thymus DNA with radioactive uracil

revealed substantial tissue-dependent variation among individuals: 65-fold in

small intestine (N=12), 5.5-fold in colon (N=10), 3.2-fold in stomach (N=5) and

3.1-fold in liver (N=9) [46]. This study also included activity measurements for a
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second protein, 06 -methylguanine DNA methyltransferase (MGMT), which

operates in a different pathway (Direct Reversal). Similarly, tissue-dependent

variation in MGMT activity was observed among the same individuals: 42-fold in

small intestine, 9.6-fold in colon, 1.7-fold in stomach and 7.8-fold in liver. Notably,

MGMT activity was not correlated with UNG activity, indicating that BER capacity

cannot be inferred from the activity of other pathways. Two studies focused on

the processing of abasic sites that form as BER intermediates, or spontaneously

via hydrolysis. In a relatively small study (N = 10), AP endonuclease activity in

PBMC lysates was found to vary 2.5-fold using depurinated plasmids; nicking at

AP sites was used to calculate APE1 activity [28]. When APE1 activity was

measured in a larger study (N = 100) using labeled oligonucleotides containing

an AP site, a 4.9-fold variation was observed [47]. Quite different ranges in BER

capacity have been reported when using the in vitro comet assay, 4- and 41-fold

in a pair of methodologically similar studies ([48] and [49], respectively). In both

reports, PBMC lysates were assayed using HeLa nuclei pretreated with a

photosensitizing agent, Ro 19-8022, and VL, which together induce 8-oxoG. The

disparity in reported fold-range of repair capacity might be explained by

differences in the incubation time following exposure to DNA damage (10 and 20

min, respectively) and the parameter used to report repair capacity ("tail length"

versus a calculated parameter called "incision activity").

Genetic variants of unknown significance present a major barrier to using

genetic testing to identify individuals with DNA repair defects. Functional assays

have been used to test whether an OGGI polymorphism that leads to an amino

acid substitution (S326C) significantly affects OGG1 function. One report using

phytohemagglutinin (PHA)-stimulated PBMCs (N = 34) found significantly

decreased OGG1 activity in cell lysates from individuals with the Cys/Cys

genotype versus Ser/Ser [50], whereas a second report using an identical

radiolabeled oligonucleotide assay with unstimulated PBMCs (N = 78) found no

effect [44]. Using a comet assay following exposure of intact, unstimulated

PBMCs to ionizing radiation, which generates a mixture of DNA lesions including

8-oxoG, one report found an increase in residual DNA damage for both Ser/Cys
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and Cys/Cys OGGI genotypes versus Ser/Ser, suggesting a defect in repair of y-

irradiation induced oxidative lesions [51]. A second comparable study reported a

decrease in repair of oxidative DNA damage in the variant genotype, but did not

find a difference in repair of y-irradiation-induced DNA damage between the

genotypes [52]. The apparently conflicting results may be due to the different

types of DNA damage and different assays used in the studies. It is also possible

that relatively small differences in OGG1 activity associated with the S326C

substitution are overwhelmed by inter-individual variation in OGG1 activity due to

potential variation in other genes, and differences in lifestyle and environmental

exposures that may affect total OGG1 activity (see below).

Overall, the available data from studies of BER capacity in apparently

healthy individuals mirror a larger body of accumulating data indicating that DNA

repair capacity varies significantly across human populations [1, 53]. Both assays

in cell lysates and comet assays with intact cells provide evidence of inter-

individual differences in BER capacity for at least three DNA glycosylases and

APE1. The following Sections discuss associations among inter-individual

variation in BER capacity, aging, and human health.

2.2 Associations Between BER Capacity and Age or Lifestyle

Some studies have explored the possibility that BER capacity may be a

dynamic property influenced by age and environmental exposures (Table 3.2).

The mechanisms of aging are not fully understood, and a longstanding

hypothesis is that age-dependent changes in DNA repair capacity may be

responsible for a constellation of age-associated health problems including

cancer and neurodegeneration [54]. Changes in BER capacity with increasing

age in mice, and with increasing passage number in human cells have provided

indirect evidence of age-dependent BER capacity changes in humans [55].

Recently, several studies have directly explored variation in BER capacity as a

function of age in human populations (see also Chapter 20).
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Most investigations assessing the potential for age-dependent changes in

BER capacity involve measurements in donors of different ages at the time of the

study. Measurements in PBMC extracts and labeled oligonucleotides yield

consistent results among similar studies even when conducted in different

laboratories. In particular, AAG activity has been found to be invariant with age

when comparing individuals under and over 65 (or 66), in three relatively large

studies (N > 100) [7, 42, 43]. By contrast, OGG1 activity has been reported to

decrease with age in four different studies. Specifically, 9.2 % higher mean

OGG1 activity was observed among individuals aged 60 or younger versus those

over 60 (N = 68) [45]. A larger study (N = 93) showed the same trend, with a 9.3

% difference in mean OGG1 activity, but between individuals under or over 65

[56]. In a subsequent study with 120 subjects, the trend was again observed but

only for males over 55 versus under 55 (11.7 % lower OGG1 activity among

older individuals) [8]. Importantly OGGI mRNA and OGG1 activity were not

strongly correlated in this study, indicating that posttranscriptional regulation of

BER may confound efforts to predict function from transcript levels. In contrast to

the studies carried out with oligonucleotides and extracts from PBMCs, one study

that employed an oligonucleotide array (see Section 1) reported an increase in 8-

oxoG excision activity with age in skin fibroblasts [57]. This study compared

several BER activities in lysates from primary skin fibroblasts from 29 individuals

in three different age groups: 20-33, 40-50 and 61-68. The efficiency of

processing for three other DNA lesions, including an abasic site analog (THF),

thymine glycol, and uracil opposite either guanine, or adenine were found to

decrease with age. Although a relatively small study measuring activity using

depurinated plasmids and PBMC extracts from 23 women aged 27-57 showed

that AP endonuclease activity did not to correlate with age [58], a larger (N =

100), more recent study did report a decrease in APE1 activity with age [47], .

One study used a GFP-based HCR assay to measure repair of oxidative

damage generated in plasmids with methylene blue plus VL, followed by

transfection into foreskin fibroblasts isolated from 19 donors aged 20-64. This

assay is expected to report primarily on completion of OGG1-initiated BER of
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transcription blocking oxidative damage. BER capacity was found to decline

significantly with age. This study also explored mechanisms governing the

apparent decline of BER capacity. It was found that fibroblasts from older

individuals transfected with a vector expressing Sirt6 (but neither DNA

polymerase P (POLP) nor X-ray cross-complementing protein 1 (XRCC1)) exhibit

higher BER activity in a poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP)-dependent

manner; treating with a PARP inhibitor (PJ34) yields lower activity, and Sirt6

does not increase BER activity in the presence of PJ34 [59].

Multiple studies using comet assays have yielded conflicting results with

respect to possible age-dependent changes in BER capacity. Some of these

conflicting results may be due to the different DNA-damaging agents and time-

points employed in the studies (Table 3.2). Comet assays often exhibit complex

kinetics that have been attributed to multiple rate constants for repair of different

types of DNA damage and repair intermediates, particularly when ionizing

radiation is used to generate DNA damage [60]. As a result, differences in the

time at which comet assays are performed after exposure to DNA-damaging

agents affects which DNA repair pathway(s) and which steps within the BER

pathway (e.g. initiation versus intermediate processing) most strongly influence

comet tail length and intensity (Figure 3.8). In 3 out of 4 studies in which comet

assays were used to measure DNA repair at time-points of 40 minutes or longer

following exposure to DNA damage, repair capacity was found to decrease

significantly with age. By contrast, among 5 studies in which DNA repair was

assayed at 20 minutes or less following exposure to DNA damage, 3 found no

relationship between age and repair capacity, and 2 found that repair capacity

increased with age. Because BER initiation initially leads to an increase in comet

tail length and intensity, the shorter or less intense comets that have been

interpreted as an increase in BER capacity with age when measured at short

times could reflect a decrease in glycosylase activity with age (fewer

intermediates formed), rather than more rapid completion of repair. However,

even a single research group using ionizing radiation and a 40 minute time-point

reached opposite conclusions with regard to the question of whether the rate of
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repair for DNA damage induced by ionizing radiation increases or decreases with

age [61, 62].

There have been relatively few longitudinal studies of BER capacity. In

one study, BER capacity was measured using comet assays for repair of

oxidative damage induced by the photosensitizer Ro 19-8022 and VL in

lymphocytes isolated from 35 subjects at 6 time-points over a period of 5 months.

When data were compared for time-points taken 2 months apart, a correlation

between BER capacity within individuals was relatively weak (R 2=0.30). The

mean coefficient of variation (CV) reported for intra-individual variation in BER

capacity was 27 %, suggesting that there may be significant variation in BER

capacity on the timescale of months [48]. By contrast, a second study, discussed

in more detail below, found that OGG1 activity from PBMC extracts was stable

when measured in PBMCs from cancer patients up to 4 months before and over

1 year after treatment, surgery and remission [45]. Some studies have found

evidence that environmental exposure and lifestyle can influence BER capacity.

Some examples are: increased SSB levels in genomic DNA following coenzyme

Q10 supplementation [63]; more efficient repair of oxidative DNA damage

following consumption of 1, 2 or 3 kiwi fruits a day [64], dietary antioxidant

supplementation [49], or consumption of antioxidant-rich plant products [65]; and

more efficient SSB repair among individuals who engage in medium and high

levels of physical activity versus low levels of physical activity [66].

In summary, studies that have directly assessed the relationship between

age and BER capacity have led to apparently conflicting conclusions. The

apparent conflicts may be explained in part by important methodological

differences among the studies, including the use of assays at different time-

points, cells of different origin, and different substrates or sources of DNA

damage. As discussed in Section 4, a more direct comparison among multiple

methods and more detailed kinetic analyses to provide mechanistic insights that

can be gleaned from comet assays may be helpful for future studies.
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2.3 Associations Between BER Capacity and Cancer

There is increasing evidence of links between BER capacity and cancer

etiology, and several studies have functionally assessed BER capacity in cancer

patients versus healthy controls (Table 3.3) (see also Chapter 13). These

relatively limited studies have found evidence of an association between cancer

and differences in the activity of several BER enzymes, including APE1, OGG1,

and AAG. All of these studies have been carried out with lysates from PBMCs.

Four studies have yielded apparently conflicting results with regard to

whether APE1 activity is significantly different in individuals with cancer versus

healthy controls. Two early case-control studies compared APE1 activities of

breast and lung cancer patients to healthy volunteers by quantitating nicking of

depurinated plasmids in PBMC lysates (see Section 1) [67, 68]. Neither study

found a significant difference in activities in cells from cancer patients versus

healthy controls. However, the small sample sizes (8/8 and 10/10 case/control,

for breast and lung cancer, respectively) likely limit the power of these studies to

measure small differences. More recently, larger studies have found significantly

lower APE1 activity in PBMC lysates from cancer patients versus healthy

controls using oligonucleotide-based assays [47].

OGG1 activity has been measured in studies comparing BER capacity in

PBMCs from healthy controls versus lung cancer, colon cancer, or head and

neck cancer. Lower mean OGG1 activity has been measured in non-small-cell

lung cancer (NSCLC) patients versus healthy controls (P <0.001) [45]. Three

different logistic regression models, where OGG1 activity was either considered

(a) a continuous variable, (b) a dichotomized variable (by the median) or (c) a

tertile, yielded a significantly increased odds ratio for lung cancer among

individuals with lower OGG1 activity. Importantly, a direct comparison between

OGG1 activity in PBMCs and in lung cells from a subset of 7 individuals revealed

a strong correlation (R2 = 0.86, p = 0.003). Although the sample size is relatively

small, this strong correlation supports the notion that PBMCs are a reasonable

surrogate for DNA repair capacity in other tissues (in this particular case, OGG1
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in the lung). Furthermore, as part of the same study, OGG1 activity was

measured in PBMC lysates from patients over time, both before and after

surgery, and found to be stable. A subset of 8 individuals was tested over a

period of 3 years and CV ranged from 2% to 12%, with an average of 7% (95%

Cl = 4% to 10%). An association between low OGG1 activity and lung cancer risk

was independently observed by a second group in the same year [69], and has

been confirmed in larger, more recent studies [7, 47]. Analogous studies have

found a statistically significant association between reduced OGG1 activity and

squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) [56]. Interestingly, both

in the case of NSCLC and SCCHN, no statistical interaction between smoking

and reduced OGG1 activity was found, implying that the two are independent risk

factors for these two cancers, and highlighting the importance of both genes and

environment in risk assessment. Strikingly, in contrast to what was observed for

NSCLC and SCCHN, higher median OGG1 activity was measured in PBMCs

from colorectal cancer patients versus healthy controls [70]. If one assumes that

inter-individual differences in OGG1 activity in PBMCs are representative of inter-

individual differences in OGG1 activity in other tissues, there would appear to be

opposite associations between OGG1 activity and colon cancer, versus OGG1

activity and lung or head and neck cancer. This observation suggests that

relative differences in DNA repair capacity can have opposite consequences for

different tissues and cell-types. Furthermore, contrary to the intuitive notion that

higher BER capacity is protective, this particular example (and more below)

indicates that increased BER capacity can also be deleterious.

Several studies have tested for associations between cancer and the

activity of other DNA glycosylases, or combinations of activities for multiple BER

enzymes. Significantly, higher AAG-catalyzed EA incision activity was measured

in lysates obtained from PBMCs isolated from lung cancer patients versus

healthy controls [42]. Individuals in the highest EA incision activity tertile had a 3-

fold increased risk of lung cancer when compared to individuals in the lowest

tertile. This result was replicated in PBMC extracts from lung cancer patients and

healthy controls in a more recent study that measured activity for both OGG1 and
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AAG [7]. In addition to high AAG activity, low OGG1 activity was associated with

lung cancer in this study. Conditional logistic regression analysis treating OGG1

activity and AAG activity as a continuous variable found that the odds ratios for

lung cancer associated with a 1 standard deviation increase in AAG activity (2.0)

or a 1 standard deviation decrease in OGG1 activity (1.6) were both significantly

greater than 1.0. The odds ratio for lung cancer associated with a 1 standard

deviation decrease in a combined score calculated for the two activities was even

larger (2.3), suggesting that the two enzymatic activities could provide a more

robust biomarker for lung cancer risk than either activity alone [7]. A study in

which activity was measured for three BER enzymes in the same set of NSCLC

cases and healthy controls found associations between lung cancer and lower

OGG1, higher MPG (AAG), and lower APE1 activity. The authors of this study

have developed a combined "OMA" score composed of three enzymatic activities

for each subject. The score was defined in such a way that a lower OMA score

corresponds to lower OGG1 activity, lower APE1 activity, and higher AAG

activity. The odds ratio for lung cancer for individuals in the lowest tertile versus

the highest tertile of the DNA repair OMA score was 9.7 (95% Cl, 3.1-29.8; P <

0.001), larger than the odds ratio for lung cancer for any of the individual

enzymatic activities [47]. This work highlights the advantages of measuring repair

with multiple DNA repair substrates to obtain a more comprehensive assessment

of BER capacity.

Seemingly at odds with the studies discussed above, a different study

found lower levels cA incision activity in PBMCs from lung cancer patients versus

healthy volunteers. Furthermore, this study found significantly lower EA incision

activity in adenocarcinoma patients versus squamous cell carcinoma patients

[71]. This difference in cA incision activity was also observed in lysates derived

from non-dysplastic lung tissue from the two lung cancer types patients.

However, unlike the assays used in studies that found the opposite association

between AAG activity and cancer [42], the assays used in these studies actually

measure a combination of AAG and APE1 activity, because the oligonucleotide

substrates are not alkali treated following lysate incubation. As a result, even in
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the presence of high AAG activity, a low APE1 activity would result in a

decreased combined (AAG/APE1) EA incision.

Because the studies discussed immediately above were all conducted

retrospectively, important questions remain about causality of the observed

differences in BER capacity in cancer cases versus healthy controls. Is altered

BER capacity predictive of higher cancer risk? Or on the contrary, does the

development of cancer itself modify BER? One study did explore whether BER

capacity changes over the course of cancer treatment, and found that OGG1

activity in PBMCs did not change after surgery and chemotherapy when

compared to activity measured at time of diagnosis [45]. Although OGGI activity

was not measured before cancer development, these observations are

consistent with BER capacity (at least for OGGI) being independent of cancer

status and stable within the detection limits of the assay for over periods of up to

three years.

Taken together, the available data suggest there may be complex

relationships between cancer and BER capacity. Either higher or lower BER

capacity may be associated with cancer depending on the enzymatic activity in

question and the tissue of cancer origin. The existence of significant associations

between BER capacity in PBMCs and at least three types of cancer suggest that

BER capacity in blood cells could be a useful biomarker for cancer risk, and may

be a surrogate for BER capacity in other tissues. Future studies will be needed to

determine whether variation in the activity of additional DNA glycosylases and

enzymes involved in BER intermediate processing are associated with specific

types of cancer.

2.4 BER Capacity Changes Associated with Neurodegenerative Disorders

Several relatively small studies (N < 30) have found relationships between

aberrant BER capacity and neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer's

Disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) (Table 3.4). The available

data point strongly to an association between neurodegenerative disorders and
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lower BER capacity in brain tissue, and these results are partially corroborated

by studies carried out in blood cells.

The most direct tests for associations between BER capacity and

neurological disease have come from reports of BER capacity in brain tissue

from case control studies (see also Chapter 15). A study that used

oligonucleotide-based glycosylase assays found lower OGG1 activity in nuclear

extracts from three different brain tissues in AD patients versus healthy controls

[72]. An additional study found reduced OGG1 activity in both nuclear and

mitochondrial extracts derived from multiple brain tissues from AD patients and

MCI patients versus healthy controls [73]. A more recent study reported lower

BER capacity for several different substrates in cell lysates obtained from

cerebellar tissue from 10 Alzheimer's patients versus 10 controls [74]. This study

used oligonucleotides with 8-oxoG, THF, Uracil, or a single nucleotide gap into

which a radiolabeled nucleotide (32P-dCTP) can be incorporated during repair

synthesis by POLP. "Total BER" was measured by 32P-dCTP incorporation into a

double-stranded substrate with a G:U base pair (achieving incorporation only if

glycosylase, APE1, and POLP act on the lesion). Glycosylase activity, gap-filling,

and "total BER" were all lower in AD patients; however, AP site incision was not

significantly different versus healthy controls. Furthermore, in a cohort of 9

patients with MCI, who are at high risk for developing AD, there was a statistically

significant inverse correlation between BER capacity and the severity of MCI

clinical diagnosis (neurological impairment measured by Braak stage).

Two studies have focused exclusively on BER capacity in the

mitochondrial compartment of cells isolated from brain tissues in healthy

individuals versus AD patients. In one study, immunohistochemical analysis

revealed reduced expression of the mitochondrial isoform of OGG1 in brain

tissue isolated from AD patients; however, the methods used in this study are

indirect and may not reflect functional BER capacity [75]. In a more recent study,

glycosylase activity, AP site incision, gap-filling, and ligation have been

measured in mitochondrial extracts from postmortem tissue isolated from the

inferior parietal region of the brain of 6 AD patients and 6 control subjects [76].
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This study showed lower 5-hydroxyuracil incision and DNA ligase activity in

lysates from patients versus lysates from controls, but similar levels of uracil

incision, AP site (THF) incision, and gap-filling. Ligation was measured using a

nicked, radiolabeled substrate, and a gapped duplex pre-treated with POLP; both

substrates yielded similar results.

The small numbers of subjects in BER capacity studies using brain tissue

in part reflect the technical challenges of obtaining biopsies or postmortem

samples, and have motivated efforts to test for DNA repair biomarkers in more

accessible blood cells. One study has tested whether AD is associated with

differences in BER capacity in PBMCs. Isolated lymphocytes from 13 Alzheimer's

patients showed slower repair kinetics versus 14 elderly controls when treated

with H2 0 2 and analyzed by alkaline comet assay [77]. Future studies will be

needed to further test whether differences in BER capacity in PBMCs are

associated with neurological diseases.

3. Methodology and Study Design: Practical Considerations for Studies of

BER Capacity in Human Populations

Mounting experimental data detailed in Section 2 support the notion that

variation in BER capacity is associated with disease, and to some extent, with

aging (see Chapter 20). The aggregate data provide a solid foundation and

strong motivation for larger and more comprehensive studies of BER capacity in

human populations. However, the data also highlight areas where future work

may be able to overcome limitations of existing methodologies, and to maximize

the insights that can be gleaned from future population studies. As noted in

Section 2, studies exploring links among BER capacity and environmental

exposure, age and healthspan have in some cases yielded conflicting results.

Furthermore, whereas most studies have focused on repair of a single lesion by

a single pathway, BER is a multidimensional and time-dependent process

(Figure 3.9). For a given individual, BER capacity may vary from tissue to tissue,

from cell to cell, and from one chromatin environment to another within the cell.
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At the molecular level, BER capacity comprises the efficiency of multiple steps

within the pathway, and its relative contribution to the repair of a specific DNA

lesion depends on the extent to which other pathways may compete for repair of

the same lesion. In this Section, we discuss possible origins of conflicting results

in some studies, and we propose some best practices for future studies, with

particular emphasis on the need for collaborative efforts employing multiple

methods for measuring BER capacity in human populations.

3.1 Tissue-Dependent Variation in BER Capacity (and the Need for

Surrogate Tissues)

The availability of tissues for analysis represents a major practical

consideration for population-based studies of BER capacity that is balanced

against a goal of approximating, as closely as possible, the repair capacity of

cells in a tissue of interest in vivo. There is evidence that BER capacity and the

consequences of changes in BER capacity can vary greatly among different

tissues in both humans and in animal models ([46], and Table 3.1)). The

consequences of unrepaired DNA damage are also expected to vary among

tissues; for example, whereas unrepaired lesions can trigger apoptosis in some

cells without leading to disease in proliferating tissues such as skin, apoptosis in

postmitotic cells such as neurons could lead to catastrophic illness. Some tissues

sustain much greater DNA damage insults than others; as a consequence, a

lower repair capacity in a given tissue may not represent a deficiency, so long as

it is sufficient for processing the level of DNA damage normally sustained in that

tissue. These tissue-dependent differences in BER capacity may be due to

relatively stable epigenetic programing; however, it should also be borne in mind

that human cells can undergo transcriptional reprograming as a function of tissue

microenvironment that can dramatically alter phenotype, and may not be

preserved during functional characterization ex vivo [78]. Taken together, these

observations raise questions about the appropriateness of measuring BER

capacity in cells from a single tissue ex vivo under standard tissue culture
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conditions that are in some cases very different from the physiological context in

which cells are found in vivo. Because at present it is unfeasible to measure BER

repair capacity in vivo, and further, because it is not feasible to sample most

tissues in a non-invasive manner, blood cells and skin cells have dominated

investigations of BER capacity in populations.

Although there is limited evidence that BER capacity measurements in

one tissue can represent BER capacity in other tissues [45, 71], it will be

important to test this idea in future studies. It is possible that repair capacity

varies in such a way across tissues so as to preserve the rank order for repair

capacity among different individuals; viz. if one were to rank several individuals

from lowest to highest repair capacity in blood cells, and then rank them from

lowest to highest repair capacity in neurons, the order might be the same despite

potentially large differences in the absolute repair capacity between the tissues.

This ideal scenario is represented in the top panel of Figure 3.10, and could

explain why BER capacity in blood cells can serve as a biomarker for risk of

cancers originating in lung, breast, and colon tissues, or neurodegenerative

disorders that affect brain tissues. At the opposite extreme, represented in the

bottom panel of Figure 3.10, it is possible that BER capacity varies

independently across tissues. This latter scenario could explain instances where

studies in different tissues have yielded conflicting results, such as with regard to

the relationship between OGG1 activity and lung cancer versus colon cancer [56,

70], or the relationship between OGG1 activity and age in blood cells versus skin

cells [8, 45, 56, 57]. Given their unique physiological property of sampling nearly

all other tissues, it is conceivable that blood lymphocytes represent an average of

repair capacity over multiple tissues for a given individual.

To address the fundamental question of whether either of the scenarios in

Figure 3.10 applies to human tissues, future studies should include, wherever

possible, measuring BER capacity in at least two tissues or cell types for the

same set of subjects. Collaborative studies making use of emerging "organ on a

chip" technologies that allow a closer approximation to the in vivo cell

environment in laboratory experiments will be also useful for testing whether ex
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vivo BER capacity measurements can be refined to yield a more accurate

representation of inter-individual differences [79]. Furthermore, emerging induced

pluripotent stem cell (iPS) technology could prove invaluable in such an effort, by

providing access to and enabling to repair measurements in virtually every tissue

and cell type.

3.2 Subcellular variation in BER / Mitochondrial BER

In addition to the multidimensionality and potential temporal variation of

BER capacity discussed above, it should be borne in mind that 1 % of the DNA in

human cells resides in the mitochondrial compartment. The fate of damaged

mitochondrial DNA and the activity of DNA repair pathways in the mitochondrial

compartment remains much less well understood than DNA damage processing

in the nuclear compartment [80, 81]. Although it is well established that the BER

pathway is active in mitochondria (see Chapter 19), at this time only a very

limited subset of studies have tested whether inter-individual differences in

mitochondrial BER capacity are associated with aging or human disease [76, 82].

However, as evidence continues to accumulate in support of a role for

mitochondrial dysfunction and accompanying oxidative stress in a variety of

diseases [83], further studies testing whether inter-individual differences in

mitochondrial BER capacity are associated with disease are warranted. It will be

of particular interest to determine whether nuclear BER capacity can be used a

surrogate for mitochondrial BER capacity.

3.3 Variation in BER Efficiency at the Molecular Level

Associations continue to emerge between disease and imbalance among

the rates at which the multiple steps in the BER pathway proceed [7, 41, 47], and

mechanistic studies indicate extensive crosstalk between the BER pathway and

other DNA repair pathways [84-90]. This complexity can lead to counterintuitive

relationships, as in the context of lung and colon cancers, where higher
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glycosylase activity is associated with cancer; these associations may be due to

the accumulation of BER intermediates, including strand breaks and abasic sites,

which are more toxic to cells than the original DNA lesions [7, 70]. The health

consequences and mechanistic underpinnings of variation in BER capacity

among individuals may therefore only be fully understood in the broader context

of DNA repair capacity measured at multiple repair steps and in multiple

pathways. Thus, future studies would be strengthened by including

measurements of the efficiency of multiple BER steps, and repair capacity

measurements in additional pathways.

3.4 Temporal Changes in BER Capacity

A key assumption in many population studies of BER capacity is that

measurements taken on a single day can be regarded as a snapshot

representative of stable differences among individuals. There is some evidence

in support of this assumption; OGGI activity in PBMCs from 8 individuals was

very stable over the course of 3 years with a %CV between 2% and 10% [45].

However, the aging studies in Table 3.2 provide indirect evidence that BER

capacity changes over an individual's lifetime. Furthermore, there is evidence

that environmental exposures, diet, and lifestyle can influence repair capacity

[49, 63-66, 91, 92], and animal models provide evidence of diurnal variation in

repair capacity [93]. These data suggest that intra-individual differences in BER

capacity need to be taken into consideration when studying inter-individual

variation in BER capacity. Future studies should include, wherever possible,

longitudinal measurements of BER capacity in cells isolated at different times

from the same individual, and additional studies testing the effects of nutrition,

environmental exposures, and disease on BER capacity are warranted.
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3.5 A need for Collaborative Studies Using Multiple Methods

DNA repair capacity is a highly multidimensional process (Figure 3.9),

and the available methods for measuring BER capacity in populations vary in

their ability to address these dimensions. A strength of in vitro assays with cell

lysates is that they can be performed with chemically defined DNA lesions for

any cell type or tissue that can be isolated and processed to generate protein

extracts. However, each extraction and incubation step can create potential

sources of inter-sample and inter-laboratory variability, and information about

subcellular localization of repair proteins and cell type(s) within a tissue are lost.

Assays in cell extracts also represent a snapshot of repair capacity at a single

time-point, and therefore place limits on the ability to measure the kinetics of

BER in cells. By contrast, HCR assays and some molecular beacons provide a

platform for generating chemically defined DNA lesions in vitro, and then

measuring their repair in cells. However, DNA repair assays using exogenously

generated DNA, including plasmids, beacons and microarray chips lack at least

some of the chromatin structures that are present in genomic DNA, and so may

not be amenable to assessing variation in BER capacity as a function of

chromatin environment. Comet assays provide a means for measuring BER

capacity in genomic DNA, can be carried out in living cells, and allow for

measurements of repair kinetics. However, it is not possible to generate

chemically defined lesions in comet assays. Instead, the use of DNA-damaging

agents results in a mixture of DNA lesions, and can also damage other cellular

components when carried out in living cells. Furthermore, interpretation of the

results can be complicated as each time-point represents a mixture of BER

initiation, processing and ligation (Figure 3.8). Because of the complexity of the

task and the potential need to measure BER capacity in a large number of

individuals, a new generation of tools for measuring BER capacity in human

populations with still higher-throughput and precision may need to be developed.

Some of the apparently conflicting results among multiple studies

exploring the same relationship between BER capacity and variables, including
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age and healthspan, may be a consequence of using different assays to

measure activity. Best practices for leveraging the strengths of different assays,

while overcoming the challenges associated with inter-assay and inter-study

differences in BER capacity assessments, should include performing

collaborative population studies that apply multiple complementary methods on a

single set of samples.

3.6 Key Questions to Address in Future Studies

Decades of mechanistic work and new technologies for measuring BER

capacity leave us poised to make major advances toward translating what is

known about BER at the molecular level into strategies for treating or preventing

disease. At the frontier of these efforts lie a number of exciting questions that can

potentially be answered in the coming years using methodologies now at hand:

1. What is the magnitude of variation in BER capacity among individuals?

What is the shape of the distribution?

2. To what extent does BER capacity vary in time, and how is it influenced by

environmental factors?

3. To what extent can BER capacity be predictive of healthspan or lifespan?

4. Do PBMCs represent an appropriate surrogate for other tissues?

5. How does BER capacity vary across tissues, and to what extent does it

change during organismal development and cell differentiation?

6. Are the relationships between BER capacity and disease monotonic, or

are the relationships more complex?

7. What is the relationship between BER capacity and the hazards

associated with environmental exposures?

8. For how many specific BER steps does repair capacity need to be

measured to yield sufficient information for assessments of disease

susceptibility or predictions about the ability of individuals to tolerate

environmental and medical exposures to DNA-damaging agents?
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9. What enabling technologies are needed before functional measurements

of BER capacity and repair capacity in other pathways can improve

prevention and enhance the standard of care for patients with diseases

that are associated with DNA repair defects?

4. Conclusions

A perhaps unanticipated follow-on of the genomic revolution has been the

renaissance of functional assays and high-throughput methods that do not

involve sequencing DNA. Although sequencing and other 'omics' approaches

have yielded tremendous insights into the origins of inter-individual differences,

efforts to use them to predict function have been challenged by the complexity

arising out of multiple layers of regulation and the influence of environmental

exposures. A variety of innovative methods suitable for functionally measuring

BER capacity in human populations have been developed within the past

decade. These methods have allowed us to begin to elucidate the level of inter-

individual variability with respect to BER capacity and its individual enzymatic

steps, as well as correlations between small variations in BER with healthspan.

Nevertheless, no single method provides a complete and mechanistic picture of

the BER pathway. Large, collaborative, ideally prospective DNA repair studies

using multiple methods, including structural and biochemical analyses, will refine

our understanding of the relationship between variation in BER capacity and

health- and life-span, elucidate the mechanistic underpinnings of these

relationships, and identify targets for preventive or therapeutic intervention.
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Tables

Table 3.1 BER capacity variation among apparently healthy individuals.

The reported fold variation represents the ratio of the highest measured

repair capacity to the lowest measured repair capacity. The BER steps for which

repair capacity is reported are defined as follows: initiation of BER by specific

DNA glycosylases (S for Start); processing of specific BER intermediates by

APE1, DNA polymerase, or DNA ligase (M for Middle); combinations of steps

that contribute collectively to the readout of the assay but where repair has not

necessarily been completed (T for Total). Tissue refers to the tissue of origin for

the cells used in the study, and format refers to the type of assay used (see

Section 1). The column titled "treatment/enzyme/lesion" gives the enzyme activity

that was measured and the type of DNA damage that was used. N refers to the

number of subjects in the study.

Variation Step(s) Tissue Format treatment/enzyme/ N Reference
lesion

3.5-fold S PBMC Lysate, oligo AAG-Hx 10 0 A [7]

10-fold S PBMC Lysate, oligo 80 [41]

=3.3-fold S PBMC Lysate, oligo 100 A [43]

2-fold S PBMC Lysate, oligo 34 [44]

2.9-fold S PBMC Lysate, oligo OGG1-8-oxoG 68 [45]

2.8-fold S PBMC Lysate, oligo 120 [8]

65-fold S Intestine 12

5.5-fold S Colon 10
LyaeUNG - [46]

3.2-fold S Stomach Lysate5

3.1-fold S Liver 9

6.2-fold S+M PBMC Lysate, oligo AAG/APE1-EA 139 [42]

2.5-fold M PBMC Lysate, plasmid APE1 depurinated- 10 [28]
plasmid

4.9-fold M PBMC Lysate, oligo APE1-THF 100 A [47]

4-fold T PBMC Comet, alkaline Ro 19-8022 + VL 35 [48]
(10 min repair) treated substrate

41-fold T PBMC Comet, alkaline nuclei 48 [49]
(20 min repair) I

A These studies were carried out on the same set of subjects
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Table 3.2. Age-associated changes in BER capacity.

The range of ages included in the study is provided in the leftmost column.

Arrows indicate whether age is associated with higher (+), lower (4), or no

significant difference (=) in BER capacity. The BER steps for which repair

capacity is reported are defined as follows: initiation of BER by specific DNA

glycosylases (S for Start); processing of specific BER intermediates by APE1,

DNA polymerase, or DNA ligase (M for Middle); combinations of steps that

contribute collectively to the readout of the assay but where repair has not

necessarily been completed (T for Total); and combinations of steps from

beginning (glycosylase) to end (ligase) where readout is a consequence of

complete repair (C for Complete). Tissue refers to the tissue of origin for the

cells used in the study, and format refers to the type of assay used (see Section

1). The column titled "treatment/enzyme/lesion" gives the enzyme activity that

was measured and the type of DNA damage that was used. N refers to the

number of subjects in the study.
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Age range Age-effect Step(s) Tissue Format treatment/enzyme/ N Reference
lesion

65 vs >65 = S PBMC Lysate, oligo AAG-Hx, AAG-EA 100 A [7, 43

Range 0-91 4 S PBMC + PHA Lysate, oligo 78 [50]

60 vs >60 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo 68 [45]

565 vs >65 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo OGG1-8-oxoG 93 [56]

555 vs >55, 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo 120 [8]
males

Range 20-68 S Skin Lysate, oligo- 8-oxoG 29
Fibroblasts chip

Range 20-68 4 S Skin Lysate, oligo- Uracil 29 [57]
Fibroblasts chip

Range 20-68 4 Skin Lysate, oligo- Tg 29
Fibroblasts chip

66 vs >66 = S+M PBIMC Lysate, oligo AAG/APE1-EA 139 [42]

Range 27-57, = M PBMC Lysate, plasmid APE1 depurinated- 23 [58]
females plasmid

Range 20-68 4 M Skin Lysate, oligo- THF 29 [57]
Fibroblasts chip

565 vs >65 4 M PBMC Lysate, oligo APE1-THF 1 00 A [47]

Range 20-64 + Skin HCR Methylene Blue 19 [59]
Fibroblasts

Age not Whole Blood Comet, alkaline

reported, T W Blo (5, 60 and 120 60 [51]
+ PHA

males min repair)

Range 20s- + T PBMC Comet, alkaline Y-rays 61 [62]
50s (40 min repair)

41.5 vsT PBMC Comet, alkaline 96 [61]
>41.5 (40 min repair)

Comet, alkaline
Range 21-88 t T PBMC (0me reair) 388 [94]

(10 min repair)

Comet, alkaline
Range 20-82 t T PBMC (0me reair)97 [37]

(10 min repair)

Comet, alkaline Ro 19-8022 + VL
Range 21-58 = T PBMC (10 mi repair) treated substrate 141 [92]

nuclei

Comet, alkaline
Range 18-30 = T PBMC (0me reair) 48 [49]

(20 min repair)

Comet, alkaline
Range 18-80 = T PBMC (0me reair) 309 [95]

(20 min repair)

Comet, alkaline KBrO 3 treated

Rane 18 4 T PC (45 min repair) substrate nuclei 8 [

A These studies were carried out on the same set of subjects
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Table 3.3. Comparisons of BER capacity in cancer patients versus healthy

controls.

Arrows indicate whether the relevant cancer is associated with higher (4),

lower (+), or no significant difference (=) in BER capacity. The BER steps for

which repair capacity is reported are defined as follows: initiation of BER by

specific DNA glycosylases (S for Start); processing of specific BER intermediates

by APE1, DNA polymerase, or DNA ligase (M for Middle); combinations of steps

that contribute collectively to the readout of the assay but where repair has not

necessarily been completed (T for Total). Tissue refers to the tissue of origin for

the cells used in the study, and format refers to the type of assay used (see

Section 1). The column titled "treatment/enzyme/lesion" describes the enzyme

activity that was measured and the type of DNA damage that was used. N refers

to the number of subjects in the study. For case-control studies, two numbers

are given; the first is the number of cases, and the second is the number of

control subjects.

Cancer-type Cancer-effect Step(s) Tissue Format treatment/enzyme/ NA Reference

Lung 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo AAG-EA/Hx 100/100 B 74
Lung S PBMC Lysate, oligo AAG-Hx 1 0 0 / 1 0 0 B [4]
Lung 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo 64/51 [69]

Lung 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo 68/68 [45]

Head and 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo 93/37 [56]
Neck OGG1-8-oxoG

Colon + S PBMC Lysate, oligo 90/68 [70]

Lung + S PBMC Lysate, oligo 1 0 0/1 0 0 B [7]
Lung 4 S PBMC Lysate, oligo 100/100 B [47]
Lung 4 S+M PBMC Lysate, oligo AAG/APE1-FA 25/56 [71]

Lung + S+M PBMC Lysate, oligo 88/51 [42]

Breast = M PBMC Lysate, plasmid APE1 depurinated- 8/8 [67]

Lung = M PBMC Lysate, plasmid plasmid 10/10 [68]

Lung __M PBMC Lysate, olig APE1-THF 1 0 0 / 1 0 0 B [47]
Lung 4 M PBMC Lysate, oligo 100/100B [15]

A The number of cases is given first; the number of controls is given second
B These studies were carried out on the same set of subjects
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Table 3.4. Comparisons of BER capacity in individuals with neurological

diseases versus healthy controls.

Arrows indicate whether Alzheimer Disease (AD) or Mild Cognitive

Impairment (MCI) is associated with higher (+), lower (+), or no significant

difference (=) in BER capacity. The BER steps for which repair capacity is

reported are defined as follows: initiation of BER by specific DNA glycosylases (S

for Start); processing of specific BER intermediates by APE1, DNA polymerase,

or DNA ligase (M for Middle); combinations of steps that contribute collectively to

the readout of the assay but where repair has not necessarily been completed (T

for Total); and combinations of steps from beginning (glycosylase) to end (ligase)

where readout is a consequence of complete repair (C for Complete). Tissue

refers to the tissue of origin for the cells used in the study, and format refers to

the type of assay used (see Section 1). The column titled

"treatment/enzyme/lesion" describes the enzyme activity that was measured and

the type of DNA damage that was used. N refers to the number of subjects in the

study. For case-control studies, two or three numbers are given; the first (and

second when there are three) is the number of cases, and the last is the number

of control subjects.
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Disease- treatment/enzyme/
effect Step(s) Tissue Format lesion NA Reference

0 S Brain Nuclear Lysate, oligo 10/8 [72]
Extracts

S S Brain Cell Lysate, oligo 10/10/9 [74]

Brain Cell OGG1-8-oxoG

4 S Nuclear and Lysate, oligo 15/6 [731
Mitochondrial

Extracts

40 S Brain Cell Lysate, oligo 5-OHU 6/6 [76]
Mitochondria

0 S Brain Cell Lysate, oligo 10/10/9 [74]

- Brain Cell UraciliS tochndri Lysate, oligo 6/6 [76]
Mitochondnia

= M Brain Cell Lysate, oligo 6/6 [761
Mitochondria APE1-THF

= M Brain Cell Lysate, oligo 10/10/9 [74]

40 M Brain Cell Lysate, oligo Single Nucleotide 10/10/9 [74]

- M Brain Cell Gap, 32P
Mitochondria incorporation

+ M Brain Cell Lysate, oligo Ligase 6/6 [76]
Mitochondria

+ C Brain Cell Lysate, oligo U:G bp and 3 2P- 10/10/9 [74
dCTP incorporation

Comet,
4 T PBMC + PHA Alkaline, 0.5, 2, H 2 0 2  14/13 [77]

And A hniirq

A The number of cases is given first; the number of controls is given second.

Where three numbers are given, the first number is for AD cases, the second

number is for MCI cases, and the third number is for controls.
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Figures

Figure 3.1: Oligonucleotide-nicking-based assay.

A glycosylase (gray crescent) recognizes and excises a damaged base (star).

Alkaline conditions (e.g. NaOH) are used to convert all abasic sites to strand

breaks. Repair products are then separated from unmodified substrates by gel

electrophoresis, and quantified using a radiolabel (sphere marked 32 P) or

fluorescent dye that is appended to the damage-containing strand of the

oligonucleotide duplex.
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Figure 3.2: Molecular beacons assays for BER capacity.

Molecular beacons are composed of a single strand of DNA with a fluorophore

(black sphere) appended to one end and a quencher (black square) appended to

the opposite end. The beacon is designed to form a stem loop structure that

brings the DNA ends into proximity and quenches fluorescence. A glycosylase

(gray crescent) binds and excises a lesion (star) that is positioned near the end

of the molecular beacon that bears the fluorophore. Strand cleavage of the

resulting abasic site due to bifunctional glycosylase activity or APE1 activity

releases a short strand of DNA bound to the fluorophore from the beacon, and

leads to an increase in fluorescent signal (open sphere). B) A variation on the

beacon assay makes use of the lesion itself (i.e. 8-oxoG, again represented by a

star) as the quencher for an adjacent fluorophore (black sphere). Excision of the

damaged base, with or without subsequent strand cleavage, is sufficient to

separate the quencher from the beacon, leading to an increase in fluorescence.
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Figure 3.3: Microchip oligonucleotide assay.

A) Each well in a 96-well plate is covalently modified with an oligonucleotide

duplex that includes a fluorophore (open sphere) and a site-specific DNA lesion

(star) on the same strand. A DNA glycosylase (gray crescent) excises the DNA

lesion, followed by DNA strand cleavage by an exogenously added

endonuclease at the resulting abasic site. B) After washing, the cleaved

fluorescently labeled fragment is removed from oligonucleotides on which

glycosylase activity has initiated BER, and a decrease in fluorescence is

detected.
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Figure 3.4: Plasmid-nicking gel-shift assay.

A) APE1 (gray crescent) generates a SSB at the site of an abasic site (star) in a

plasmid (each DNA strand is represented by a black circle). Abasic sites are

randomly distributed in the plasmid, and there may be more than one abasic site

present. B) APE1 nicked plasmid is separated from closed circular plasmid and

quantified using an agarose gel and densitometry.
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Figure 3.5: Microchip-plasmid-based assays.

Plasmids (each DNA strand is represented by a black circle) containing specific

types of DNA damage (stars) are immobilized in a hydrogel. Glycosylase

excision of damaged bases followed by enzymatic incision at resulting abasic

sites results in a nicked plasmid intermediate. Gap-filling by DNA polymerase

leads to incorporation of fluorescent nucleotides (represented by gray bars).

Fluorescence intensity is used to quantitate repair.
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Figure 3.6: Fluorescence Multiplexed Host Cell Reactivation Assay (FM-HCR).

A) A unique type of DNA damage (represented by various black shapes) is

introduced in vitro into each of several reporter plasmids encoding different

fluorescent reporter genes (represented by colored arrows). One reporter

plasmid (here, cyan) is left undamaged and is used as a control for transfection

efficiency. The presence of DNA damage affects the ability of the reporter

plasmid to express a fluorescent reporter protein. In some cases, the DNA lesion

blocks transcription, leading to low levels of expression of the fluorescent

reporter protein in the absence of repair. In other reporter plasmids, lesion-

induced transcriptional mutagenesis leads to high levels of fluorescent reporter

expression in the absence of repair. B) A mixture of reporter plasmids is co-

transfected into cells. A second transfection (not shown) is performed with the

same mixture of plasmids without DNA damage. C) Once inside the cells,

damaged plasmids are repaired by the host cell DNA repair machinery. D)

Fluorescence intensity in each reporter channel is measured by flow cytometry.
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The level of fluorescent protein expression is normalized to the undamaged

(cyan) control. BER capacity is calculated from the percentage of fluorescent

reporter expression in cells transfected with damaged plasmids relative to

fluorescent reporter expression in cells transfected with undamaged plasmids.
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Figure 3.7: Comet Assay.

A) Live cells are embedded in agarose and, in some cases, treated with a DNA-

damaging agent. When DNA-damaging agents are used, cells are allowed time

to repair after exposure to DNA damage. B) After the desired incubation time for

DNA repair, cells are lysed using a detergent and high salt solution, either under

neutral pH or alkaline conditions. Alternately, isolated nuclei that have been

treated with a DNA damaging agent in vitro can be embedded in agarose, and

then incubated with lysates from the cells of interest. C) Electrophoresis is

carried out either under neutral pH conditions or alkaline conditions. Strand

breaks result in a loss of supercoiling that allows some DNA to migrate into the

gel in a pattern resembling a comet (hence the name of the assay). DNA is

visualized by fluorescent staining, and the percentage of DNA in the comet tail

relative to the comet head is used to quantify the level of DNA damage in cells.
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Figure 3.8: Comet assays yield a time-dependent signal that is influenced by

many cellular processes.

Numbers represent features in a theoretical time course of % comet tail DNA.

Cells from different individuals may vary in: the steady-state levels of DNA

damage present in their DNA (1), the initial level of damage directly induced by

an agent such as ionizing radiation (2), the rate and extent of repair intermediate

accumulation that can include strand breaks and, for alkaline assays, abasic

sites (3), and the rate at which repair is completed (4). Note that the initial level

of DNA damage in region 2 is generally not generated instantaneously, as

represented in the figure for illustrative purposes. Instead the initial damage

occurs over a period of time that coincides with the increase in % tail DNA in

region 3 due to repair initiation during exposure to the DNA-damaging agent.
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Figure 3.9. A coordinate system is used to represent the multidimensional nature

of BER capacity.

Rather than a single number, BER capacity for a given individual can be

conceptualized as a series of points in coordinate space defined by the particular

pathway step, cell, chromatin environment, and cell compartment in which the

repair is taking place. How many data points are required to define the DNA

repair landscape for the purpose of comparing individuals remains to be

determined experimentally.
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Figure 3.10. BER capacity variation in tissues

BER capacity might vary across tissues in a manner that preserves the relative

repair capacity of different individuals (top), or it might vary in a manner that

scrambles the relative repair capacity of the individuals (bottom). Green, blue and

red lines connect points corresponding to hypothetical BER capacity in different

tissues for three different individuals.
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Introduction

The integrity of our DNA is challenged by roughly 100,000 lesions per cell per

day [1, 2]. These challenges arise endogenously, from products of our own

cellular metabolic processes, as well as exogenously, from environmental

damaging agents. Failure to cope with DNA damage can lead to cancer,

degenerative disease and premature aging [3-6]. Evolution has provided cells

with a variety of mechanisms that have allowed the repair DNA of damage and

amelioration of its consequences.

Amongst these repair mechanisms is Base Excision Repair (BER). BER is known

for the recognition and repair of small, non-bulky DNA lesions that are products

of base alkylation, deamination or oxidation [6]. In its most simple form BER

involves five mains steps: 1) recognition and removal of a damaged base by a

DNA glycosylase, forming an abasic site, 2) incision of the phosphodiester DNA

backbone at the abasic site, 3) processing and removal of remaining sugar

moieties, 4) gap-filling by a DNA polymerase and 5) nick-sealing by a DNA

ligase. BER can be further divided into short- and long-patch; the main difference

between short- and long-patch repair are the enzymes that trim the single-strand

break, the number of nucleotides incorporated into the patch and, the

polymerases that perform this step (Figure 4.1) [2].

Only a few deficiencies in the BER pathway have been causally linked with

human genetic disorders, with MUTYH and UNG being the only glycosylase

examples. Deficiencies in MUTYH and UNG lead to MUTYH-associated

polyposis [7] and Hyper IgM-Syndrome [8], respectively. Increasing evidence

suggests that small variations in the activities of these and other BER enzymes,

such as AAG, OGG1 and APE1, can be correlated with disease risk [9-13]. This

being the case, there is a clear need in the field for assays that can reliably

measure small inter-individual differences in BER capacity, preferably in a fast

and high-throughout manner that would enable epidemiological studies.
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Importantly, BER is involved in the repair of different lesions caused cancer

chemotherapeutic agents [3, 14]. As such, being able to determine the "BER-

status" of both tumor and healthy tissue, could potentially allow personalized

disease treatment by targeting more accurately deficiencies of tumor cells, while

minimizing damage in healthy tissues.

A variety of methods have been used to measure BER activity. Labeled

oligonucleotides containing lesions repaired by specific BER enzymes have been

the workhorse of functional assays in recent years. Specifically, methods have

been developed for measuring the in vitro activity of all human DNA glycosylases

(AAG [15]; OGG1 [16]; MUTYH [17, 18]; NEIL1, NEIL2 and NTHL1 [19] ; NEIL3

[19]; UNG and SMUG1 [20]; MBD4 and TDG [21]), incision by APE1 [22] as well

as downstream steps such as gap filling, flap endonuclease and DNA ligase

activity [23]. Molecular Beacons for assessment of 8oxoG, uracil and abasic site

repair in vitro, and in some instances in vivo, have also gained some recent

interest [24-26]. Microchip-immobilized fluorescent reporter systems have

emerged as an in vitro method to probe the activity of cell lysates on a variety of

BER substrates simultaneously [27, 28].

Even though these methods achieve the ultimate goal of measuring BER, each

one of them has its own drawbacks. In vitro assays are based on cell lysates,

which might not recapitulate physiological DNA repair conditions. Moreover

single-cell resolution and intracellular compartmentalization are obviously lost

upon cell lysis. Furthermore, with the exception of the aforementioned microchip-

assay, multiplexing for different glycosylases and downstream BER steps is not

straightforward. In an effort to overcome these problems we recently described a

modified host cell reactivation (HCR) assay, specifically a fluorescence-based

multiplex flow-cytometric HCR (or FM-HCR) that allows for in vivo multiplexed

DNA repair capacity measurements of different DNA repair pathways [29]. Here

we build upon this method and report on the development of fluorescent plasmid

reporters that can be used simultaneously, in a high-throughput manner to
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measure in vivo the activity of at least four different DNA glycosylases and the

abasic site endonuclease, APE1. These methods allow us to assess inter-

individual variations in BER by measuring BER capacity in a panel of 24 cell lines

derived from healthy individuals. Finally, we use these measurements to build

mathematical models with the goal of predicting cellular sensitivity to clinically

relevant DNA damaging agents know to elicit a BER response.

Materials and Methods

Plasmids

As described previously [29], AmCyan, EGFP, mOrange, mPlum and tagBFP

reporter genes were subcloned into the pmaxCloning Vector (Lonza) between

the Kpnl and Sad restriction sites in the multiple cloning site. Plasmids were

amplified in E.coli DH5a (Invitrogen) and purified using Qiagen endotoxin-free

Maxi and Giga kits.

Substrates containing site-specific DNA damage reporting via transcriptional

mutagenesis and transcriptional blockage

Non-fluorescent variants of the different reporter plasmids containing a single

mutation in a site coding for their respective chromophores were identified and

made via standard QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis (Agilent Technologies)

(Table 4.1).

In order to produce single stranded plasmid (ssPlasmid) previously described

methods were followed with minor modifications [29]. Reporter plasmids were

nicked with either Nb.BtsI or Nt.Btsl (New England Biolabs, depending on the

lesion containing strand, see Table 4.1). The nicked strand then was digested

with exonuclease Ill, and the remaining ssPlasmid was purified by using a 1%

agarose gel. Fifteen picomoles of the respective phosphorylated lesion-
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containing-oligonucleotide (Table 4.1) were combined with 3.2 pg of the

corresponding single-stranded plasmid (1/200, oligo/ssPlasmid molar ratio) in 1X

Pfu polymerase AD buffer (Agilent Biotechnologies) in a final volume of 46 pL.

The mixture was heated to 85 0C in a thermal cycler for 6 min, and then allowed

to anneal by cooling to 40 0C at 1 0C per minute. To extend the primer, 5 units of

Pfu polymerase AD (Agilent) and 0.4 pM dNTP were added. The incubation

parameters used for each ssDNA-plasmids/oligonucleotide combination are

shown in Table 4.1. The mixture was then cleaned up with a Qiagen PCR

Purification kit column, eluted in EB buffer and subsequently combined with 1X

Ligase Buffer (New England Biolabs - NEB), 0.4 pM dNTP, 1 pM ATP, 1Ong/pL

BSA, 1.5 units T4 DNA Polymerase and 80 units T4 DNA Ligase (both NEB) and

incubated for an additional hour at 16 0C to yield closed circular plasmid. Finally,

the product was purified from a 1 % agarose gel using a Qiagen gel extraction kit.

Enzymatic plasmid treatment for lesion detection

To test for the presence of uracil in BFP-A191G-U and its negative control (BFP-

WT), 150 ng of the plasmids were incubated with 15 units UDG (NEB) in 1X UDG

buffer for 1 hour at 37 0C. Following cleanup with a Qiagen PCR Purification kit

column, plasmids were incubated with 10 units APE1 (NEB) in 1X #4 buffer for 1

hour at 37 C, followed by 20 min at 65 0C for heat-inactivation. Products were

run in a 1% agarose gel for visualization. Appropriate no enzyme/no buffer

controls were tested under the same conditions.

To test for the presence of Hypoxanthine in GFP-C289T-Hx and its negative

controls (GFP-WT and GFP-C289T), 150 ng of the plasmids were incubated with

10 units ApaLl (NEB) in 1X Cutsmart buffer for 1 hour at 37 C, followed by 20

min at 65 0C for heat-inactivation. Products were run in a 1% agarose gel for

visualization.
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To test for the presence of THF in GFP-617-THF and mOrange-A215C-THF and

their negative controls (GFP-WT and mOrange-WT, respectively), 150 ng of the

plasmids were incubated with 10 units APE1 (NEB) in 1X NEB#4 buffer for 1

hour at 37 0C, followed by 20 min at 65 0C for heat-inactivation. Products were

run in a 1% agarose gel for visualization. To test for the presence of 8oxoG in

mOrange-A215C-8oxoG and mPlum-T202WT-8oxoG (+) and their negative

controls (mOrange-WT and mPlum-WT, respectively), 150 ng of the plasmids

were incubated with 8 units Fpg (NEB) in 1X #1 buffer and 1X BSA for 1 hour at

37 *C, followed by 20 min at 65 0C for heat-inactivation. Products were run in a

1 % agarose gel for visualization.

Cell culture

Cell lines and their respective culture conditions are detailed in Table 4.2.

MUTYH knockdowns

MUTYH was knockdown in HCT1 16 + Chromosome 3 cells as previously

described [30]. shRNAs expressed in a lentiviral plasmid (pGIPZ) were

purchased from Open Biosystems to target MUTYH transcript (v1:#RHS4430-

98904053 and v2:#RHS4430-99140608). Knockdown cells were compared with

cells expressing a nontargeting shRNA (#RHS4346). Virus was generated in

293T cells using packaging plasmids (psPAX2 and pMD2.G, Addgene). Cell line

was infected with virus and stable clones selected using Puromycin.

MUTYH nuclear overexpression

Nuclear MUTYH isoform 4 cDNA was cloned into a retroviral plasmid (pBABE, C-

terminal Flag-tagged). MUTYH Overexpressing HCT1 16 + Chromosome 3 cells

were compared with cells expressing empty vector. Virus was generated in
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Phoenix 293 cells. Cell line was infected with virus and stable clones selected

using Puromycin.

In vitro MUTYH glycosylase assays

Cells were sonicated in MUTYH glycosylase dilution buffer (30 mM Tris pH 7.5,

1 mM EDTA, 1 mM P-mercaptoethanol, 50mM NaCI and 30% glycerol) with

protease inhibitors. Protein concentration was measured using micro BCA Kit

(Pierce). Glycosylase assays were performed as previously published [31]. A

double-stranded oligonucleotide containing a [32P]y-labeled strand (5'-

TTGGGGAATGAGTCAGGCCAC-3') and a non-labeled strand (5'-

GGTGGCCTGAC8oxoGCATTCCCCAA-3') was incubated with an amount of

extract determined to be in the linear range for activity at 37C for 60 min. The

resulting AP sites were cleaved by incubation with 0.1 M NaOH at 75 'C for 15

min. The aliquots were then heat denatured and subjected to 7 M urea-10%

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. A phosphorimager was used to visualize and

quantitate MUTYH DNA glycosylase activity.

DNA Repair Assays Transfections

Electroporation

For suspension cells, 3 x 106 cells in 100 pL complete medium were combined

with a reporter plasmid mixture (Table 4.3). Cells were electroporated using a

96-well Bio-Rad MXcell gene pulser, with an exponential waveform at 260 V and

950 pF. Following electroporation, 100 pL complete medium were added to each

well in the electroporation plate and gently mixed. The electroporation mix was

transferred to a 24-well cell culture plate prefilled with 1.3 mL of complete

medium and incubated at 37 0C and 5% CO 2. Following 18 hours, cells were

spun down for 5 min at 300 g, resuspended in 250 pL of complete media

containing TO-PRO-3 and transferred to a 96-well plate for flow cytometry.
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Lipofection

For adherent cells, 150,000 cells were plated in 6-well cell culture plates a day

before transfection in order to achieve 50-80 % confluency the day of

transfection. Cells were transfected with Lipofectamine LTX (Life Technologies)

according to the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly 2.5 pg of total plasmid DNA

(Table 4.3) were mixed with 2.5 pL Plus reagent and Opti-MEM, further mixed

with 6.2 pL lipofectamine LTX in Opti-MEM and incubated at room temperature

for 5 min before adding 200pL of the transfection reaction on top of the cells.

Lipofection conditions were scaled down to 12- and 24-well plates when

necessary. Transfected cells were incubated for 18 hours at 37 C and 5% CO2.

Following incubation cells were trypsinized and resuspended in a total of 500 pL

of complete media containing TO-PRO-3 and transferred to 75 mm Falcon tubes

with Cell Strainer Caps (Fisher Scientific).

Flow cytometry

Cells suspended in culture media were analyzed for fluorescence on a BD LSR 11

cytometer running FACSDiva software. Cell debris, doublets, and aggregates

were excluded based on their side- and forward-scatter properties. TO-PRO-3

was added to cells 5-10 min before analysis and was used to exclude dead cells

from the analysis. The following fluorophores and their corresponding detectors

(in parentheses) were used: tagBFP (Pacific Blue), AmCyan (AmCyan), EGFP

(FITC), mOrange (phycoerythrin; PE), mPlum (PE-Cy5-5), and TO-PRO-3

(allophycocyanin; APC). Compensation was set by using single-color controls.

Regions corresponding to cells positive for each of the five fluorescent proteins

were established by using single-color dropout controls. For reporters that

required compensation in more than one detector channel, fluorescence in the

reporter channel was plotted separately against each of the channels requiring

compensation. Using these plots, both single controls and the dropout control (in
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which the reporter of interest was excluded from the transfection) were used to

establish regions corresponding to positive cells. A threshold of at least 30

fluorescent events for each reporter was established. Samples with fewer than

30 events were not considered and the particular experiment was repeated.

Calculation of Percent Fluorescent Reporter Expression.

Every experimental setup consisted of two sets of transfections: A control

transfection (CT) and a sample transfection (ST) containing one or more

reporters with DNA lesions. Both transfections included the same color

combination with the same undamaged reporter to normalize each set for

transfection efficiency.

Fluorescence Index (FI) for a given reporter within one transfection was

calculated as follows:

FI= CF x MFI

CL

where CF is the number of positive fluorescent cells for that given fluorophore,

MFl is the mean fluorescence intensity of the CE, and CL is the total number of

live cells.

The normalized fluorescence index for a given reporter Flo was calculated as

follows:

FI"
FIO = FIEFIE

where Fln corresponds to the F! of a reporter normalized to the F! of the

transfection efficiency normalization plasmid, FIE.
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Normalized reporter expression from a sample transfection, FI ST, and that from

the same reporter plasmid in control transfection, FI CT, were used to compute

the percent reporter expression (%R.E.) as follows:

% R. E. = FS X 100FIOST

Sensitivity Assay

Drugs

Hydrogen Peroxide (H 2 02 ) (Sigma) was prepared at working concentrations in

complete media. 5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) (Sigma) was prepared as a 100 mM stock

in DMSO, and diluted to working concentrations in complete media before

addition to cells.

XTT Assay

Lymphoblastoids density was counted with a Beckman Coulter Counter and

25,000 cells were seeded in 100 pL in 96-well tissue culture plates. Cells were

grown for 3 days with drugs added in a volume of 50 pL complete media

immediately after plating (final concentration 25 pM H 2 02 and 100 pM 5-FU).

Each condition, including controls, was set up in three different replicate wells.

On the third day, 2,3-bis(2-methoxy-4-nitro-5-sulfophenly)-5-[(phenylamino)-

carbonyl]-2H-tetrazolium hydroxide (XTT) reagent (Cell Signaling Technology, in

a volume of 50 pl), activated immediately prior to use by an electron coupling

reagent according to the XTT kit protocol was added to each well (including blank

wells containing complete medium alone). After 24 h of further incubation at 37

*C, the absorption was measured using a tunable microplate reader (Molecular

Devices Versamax) at a wavelength of 450 nm. Results are shown as % Control

Growth and represent the ratio of treated wells over untreated wells (previous
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subtraction of no-cell controls). Each experiment was done at least in triplicate.

MMS sensitivity was measured using a previously described trypan blue

exclusion assay [30].

Multiple Linear Regression Models

Z-scored repair capacity values in each pathway reported for the 24 cell lines

served as the 10 (independent) predictor variables (5 reporters developed here,

Table 4.4; 5 previously developed reporters [29] Table 4.5), and sensitivity for

the same 24 cell lines reported in Table 4.6 and expressed in terms of % Control

Growth were the (dependent) response variables. The resulting MLR models

take the form:

Y =f 1x 1 + f 2 x2 + fl3 x3+...+fnxn + b (1)

where Y represents the predicted response variable (sensitivity) reported as %

Control Growth; xi, are the DNA repair capacity predictor variables for the ten

substrates reported as % Reporter Expression, /3i are the substrate slopes along

the corresponding dimensions, and b is a constant that represents the "y-axis"

intercept.

Z-scores for relative DNA repair capacity among the 24 cell lines were generated

for each pathway as follows,

zij = (X)

where Zij is the z-score for a DNA repair pathway in cell line i in pathway j, x; is

the DNA repair capacity for a given pathway j in cell line i, :y is the mean value of

the DNA repair capacity in pathway j over the 24 lymphoblastoid cell lines (i = 1-

24), and aj is the standard deviation of the DNA repair capacity in pathway j.
MGMT scores were transformed to IogMGMT before z-scoring.
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Multiple linear regression (MLR) models were generated by running MATLAB's

regress function. Beta scores for each variable as well as the model fit to the

data (R2 ) were calculated for each generated model. Leave-one-out cross-

validation (LOOCV), was used to assess the prediction power of each model.

The correlation coefficient (R2cv) between the observed cellular sensitivities and

the predicted ones following LOOCV as well as their Root Mean Squared Errors

(RMSE) were calculated for each model. Initial models were generated by

including all variables (Model 0). Subsequent models were generated by

sequentially removing predictor variables with the lowest contribution to the

model. In cases were the contribution of two or more variables were similarly low,

all the combinations were tested.

Repair kinetics

In order to measure the dynamics of reporter expression, repair assays were set

up and imaged with an Incucyte ZOOM® (Essen BioScience). 15,000 cells were

seeded in 24-well cell culture plates a day before transfection. Cells were

transfected with Lipofectamine as described above with either 300 nq of WT-GFP

and WT-mCherry or 300 ng of GFP-C289T-Hx and WT-mCherry. Immediately

after transfection, the plate was incubated in the Incucyte ZOOM at 37 OC and

5% C02. Incucyte ZOOM software was used to setup acquisition conditions: a.

scan type: only wells containing cells, 9 images per well; b. channel selection:

green, red, phase; c. spectral unmixing: 0%; d. acquisition interval: 1 hour for 74

hours. Included software was used to identify cells and quantify integrated

cellular fluorescence. Total field florescence for each channel was used to

calculate % R.E.
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Results

Generation of reporter plasmids to measure in vivo repair of BER

substrates

When RNA Polymerase II (RNAPII) encounters a DNA lesion during

transcription, it can (a) stall at the lesion and abort transcription, (b) bypass the

lesion in an error-free manner or (c) bypass the lesion by misincorporating a

ribonucleotide into the transcript opposite the lesion site. This last process is

known as transcriptional mutagenesis (Figure 4.2). We have taken advantage of

transcriptional properties of DNA lesions to design and engineer reporters for

BER substrates. Specifically, we generated a variety of non-florescent plasmid

reporter variants. Each plasmid bears a non-synonymous site-specific mutation

that perturbs maturation of the chromophore of the fluorophore. To generate

reporters for BER substrates, we have further modified these non-fluorescent

variants by positioning a site-specific DNA lesion at the mutated site. The

rationale behind such a design is that transcripts of the original fluorescent

variant of the plasmid reporter can only be generated by transcriptional

mutagenesis events in the presence of the lesion (a detailed example and

rationale for this approach is presented in Figure 4.3). In order to corroborate the

incorporation of the different DNA lesions into the plasmid reporters, we

performed a series of in vitro enzymatic steps (shown below). Each plasmid

variant is labeled according to the base pair that was modified. The bases shown

before and after the number correspond to the identity of the mutation in the non-

transcribed strand. As an example, GFP C289T corresponds to a non-fluorescent

variant of GFP for which base pair 289 was mutated from a C in the coding

strand to a T.
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Hypoxanthine in GFP C289T.

The backbone of the pMAX vector used for all the reporter plasmids contains a

single ApaLl restriction site, addition of the native WT GFP sequence does not

contain additional ApaLl sites. The point mutation C289T adds an additional

restriction site to the reporter. Accordingly, digestion with ApaLl of the native

plasmid results in a single linear product whereas two digestion products are

obtained following digestion of the C289T variant. Substituting a hypoxanthine

into the transcribed strand of the mutated reporter, specifically in position 289,

abolishes digestion by ApaLl at that site, resulting in a single cut (Figure 4.4).

8oxoG in morange A215C and mPlum T202WT.

Incorporation of an 8oxoG into the transcribed strand at site 215 of the mutated

mOrange A215C reporter and the non-transcribed strand at site 202 of the

mPlum reporter were tested by Fpg treatment. In the presence of 8oxoG, this bi-

functional glycosylase removes the damaged base and nicks the remaining

abasic site converting the closed circular plasmid into a nicked plasmid.

Consequently, Fpg digestion of mOrange-A215C-8oxoG and mPlum-T202WT-

8oxoG (+) resulted in a complete conversion of closed circular to nicked plasmid.

In contrast, Fpg digestion of the native WT mOrange/mPlum reporters resulted

only in some conversion to nicked products, likely due to the presence of random

oxidized bases around the plasmid generated during storage or preparation

(Figures 4.5 and 4.6). Others have also observed the presence of oxidative

damage in untreated plasmids [32, 33]. Importantly, experimental variables such

as this one are internally controlled in the methods by transfecting all cells of

interest with the same plasmid cocktails.
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Uracil in BFP A191G.

The presence of a site-specific Uracil at site 191 of the transcribed strand of the

BFP reporter was tested with serial enzymatic treatments with the Uracil mono-

functional glycosylase, UDG and the abasic site endonuclease, APE1. Therefore,

only following both digestions in the BFP-A191G-U reporter but not the native

WT BFP reporter converted the closed circular to the nicked circular plasmid.

Single treatment with either UDG or APE1 did not result in a nicked product for

either of the reporters (Figure 4.7).

THF in GFP 617 and mOrange A215C.

Native WT GFP and GFP-617-THF as well as WT mOrange and mOrange-

A215C-THF reporters were digested with APE1 in order to assay for the

presence of a THF positioned at site 617 and 215 in GFP and mOrange,

respectively. As expected, only the GFP-617-THF and mOrange-A215C-THF

reporters were converted from a closed circular conformation to a relaxed nicked

form, confirming the presence of the THF lesion in the reporter (Figure 4.8).

Development of FM-HCR assays for measuring DNA glycosylase activity on

alkylated, deaminated and oxidized bases.

Our group previously described a method to measure 8oxoG repair by the use of

the FM-HCR assay [29] and here we further extend the capability to measure

BER activity by developing a variety of plasmids containing known BER

substrates at specific sites in a fluorescent protein reporter gene.

All of the reporters measuring DNA glycosylase activity are based on the

transcriptional mutagenesis properties of the lesions of choice. As explained

above, we have taken advantage of these properties so that a fluorescent protein

will only be expressed as long as the DNA glycosylase has not excised its
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substrate. Upon repair, the source of transcriptional mutagenesis is removed and

a non-fluorescent protein is encoded. We reproduced our previous results

regarding 8oxoG repair in Ogg1 proficient and deficient MEFs. This plasmid

reports on transcriptional mutagenesis events to adenine caused by the

presence of an 8oxoG lesion in the transcribed strand of the mOrange-A215C-

8oxoG reporter. As expected, Ogg1~'~ cells show approximately a 17-fold higher

level of mOrange than that in WT MEFs indicating a much lower 8oxoG repair

capacity in the deficient versus WT cells (Figure 4.9A, plasmid combination #5

and #6).

Similarly, we engineered two additional transcriptional mutagenesis-based

reporters. A uracil repair reporter (BFP-A191G-U), which produces WT BFP

transcripts only when RNA polymerase incorporates an adenine opposite uracil

present in the transcribed strand. And a hypoxanthine repair reporter (GFP-

C289T-Hx), which results in WT GFP only upon cytosine incorporation opposite

hypoxanthine. The usability of these reporters was tested in MEFs deficient in the

main Uracil DNA Glycosylase, Ung (plasmid combination #1 and #2), and in the

only known hypoxanthine DNA glycosylase, Aag, respectively (plasmid

combination #3 and #4). For both reporters, as predicted, WT MEFs exhibited

low fluorescent reporter expression whereas Ung-'- and Aag- MEFs exhibited

approximately an 8- and an 12-fold higher fluorescence, respectively (Figure

4.9B and 4.9C).

When an 8oxoG lesion evades repair and goes through a round of replication,

DNA polymerases can incorporated and adenine opposite from it 10-70% of the

times [34]. In this scenario, if the DNA repair machinery were to remove the

8oxoG lesion and not adenine, upon completion of repair a point mutation would

be fixed into DNA as a thymine would be incorporated opposite adenine. Mutyh

is a unique glycosylases, in the sense that it recognizes the presence of a

damaged base (8oxoG) but removes the undamaged base opposite from it

(adenine). This gives the DNA repair machinery a new opportunity to repair
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8oxoG and avoid mutation at this site. For the developed Mutyh reporter, removal

of an adenine in the transcribed strand positioned opposite an 8oxoG is

measured in the same way as the previous three glycosylase reporters

described. mPlum-T202WT-8oxoG (+) results in WT mPlum only upon

incorporation of uracil opposite an adenine. As expected, MEFs deficient in

Mutyh show approximately a 7-fold higher level of mPlum that WT MEFs

following reporter transfection (Figure 4.9D, plasmid combination #7 and #8).

Validation of in vivo glycosylase activity assay by comparison to in vitro

radiolabeled oligonucleotide activity assay.

In order to further validate the FM-HCR assay for glycosylase activity

measurements, we compared our newly developed assay (plasmid combination

#13 and #14) to the gold-standard method for measuring MUTYH activity, the in

vitro cell extract radiolabeled oligonucleotide assay. This was done in a panel of

cell lines with varying MUTYH activity levels following knockdown or

overexpression of MUTYH (Figure 4.10A). A correlation plot between the in vitro

and the reciprocal of the in vivo assay shows a very strong correlation

(R 2 =0.8953) between both assays (Figure 4.10B). The reciprocal is plotted for

consistency between both axes so that larger numbers correspond in both cases

to increased MUYTH activity.

Kinetics of reporter expression and repair.

The use of a live cell imaging system with a motorized stage allowed us to

monitor Aag activity, in 30 min increments, simultaneously in WT and Aag-'- cells

over the course of 74 hours. The Incucyte ZOOM @ allowed us to monitor the

kinetics of DNA repair, by measuring fluorescent reporter expression over time.

As showed for the flow cytometric approach, following an acclimation period,

hypoxanthine-reporter signal is higher for repair deficient cells throughout the
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length of the experiment. %R.E. for Aag-'- plateaus after approximately 20 hours

whereas WT %R.E. decreases with time (Figure 4.11).

Simultaneous measurement of four DNA glycosylase activities.

The four DNA glycosylase reporters represent the repair of the majority of the

lesion types recognized by BER (oxidation, 8oxoG; deamination, uracil and

hypoxanthine; and alkylation, indirectly by the action of Aag on hypoxanthine as

will be discussed later). Furthermore, each one of them was designed with in a

different fluorescent reporter with the ultimate goal of integrating them into one

multiplexed assay. When the four glycosylase reporters were transfected

simultaneously, together with the transfection efficiency control plasmid (for a

total of five reporters in one transfection, plasmid combination #9 and #10,

Figure 4.12B); nearly identical results where observed when compared to

transfecting separately one lesion plasmid at a time (plasmid combination #1

through #8, Figure 4.12A). The dynamic ranges between proficient and deficient

cells lines are maintained all along the WT MEFs and the four glycosylase

deficient cell lines. Thus validating the capability of the FM-HCR assay to

simultaneously assess the activity of four DNA glycosylases.

Development of FM-HCR assays for measuring Apel activity

DNA glycosylase activity determines the rate at which BER is initiated but the

ability to measure downstream steps of this pathway can contribute in the

understanding of the overall BER status of a cell, tissue or individual. With this in

mind we engineered two different reporters for measuring APE1 activity, the

abasic-site endonuclease immediately downstream of - mainly - mono-functional

DNA glycosylases. Specifically we used as a substrate THF, which is more

stable than a natural abasic site and is recognized and nicked by APE1 as well.
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Both reporters are based on specific transcriptional properties of THF. The first

reporter (mOrange-A215C-THF) takes advantage of the capacity of RNAPII to

incorporate adenine opposite THF to cause transcriptional mutagenesis and

generation of a WT transcript. Similarly to the 8oxoG:C reporter previously

described, this reporter produces WT mOrange transcripts only when RNA

polymerase incorporates an adenine opposite THE. Transfection of this plasmid

(plasmid combination #17 and #18) into the Apel proficient/deficient cells

resulted in no detectable fluorescent mOrange events for Apel ++A cells and

approximately a 14 % reporter expression for the deficient Apel AAA cells

(Figure 4.13B). We also engineered a set of reporters to test for transcriptional

mutagenesis of THF to cytosine, guanine and uracil, but none resulted in any

measurable fluorescent events when transfected into Apel AAA cells (results not

shown).

The second reporter (GFP-617-THF) takes advantage of transcriptional blocking

properties of THF (see Figure 4.2A). As such, the presence of the lesion in the

transcribed strand of this reporter, results in fluorescence only upon removal of

the transcription blocking lesion and expression of a full length GFP WT

transcript. We were able to test the usefulness of this reporter by using a unique

pair of mouse B cell lines (CH12F3): APE1 proficient (Apel ++A) and APE1

deficient (ApeI AAA) [35]. As predicted, Apel ++A cells show increased fluoresce

representative of an increased repair capacity in comparison to Apel AAA cells

following transfection with GFP-617-THF (Figure 4.13A, plasmid combination

#15 and #16). Proficient cells show approximately a 4.6-fold higher repair

capacity than deficient cells.

Analysis of BER Capacity and DNA damaging agent sensitivity in a panel of

24 cell lines derived from apparently healthy individuals.

The four DNA glycosylase transcriptional mutagenesis-based reporters (for repair

of Hx:T, 8oxoG:C, A:8xoG and U:G), as well as the transcription blockage
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reporter for APE1 were used to measure the BER capacity of a panel of 24

human B-lymphoblastoid cells lines derived from apparently healthy individuals of

diverse ancestry [36] (plasmid combination #11 and #12, #15 and #16). A range

of BER activity for the different substrates was observed across the 24-cell lines,

specifically: Hx:T, 1.7-fold; 8oxoG:C, 4.3-fold; A:8xoG, 7.2-fold; U:G, 5.3-fold

and THF:C, 1.9-fold (Figure 4.14 and detailed data in Table 4.4). Moreover,

every cell line turns out to display a unique BER capacity fingerprint (Figure

4.15A).

Regression models based on BER capacity can predict sensitivity to DNA

damaging agents.

Given that chemotherapeutic treatment has a direct effect on DNA by causing

DNA damage, we sought to determine if our BER activity measurements could

help predict sensitivity to a panel of DNA damaging agents known to form DNA

lesions for which BER is known to play some role.

Sensitivity to 0.4mM MMS, 25pM H2 0 2 and 100pM 5-FU was measured for this

cell panel. The 24-cell lines showed various degrees of sensitivity, in particular, a

9.5-fold, 4.7-fold and a 2.7-fold range were observed for MMS, H 2 02 and 5-FU,

respectively (data in Figure 4.16 and Table 4.6).

Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) models seek to find the linear contribution that

independent variables (z-scored plasmid reporter data, Figure 4.15B) have

towards a dependent variable (sensitivity to DNA damaging agents). For this

analysis, BER plasmid reporter measurements were complemented with

previously published DRC plasmids for other DNA repair pathways [29]. More

specifically NER, MMR, DR, NHEJ and HR (Table 4.5).

A variety of MLR models including different combinations of the data from the

plasmid reporters were built for each agent (Tables 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9). The
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models yielding the best correlation fit following leave-one-out cross-validation

(R 2cv) and the lowest RMSE (root mean square error) were further considered for

discussion. Inclusion of all the variables in the model results in over-fitting of the

data, and a low prediction power; as such R2cv is prioritized over model R2 in

order to minimize over-fitting of the data. The following models for predictions of

% control growth (% C.G.) were selected:

% C. G. MMS# 7 (Table 4.7)

= -13.18x8oxoG: C + 8.74xU: G - 8.34xTHF + 8.03xHR

+5.52xNHEJ + 44.22

% C. G. 5 - FU#4 (Table 4.8)

= -4.61x8oxoG: C + 3.81xU: G - 3.14xTHF - 1.88xHR + 1.83xNHEJ

-1.12xA: 8oxoG + 44.22

% C. G. H2 O 2 # 4 (Table 4.9)

= -14.50x8oxoG: C + 14.14xU: G - 10.49xTHF - 5.95xHR + 4.75xMGMT

+ 4.34xNER + 52.20

Special attention should be given to contributions by transcriptional mutagenesis

based reporters (Hx:T; U:G; 8oxoG:C; A:8oxoG and MGMT) for which a negative

sign implies an increased repair activity for that particular lesion and a

corresponding positive contribution towards resistance. The implications of these

models are discussed below.
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Discussion

Available methods to measure BER are cumbersome, time consuming,

complicated to multiplex and primarily based on cell lysates, thus losing single-

cell resolution. Our recently developed fluorescence-based multiplex flow-

cytometric host cell reactivation assay (FM-HCR) provides an ideal framework to

overcome most of these drawbacks. By building upon this method for rapid high-

throughput measurements for DRC we expanded the number of assays to

include lesions repaired by the BER pathway.

Even though, the validation for each lesion reporter was done in a MEF cell line

deficient in a DNA glycosylase or Ape1, each site-specific plasmid reports on the

overall cellular capacity to repair a particular lesion. This can involve either

several glycosylases or even other repair pathways. While OGG1 has been

shown, in vitro in human cell lines, to account for 90% of 8oxoG repair [37], this

lesion can also be a substrate for the NEIL1 and NEIL2 DNA glycosylases and to

a lesser degree AAG [38, 39] (though not detected in our Aag-'- results, see

Figure 4.12). Uracil found in DNA can be repaired by UNG, SMUG1, MBD4 and

TDG as well as by the MMR machinery [40]. Abasic sites are primarily

recognized and incised by APE1 but APE2 can also act on the lesion [41].

MUTYH mainly removes adenines across 8oxoG in the BER pathway, but MMR

can play a role in the repair of this base pair as well [42]. The reporter for

hypoxanthine repair has several unique characteristics. Similarly to MUTYH,

there are no other glycosylases with hypoxanthine as a substrate and only

EndoV has been proposed to play a secondary role in its removal [43, 44]. Thus,

in this particular case, hypoxanthine repair can be directly considered a proxy for

AAG activity. Besides hypoxanthine, AAG has a wide lesion recognition and

excision spectrum, which includes: 7-methylguanine; 3-methyladenine; 1-

methyladenine; 1-methylguanine; 3-methylcytosine; 8-oxoguanine; 1, N6 -

ethenoadenine; 1,N2 -ethenoguanine [45]. The use of hypoxanthine instead of

1,N6-ethenoadenine, as used for many AAG in vitro assays, is quite convenient
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given that in our in vivo repair environment 1,N6-ethenoadenine would report on

the activity of both AAG and ALKBH2 and possibly ALKBH3 [45-48]. For the in

vitro assays this is not a problem as the reaction conditions are non-ALKBH2/3-

permissive. The recognition and incision activity of AAG has been shown to be

lesion [45] and sequence dependent [49]. Nevertheless, when hypoxanthine and

1,N6-ethenoadenine were used as AAG substrates, in sequence contexts that

favored repair of each lesion, results were highly correlated [15, 50]. This

suggests that our results for hypoxanthine repair reliably represent the activity of

the AAG/Aag DNA glycosylase, regardless of its substrate.

By performing these functional assays in a physiologically relevant context (in

vivo), one guarantees that molecular interactions between all players involved in

the repair of each lesion are present at the time of repair. As such, any of the

redundancies described above as well as any cellular stimulators or inhibitors of

repair are represented in the final repair score. For example, APE1 [51] and

separately NEIL1 [52] have been shown to stimulate OGG1's activity by

increasing its turnover. Thus, an in vitro assay that doesn't recapitulate

physiological conditions for OGG1, NEIL1 and APE1 could result in a

misrepresentation of the actual OGG1 activity in vivo.

Importantly, the newly developed in vivo MUTYH assay recapitulates the results

obtained for the in vitro radiolabeled oligonucleotides (Figure 4.10). Such result

is extremely important as it shows that differences in glycosylase activity can be

detected in human derived cell lines and that our new assay matches the gold

standard assay in the field.

To our knowledge, the use of a multiplexed assay to measure repair activity of 4

BER lesions is unprecedented in the BER field, as no more than one human

glycosylase had been measured simultaneously in vivo. By combining the assays

shown here, together with our previously published methodologies [29], we have

now have the ability to measure DRC in all the major DNA repair pathways.
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Specifically: BER (including initiation by at least AAG, MUTYH, OGG1 and UNG,

as well as APE1), HR, MGMT, MMR, NER, NHEJ. Put another way, we can

measure repair of Hx:T, A:8oxoG, 8oxoG:C, U:G, THF:C, double strand breaks,

06-methylguanine, base mismatches and thymine dimers

It is widely known that hypoxanthine preferentially pairs with cytosine

during replication [53]. And while it is generally considered that the DNA

mispairing events that occur during replication can also occur during transcription

[54], it was only recently reported that hypoxanthine can mispair with cytosine

during transcription in E.coli [55]. Our results show, for the first time, that this is

also the case in mammalian cells, in vivo. Similarly, abasic sites (or its reduced

and more stable analog THF) are known to follow the "A-rule" during replication,

where an adenine is incorporated across the abasic site. In vitro systems have

shown contrasting results for mammalian RNA Polymerase II describing

incorporation of cytosine across THF [56] or adenine and to a lesser extent

guanine [57]. We observed for the first time in vivo, that RNAPII incorporates

adenine across from THF, thus recapitulating the "A-rule" but for transcription.

Moreover, we complement in vitro results showing transcription blockaqe by

abasic sites [58], with our in vivo THF transcription blockage reporter. We

engineered a set of reporters to test for transcriptional mutagenesis where THF

directs incorporation of C, G or U, but none of them resulted in any measurable

fluorescent events (results not shown). It then appears that under in vivo

conditions, abasic sites cause a strong transcription blockage that can be

bypassed by the erroneous incorporation of adenine across from the lesion. The

physiological implications of such events are certainly not negligible given that

approximately 20,000 abasic sites are formed on average in a mammalian cell

every day [59]. Unrepaired abasic sites may then not only give rise to mutations

after replication but may also result in truncated or mutated transcripts that can

have a direct impact on cellular physiology. Importantly, APE1 proficient cell lines

did not give rise to any fluorescent events when transfected with the mOrange-

A215C-THF reporter, implying that proficient APE1 cells might be very efficient at
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removing any abasic sites present. In comparison, some fluorescent events

always occur when probing glycosylase proficient cell lines with their respective

transcriptional mutagenesis reporters.

The DNA glycosylase reporters, and the APE1 transcriptional mutagenesis

reporter, specifically report on the glycosylase step or the endonuclease step of

BER and do not report on any downstream events. This is in contrast with

restored fluorescence for the APE1 transcription blockage reporter. Restored

fluorescence is only possible once all the subsequent steps of BER, following

incision by APE1, are completed. Thus, this reporter lumps together several BER

steps. Given the fact that both 8oxoG and THF can cause transcriptional

mutagenesis to adenine, we cannot rule out the possibility that, some of the

mOrange reporter expression for the 8oxoG reporter is caused by the transient

formation of an abasic site during the repair of this lesion. Nevertheless, this

possibility seems unlikely as it is considered that the BER pathway functions

similarly to "passing the baton" in a relay race where there is a handoff of lesion

intermediates following base excision that allows to minimize exposure of even

more toxic lesions [60, 61]. Furthermore, we didn't observe a single fluorescent

mOrange event in Apel proficient cells (see Figure 4.13B) potentially indicating

how efficiently APE1 acts on its substrate. It did not escape our attention that

relatively low % R.E. values are obtained for the 8oxoG and uracil reporters in

comparison to those for hypoxanthine and A:8oxoG reporters. Redundancy in the

repair of these two lesions in particular by a variety of DNA glycosylases could

explain this phenomenon.

As an alternative to flow cytometric analysis, live cell imaging has the advantage

that cells and their fluorescence can be tracked in time allowing the kinetics of

repair to be assessed. The major drawback for this approach is that only a few

lasers and filters can be used simultaneously, in this case only two, meaning that

only two fluorescent reporters can be used in parallel. Given that one reporter is

used as a transfection efficiency control, there is only availability for the analysis
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one lesion specific reporter. Moreover, even with the use of a motorized stage to

sample different fields of a single well, and several different wells, sampling time

is relatively slow. Altogether we consider this method is lower throughput than

flow cytometry. Nevertheless, it allowed us to track hypoxanthine repair with time

in WT and Aag-' MEFs. The fact that % R.E. in WT repair decreases with time

can be explained by the fact that as more repair occurs (with time) less

hypoxanthine is available for transcriptional mutagenesis. Thus, in comparison to

the WT cells transfected with undamaged cocktail, where more GFP is constantly

being transcribed, cells transfected with damaged cocktail express less WT-GFP

as time progresses. This is not the case for Aag-'- cells.

The dramatic methodological improvement by the use of our newly developed

BER reporters can be evidenced by the capacity to measure the repair of

hypoxanthine, uraci, 8oxoG, adenine paired with 8oxoG and THF in 24 human

B-lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from apparently health individuals. This was

achieved with two different reporter cocktails given that with the current

experimental setup, a maximum of 4 different lesions plus a single undamaged

control can be assayed simultaneously.

Most analyses of inter-individual variation in DRC have been performed in vitro

with PBMC lysates isolated from the blood of healthy donors. This complicates a

direct comparison to the fold range observed with the use of our in vivo BER

methods in human B-lymphoblastoid cell lines. Nevertheless, with the exception

of AAG, for which a 3.3 to 10-fold variation has been reported [15, 50, 62, 63],

the degree of inter-individual variation we report agrees with previously observed

ranges for OGG1 in PBMCs (2 to 2.9-fold [16, 64, 65], compared to our 4.3-fold)

and UNG in colon, stomach and liver (5.5, 3.2 and 3.1 [66], respectively,

compared to our 5.3-fold). To our knowledge, only a single functional study of

human MUTYH-associated variants has been described, [67] but an extensive

study on the functional variation of MUTYH in healthy human populations (or cell

lines derived from healthy humans) had not taken place so far (not to be
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confused with genotypic MUTYH variants analysis [68]). The low ranges showed

in AAG and APE1 activity amongst all 24-cell lines are particularly striking.

Nevertheless both events can have different origins. All the AAG activities are on

what seems to be the lower side of the spectrum (high % R.E., compare to %

R.E. by Aag-'- MEFs in Figure 4.9C), potentially indicating that the B-

lymphoblastoids in general might not have particularly high AAG activity, making

differences more difficult to pick up. In contrast, all APE1 activities are on the

higher activity side of the spectrum (high % R.E., compare to % R.E. by

Apel++A in Figure 4.13A). Considering that deficiencies in APE1 are

detrimental [69, 70], and Ape'1~ mice are embryonic lethal, it is not particularly

striking that "healthy" cells stay within a small range of variation. Nonetheless, a

4.9-fold range has been reported in a panel of a 100 human PBMCs for an in

vitro APE1 assay [71].

Chemo- and radiotherapy are widely used as cancer treatments. The ability to

determine ahead of time whether a particular treatment would be effective could

improve therapy and avoid putting patients through unnecessary medical

procedures. An increasing amount of evidence indicates that DRC can be an

important factor in cancer treatment [72]. Consequently, if one were able to

define a treatment by which tumor toxicity would be favored (by virtue of its

impaired DRC), while minimizing toxicity for a patient's healthy tissues (by virtue

of more proficient DRC compared to that of the tumor), therapy could be

personalized in order to minimize side effects and decrease the risk of secondary

cancers that can be caused by unrepaired lesions in healthy tissues as a

consequence of treatment [73-75]. Here, we assess the contribution of 10

different functional DRC measurements towards predicting cellular sensitivity to a

variety of DNA damaging agents.

When interpreting any of the contributions of the DNA glycosylase reporters to

the prediction models, it should be taken into account that DRC for a particular

lesion may represent the action of several glycosylases but also their activity on
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several different substrates. As such, more than directly indicating the action of a

single glycosylase or the relevance in repair of a single lesion, a large score for a

given reporter indicates us that special attention should be given to the

conglomerate of repair activities represented in that score.

MMS is an SN 2 alkylating agent known to form, amongst others: 7-meG, 3-meA,

1-meA and 3-meC. Our expectation was that AAG would emerge as the

reporters with the highest contribution in the regression model. Nevertheless, the

model (#7 in Table 4.7) indicates that repair activities associated with an

oxidative stress response play the strongest role following alkylation treatment by

MMS. Specifically, an increase in 8oxoG repair activity (or lesions represented by

this repair measurement) is associated with resistance to MMS treatment.

Interestingly, in accordance with this prediction, there is evidence in HCT1 16

cells overexpressing OGG1 that such an overexpression reduces sensitivity to

MMS treatment [76].

The contribution of repair associated with uracil-excision can represent the

activity of UNG and SMUG1 on substrates product of oxidative stress such as

5hU, isodialuric acid, alloxan and 5-hmU [20, 77], once again pointing out an

important role for an oxidative response following MMS treatment. Sensitivity by

an increase in APE1 and uracil-excision activity could be based on the formation

of BER intermediates that can be more toxic than the initial damage. This

scenario has been demonstrated for AAG-initiated BER [3]. Nevertheless,

deficiencies in APE1 are generally associated with sensitivity to MMS [78]. A

possibility that could reconcile these contrasting results could be that in this

particular scenario we are not comparing APE1 proficient and deficient cell lines

but proficient and "highly-proficient" cell lines. Moreover, DSBs formed directly by

oxidative stress or by accumulation of closely positioned nicked-BER

intermediates could help explain the presence of HR and NEHJ in the model [79].

It is not immediately obvious how to reconcile the idea that initiation by 8oxoG-

excision glycosylases and uracil-excision glycosylases can have opposite effect
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on sensitivity. One possibility is that 8oxoG is more toxic before being excised by

a glycosylase than in any of it intermediate forms.

5-FU is used in the clinic to treat solid tumors including colorectal and breast

cancer. 5-FU treatment has been shown to lead to incorporation of both 5-FU

and uracil into DNA (reviewed in [80]). Moreover, it has been shown to induce

ROS [81]. Our MLR model (#4 in Table 4.8) seems to accurately represent the

need to repair DNA damage arising from both oxidative stress and genomic

uracil/5-FU incorporation. The complexity of interpreting the role of uracil-excision

measurements for 5-FU treatment can be rooted in the widely different and

conflicting responses observed for the different glycosylases involved in their

repair, both in mouse models and cancer cell lines. siRNA depletion of UNG in

colon and ovarian cancer cell lines, but not SMUG1, MBD4 or TDG has been

recently shown to profoundly sensitized cells to FdUrd [82]. In contrast, Ung-~

MEFs are not particularly sensitive to 5-FU and do not accumulate 5-FU in their

genome, but rather uracil [83, 84]. In contrast, Smug1-'- MEFs are sensitive to 5-

FU and accumulate it in DNA [83]. Mbd4 deficient mouse cells have been shown

to be resistant to 5-FU [85], as have S.cerevisiae deficient in UNG [86]. For this

latter example, repair intermediates appear crucial for toxicity. Furthermore,

reincorporation of uracil into DNA following BER initiation during 5-FU treatment

can lead to futile cycling, given the increased levels of dUTP during thymidylate

synthase inhibition caused by the treatment. It appears that some cells overcome

this cycling by downregulating UNG either at the transcriptional or

posttranslational level but, this regulation does not happen in all cell lines.

Indeed, in cell lines that do not downregulate UNG following treatment,

decreased levels of UNG, achieved through siRNA, confer resistance to FdUrd

[87]. This particular scenario would be in accordance with our model where

increased uracil-excision activity confers 5-FU resistance. Even though MMR

deficiencies have been shown to play a role in resistance to 5-FU treatment [88],

in our experimental setup MMR does not appear to contribute towards sensitivity.
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In comparison to the MMS and H202 models, it is interesting that for 5-FU several

small contributions make up the MLR model. Even though, 5-FU has been used

in the clinic for many years, its role from a DNA damage and repair perspective is

still a subject of debate. All these small contribution argue in favor of several

repair pathways being involved in the effect and outcome of 5-FU treatment.

The fact that the highest contributors in the H202 MLR model (#4 in Table 4.9)

are similar to those of MMS and 5-FU helps support the postulate that sensitivity

for these two agents is being driven, in part, by an oxidative stress response. The

contribution of NER in the H2 0 2 model could be rooted in the extent to which

oxidative stress takes place during this treatment where the BER machinery

could be overwhelmed. Indeed, NER has been shown in mouse models to act as

a back-up to BER in the repair of 8oxoG [89, 90]. The contribution of MGMT

following H202 is not immediately obvious. Interestingly, H20 2 MLR model #9 (in

Table 4.9) results in an almost equal prediction capacity as #4 but contains less

predictor variables at the expense of a lower model fit. Further validation would

be necessary to determine which of these models better represents the real data

and predictions. But, the idea of achieving the same prediction with fewer

measurements does speak in favor of a simpler model.

Even though it would be tempting to assume these models would apply for any

cell type of interest, we must remain cautious when attempting to extrapolate

these results and predictions to a context different than human B-lymphoblastoid

cells lines. Similar analyses and validation in other cells lines will elucidate

whether these predictions are conserved in a variety of cellular contexts.
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Table 4.1 Site-specific plasmids and extension conditions used for their

production.

Plasmid name Nicking Sequence X = Extension Extension
Enzyme Temp. Time (h)

BFP-A191G-U Nb.Bst 5'GGT CTT GCT GCC GXA GAG GAA GCT AGT AGC U IDT 64.0 *C 3.5
GFP-C289T-dHx Nb.Bstl 5'GAA GAA GAT GGT GCX CTC CTG GAC GTA GCC I EGT 61.0 *C 2.0

GFP-617-THF Nb.Bsti 5'GCT CAG GGC GXA CTG GGT GCT CAG GTA GTG THF IDT 66.0 *C 1.0
mOrange-A215C-8oxoG Nb.Bstl 5' GTA GGC CTT GGA GCC GXA GGT GAA CTG AGG 8oxoG EGT 64.0 *C 2.5

mOrange-A215C-THF Nb.Bstl 5' GCC TTG GAG CCG XAG GTG AAC TGA GGG GAC THF IDT 66.0 *C 1.5
mPlum-T202WT-8oxoG (+) Nt.BstI 5' GTC CCC TCA GAT CAT GXA CGG CTC CAA GGC 8oxoG EGT 61.0 *C 2.0
Nb./Nt.BstI (NEB); U (Uracil); l(Inosine); THF (Tetrahydrofuran); EGT (Eurogentech); IDT (Integrated DNA Techonologies)
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Table 4.2 Cell

Cell Line

WT MEEFs

Aag- MEFs

Mutyh~'~ MEFs

Ogg1-'- MEFs

Ung-'~ MEFs *1

lines used for this study

Species Cell Type

Mm

Mm

Mm MEEFs

Mm

Mm

Culture Medium

DMEM + 10% Fetal

Bovice Serum (FBS) +

1%

penicillin/streptomycin

(pen-step)

Ape1 ++A * 2  Mm RPMI + 10% FBS + 1%

CH12F3 pen-strep + 50% P-
Apel AAA * 2  Mm mercaptoethanol

DMEM/F12 + 10% FBS
HCT1 16+3 Hs Colorectal Carcinoma

+ 400 pg/mL G418

TK6

GM15029 (#1)

GM15036 (#2)

GM15215 (#3)

GM15223 (#4)

GM15245 (#5)

GM15224 (#6)

GM15236 (#7)

GM15510 (#8)

GM15213 (#9)

GM15221 (#10)

GM15227 (#11)

GM15385 (#12)

GM15590 (#13)

GM15038 (#14)

GM15056 (#15)

GM15072 (#16)

GM15144 (#17)

GM15216 (#18)

GM15226 (#19)

GM15242 (#20)

GM15268 (#21)

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs
Hs. .

Hs

~s

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

Hs

B-Lymphoblastoid
RPMI + 15% FBS + 1%

pen-strep
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Table 4.3 Combinations of reporter plasmids and types of DNA damage used in

each experiment.

Comb. AmCyan tagBFP EGFP mOrange mPlum
empty
vector

#1 WT WT - - 1970 ng
500 ng 30 ng

#2 WT A191G-U - - 1910 ng
500 ng 90 ng

#3 WT WT - 1975 ng
500 ng 25 ng9

#4 WT C289T-Hx - 1975 ng
500 ng 25ng

#5 WT WT - 1970 ng
500 ng 30ng

#6 WT A215C-8oxoG 1880 ng
500 ng 120 ng

WT WT
# 0ng 90 ng 1910 ng

500 ng 135 ng

#9 WT WT WT WT WT 1825 ng
500ng 30ng 25ng 30ng 90ng

#10 WT A191G-U C289T-Hx A215C-8oxoG T202WT-8oxoG(+) 1630 ng
500ng 90ng 25ng 120ng 135ng

#11 WT WT WT WT WT
2500ng 100ng 50ng 75ng 200ng

#12 WT A191G-U C289T-Hx A215C-8oxoG T202WT-8oxoG(+) _
2500ng 300ng 50ng 300ng 300ng

#13 - WT g WT 2375 ng3 0 ng ...............----------- -- 95 fl9

#14 - WT T202WT-8oxoG(+) 2375 ng30 ng 95 ng

#15 - WT WT
100 ng 50 ng

#16 - WT 617-THF
100 ng 50 ng

#17 - WT WT
100ng 50 ng

#18 - WT A215C-THF
100ng 50ng
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Table 4.4 Repair scores for for a panel of 24-B-lymphoblostoids BER reporters

Expressed as % reporter expression for each pathway.

Hx

MEAN SD

31.7476 6.9272

U

MEAN SD

0.6847 0.2921

A:OG

MEAN

2.5909

SD

1.1191

OG:C

MEAN SD

0.3197 0.1293

THF

MEAN SD

42.6212 3.55201

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24 25.5898 1.8596 0.4104 0.1015 1.9716 0.4970 0.1627 0.0142 34.4424 5.5373

Cell

28.0368 5.0375 0.6038 0.2152 2.1080 0.9264 0.3500 0.0978 31.8322 5.5165

28.5149 3.2271 0.2660 0.0808 0.6191 0.0535 0.2211 0.0374 40.8845 6.2096

29.3432 1.4032 0.5543 0.0917 1.0886 0.1558 0.4559 0.0332 39.9406 8.7235

26.6432 4.6090 0.4213 0.0367 1.0600 0.2496 0.2064 0.0449 42.0648 3.6058

22.5518 4.7798 0.3092 0.1203 0.9476 0.4177 0.2341 0.1042 55.1547 6.8666

29.0925 4.4079 0.8033 0.0647 1.6523 0.2523 0.2633 0.0711 34.1281 3.8519

25.2635 2.0170 0.7258 0.0478 2.9185 0.6384 0.4352 0.0356 39.5847 0.9325

29.6621 5.9970 0.6958 0.3072 2.8481 1.0719 0.3552 0.1334 42.1514 6.3947

37.4416 9.4921 0.7857 0.0782 4.4514 1.2587 0.4199 0.0902 39.1879 6.5322

36.8470 11.2565 0.3809 0.0607 0.7256 0.1397 0.2883 0.0787 41.4559 8.4169

26.6864 3.5607 0.3828 0.1404 1.5201 0.3392 0.2043 0.0553 47.0307 5.4261

30.3603 2.9735 1.4137 0.2209 2.2274 0.4145 0.6935 0.0974 31.3551 5.6757

27.6786 6.3855 0.4304 0.1247 2.2421 0.5120 0.2731 0.0522 34.6313 6.3408

31.2557 6.7372 0.5215 0.1097 3.7221 0.8418 0.3528 0.1006 29.5019 1.1636

30.6884 2.7655 0.5782 0.1057 1.3387 0.1958 0.3130 0.0220 37.3524 4.7722

23.8122 6.8422 0.5472 0.1340 1.1472 0.2865 0.4092 0.1160 32.2018 4.8508

32.8206 4.8745 0.2438 0.0784 1.8045 0.6163 0.4177 0.2995 35.0768 5.1886

32.9597 6.8523 0.4481 0.2653 1.3836 0.5879 0.3076 0.0981 38.4652 2.4529

31.6107 1.5855 0.8218 0.1000 2.5626 0.1841 0.4428 0.0250 44.5430 4.9815

29.9678 6.1604 0.5334 0.1147 2.2397 0.3510 0.2325 0.0994 29.8717 2.6342

30.9048 2.3298 0.5289 0.0573 1.9590 0.1420 0.3514 0.0317 37.4110 3.6321

27.8542 2.0999 0.5835 0.1083 3.0599 0.6451 0.2891 0.0380 46.3986 4.5515
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Table 4.5 Previous reporter repair scores for a panel of 24-B-lymphoblostoids for

NER, MMR, MGMT, NHEJ and HR [29].

Expressed as % reporter expression for each pathway.

NER

MEAN SD

9.2781 2.0013

MMR MGMT NHEJ HR

MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN SD MEAN

3.5140 0.9979 0.7009 0.5158 28.2047 0.6901

SD

2.0685 0.1692

8.9573 1.8238 3.2380 1.1680 0.3866 0.4400 22.5242 1.3439 2.0938 7.434

12.1743 3.2365 2.1832 0.4050 0.7279 0.1988 29.1756 2.6739 2.3198 0.4855

7.2693 1.3390 2.0054 0.5851 29.0662 3.6264 39.6789 0.9895 1.4082 0.0888

7.9498 2.2210 2.4278 0.7849 26.1840 1.3063 20.2051 1.8451 1.1997 0.1996

12.4463 1.1527 4.6820 2.0444 4.5758 2.9702 27.0968 2.3740 1.8608 0.0917

17.7320 1.4970 3.2990 0.9137 1.6421 0.7307 32.0921 0.1787 3.9250 0.5625

10.8772 1.7438 2.1019 0.1826 0.2396 0.1233 32.2305 1.8653 2.5813 0.3936

12.7878 1.5503 4.5340 1.0609 20.1442 4.7766 22.6693 3.2582 2.4509 0.5054

15.5415 3.6853 6.5304 3.6435 16.1823 7.8170 20.9192 1.1513 2.3589 0.0809

9.9035 1.2448 3.2382 2.1219 5.3888 2.0785 35.4267 1.6237 1.9425 0.3411

10.0329 0.6228 1.5705 0.5843 1.8077 0.8396 22.8900 1.7561 2.8113 0.2910

11.3239 0.7554 3.2314 1.0126 0.2375 0.1866 27.7017 0.8553 1.3920 0.2933

19.0151 1.6827 4.3005 0.9408 0.1264 0.2189 20.1158 0.1862 2.3722 0.2745

9.0475 1.5176 2.2953 1.3776 0.2541 0.3152 28.3219 0.8671 1.8440 0.1944

7.0868 0.8046 2.0760 0.2480 0.1161 0.0618 35.0393 4.4419 2.3304 0.3704

22.2200 2.3549 2.6914 0.2939 8.1276 1.4629 31.2115 1.5730 2.4570 0.2109

13.9422 3.9006 2.8573 0.3695 16.1317 4.4949 28.4611 2.4450 2.7856 0.3916

10.3605 1.1757 2.9133 0.5001 7.9507 2.1730 32.8561 2.1547 4.4729 1.0861

12.2124 1.9547 2.8482 0.8955 1.5818 0.3061 28.3748 3.0673 2.4522 0.2267

11.6051 3.2563 2.3013 0.4534 0.5304 0.4478 40.6062 1.9954 2.2167 0.2429

9.1889 1.8501 1.9676 0.0238 0.1009 0.0882 41.5611 0.7180 1.6927 0.2519

14.5713 0.7546 4.7510 0.1358 1.0128 0.8827 28.3893 0.5601 2.8489 0.2345

12.1954 3.3484 2.9780 0.9670 0.1329 0.0590 34.8476 3.4392 1.3581 0.0880
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Table 4.6 Sensitivity scores for a panel of 24-B-lymphoblostoids for MMS, H 2 02

and 5-FU

Expressed as % control growth for each agent.

MMS

% CG

9.0967

(0.4 mM)

SEM

0.3047

H 202(25 pM)

%CG

70.5907

SEM

2.7271

5-FU (100 pM)

% CG

18.7780

SEM

1.8852

25.1637 2.2501 47.6543 5.6195 24.2160 2.4286

52.2147 5.6967 48.1357 2.7593 26.6790 2.7063

9.6616 0.8028 46.0637 7.7415 16.1457 1.3657

33.6439 3.3999 52.7867 2.2656 22.5523 1.7534

15.3978 0.7470 17.7153 1.1121 15.1233 0.3090

75.3995 3.1024 74.8363 1.1078 28.7777 1.5253

33.3795 2.7304 20.3710 1.7752 14.0807 0.2214

57.3506 2.7559 56.8233 0.7099 23.9643 2.1158

47.8478 2.9437 65.8023 3.5998 17.5057 1.3908

28.9190 4.6732 52.8730 4.7147 16.0713 1.2137

30.7978 3.1453 55.9020 3.2226 21.5987 1.0618

34.9105 5.0543 67.9667 4.8097 21.6720 1.6267

46.5299 2.2637 53.0513 2.2782 20.9303 1.6654

49.3690 1.7173 68.0097 1.6215 21.8110 2.4271

61.7204 4.8186 44.0875 7.0657 11.9528 1.0838

47.4784 2.3231 80.6340 6.4990 21.3110 2.4776

33.8546 3.7448 24.9633 2.8176 12.6343 1.5327

67.7150 0.4311 26.5020 7.6616 23.2783 2.0430

30.6582 0.8645 34.5293 3.2944 13.7620 0.6918

86.4849 5.2408 83.4443 2.2869 23.0897 0.7286

64.0126 4.0846 57.7197 4.4027 10.8347 0.6482

67.6894 2.2139 48.2663 2.3131 16.0113 1.4902

51.9472 2.1955 53.9923 4.6619 21.4353 1.2456

Cell #
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Table 4.7 MLR Models for MMS sensitivity prediction.

R2, model fit to the data; R 2cv, correlation coefficient to observed data following

leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV); RMSE, root mean squared error

following LOOCV. b, "y-axis" intercept. GO, 8oxoG. Each reporter column shows

beta scores for each z-scored reporter for every regression model. Scores with

green backgrounds contribute towards resistance to the damaging agent,

whereas scores with red backgrounds contribute towards sensitivity.

Interpretation of transcriptional mutagenesis reporter scores is counterintuitive

given that increased activity results in low reporter expression. Since the data is

z-scored, low reporter expression results in a large negative z-scored value,

which for a transcriptional mutagenesis reporter that has a contribution with a

negative sign in the model (such as GO:C) the product becomes a large positive

contributor towards resistance.

# R 2  R 2 cv RMSE Hx U A:GO GO:C THF NER MMR MGMT NHEJ HR b

0 0.65 0.24 18.14 0.62 6.97 3.70 -13.17 -720 3.38 0.69 -0.19 7 10 6.90 44.22

1 0.65 0.30 17.41 0.56 7.04 3.76 -13.24 -7.27 3.34 0.71 7.14 6.90 44.22

2 0.65 0.37 17.01 6.92 3.97 -13.07 -7.31 3.19 0.68 7.24 7.02 44.22

3 064 0.31 17.28 7.06 3.93 -13.14 -7.09 3.42 -0.05 7.06 7.04 44.22

4 064 0.37 16.59 7.08 3.94 -13.17 -7.11 3.42 7.06 7.04 44.22

5 0-62 0.37 16.52 6.95 4.23 -13.04 -7.79 6.29 8.14 44.22

6 0.62 0.38 16.35 8 75 -1231 > 3.73 6 42 6 83 4422

7 0 59 0.40 16.19 -13.18 5.52 8.03 44.22

8 0.52 0.38 16.40 82 -55 >35 4422

9 0.45 0.30 17.38 -6.85 -10.13 8.07 44.22

10 0.37 0.20 18.60 8.10 -14.00 -9.79 44.22

11 0.30 0.16 19.14 -8.11 -10.28 44.22
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Table 4.8 MLR Models for 5-FU sensitivity prediction.

R 2 , model fit to the data; R 2cv, correlation coefficient to observed data following

leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV); RMSE, root mean squared error

following LOOCV. b, "y-axis" intercept. GO, 8oxoG. Each reporter column shows

beta scores for each z-scored reporter for every regression model. Scores with

green backgrounds contribute towards resistance to the damaging agent,
whereas scores with red backgrounds contribute towards sensitivity.

Interpretation of transcriptional mutagenesis reporter scores is counterintuitive

given that increased activity results in low reporter expression. Since the data is

z-scored, low reporter expression results in a large negative z-scored value,

which for a transcriptional mutagenesis reporter that has a contribution with a

negative sign in the model (such as GO:C) the product becomes a large positive

contributor towards resistance.

# R2  R2 cv RMSE Hx U A:GO GO:C THF NER MMR MGMT NHEJ HR b
0 0.72 0.33 4.05 -0.49 3.71 -0.92 -4.37 -3.13 -0.08 -0.10 1.85 -1.79 0.70 19.34
1 0.72 0.36 3.96 -0.47 3.72 -0.94 -4.37 -3.10 -0.12 1 83 -1 79 0.68 19.34
2 0.72 0.40 3.85 -0.45 3.69 -0.95 -4.36 -3.13 1.83 -1.75 0.66 19.34
3 0.72 0.41 3.81 3.73 -112 -4.43 -3.08 1 71 -1.88 0.62 1934

4 0.70 0.45 3.66 -1.12 -4.61 1.83 8 - 19.34
5 0.66 0.41 3.80 3.44 -4.68 -3.06 204 -1.65 19.34
6 0.60 0.41 3.81 3.03 -1.45 -3.70 -2.57 -2.16 19.34
7 0.57 0.27 4.23 4.09 -0.67 -4.98 -2.78 2.19 19.34
8 0.53 0.31 4.10 2.42 -3.66 -2.38 -1.90 19.34
9 039 0.21 4.41 2 73 -3.88 -1.92 19.34
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Table 4.9 MLR Models for H20 2 sensitivity prediction.

R2, model fit to the data; R2cv, correlation coefficient to observed data following

leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV); RMSE, root mean squared error

following LOOCV. b, "y-axis" intercept. GO, 8oxoG. Each reporter column shows

beta scores for each z-scored reporter for every regression model. Scores with

green backgrounds contribute towards resistance to the damaging agent,

whereas scores with red backgrounds contribute towards sensitivity.

Interpretation of transcriptional mutagenesis reporter scores is counterintuitive

given that increased activity results in low reporter expression. Since the data is

z-scored, low reporter expression results in a large negative z-scored value,

which for a transcriptional mutagenesis reporter that has a contribution with a

negative sign in the model (such as GO:C) the product becomes a large positive

contributor towards resistance.

# R2  R2 cv RMSE Hx U A:GO GO:C THF NER MMR MGMT NHEJ HR b
0 0.69 0.18 16,69 3-18 15.11 -0.63 -15.76 -8.51 6,69 -2.40 4.02 1.28 -6.65 52.20

1 0.69 0.22 16.30 2.93 14.92 -15.75 -8.55 6.55 -2.37 4.21 1.44 -6.59 52.20

2 069 0.25 15.95 3.14 14.71 -15.61 -8.67 643 -2.80 3.98 -6.50 52.20

3 0.67 0.27 15.72 3.36 14.04 -1522 -9.69 5.39 4 04 -6.58 52.20
4 064 033 1504 -14.50 4.34 4.75 52.20

5 0 59 0 32 15 16 14.61 -14.80 -11.39 5.41 -4.64 52.20

6 0.59 0.30 15.36 11.80 -12.07 -8.67 495 -5.44 52.20

7 0 55 0.27 15.74 13.64 -13.13 -10.41 2.53 3.98 52.20

8 0.52 0.30 15.35 11.98 -12.02 -9.42 -3.83 52.20
9 0.48 0.33 15.10 -11.33 52.20

10 0.23 0.10 17-43 12.99 -9.59 52.20
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Figure 4.1 The DNA Base Excision Repair Pathway and its components.

BER is initiated by a DNA glycosylase. Mono-functional glycosylases create

abasic sites that can be incised by APE1 resulting in a 5'-deoxyribosephosphase

(5'-dRP) moiety that is cleared by the lyase activity of POLP. Bi-functional

glycosylases can both cleave and incise at the damaged base site. The DNA

termini left by bi-functional glycosylases can be further processed by APE1 or

PNPK. Short-Patch BER (SP-BER) involves incorporation of a single nucleotide

by POLP and nick sealing by LIGIII. Long-Patch BER (LP-BER) involves

incorporation of up to 12 nucleotides by the action of POLP, POL6, or POLE,

accompanied by PCNA. The flap created by the polymerase is cleaved by the

FEN1 and the nick is usually ligated by LIGI. NEIL3 although not shown in the

figure is technically considered a Bi-functional glycosylase (P-elimination) but its

base excision activity is much more efficient than its incision activity and is

functionally considered mono-functional [91]. Adapted from [2].
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A. Transcriptional Blockage

3' 5'

B. Error-free Bypass

-L
z

3' 5'

C. Transcriptional Mutagenesis

3 5'

Figure 4.2 DNA lesions from an RNA Polymerase 11 perspective.

When RNA Polymerase I (RNAPII) encounters a DNA lesion during

transcription, it can (A) stall at the lesion and abort transcription, (B) bypass the

lesion in an error-free manner or (C) bypass the lesion by misincorporating a

ribonucleotide into the transcript across the lesion site. This last process is

known as transcriptional mutagenesis.
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Figure 4.3 Generalized rationale for a transcriptional mutagenesis based

fluorescent reporter.

The base pair shown corresponds to a site that codes for a key amino acid of the

chromophore of the fluorescent protein. Transcribed strand is always shown on

top. The base shown in mRNA corresponds to the ribonucleotide incorporated by

RNAPII across the specific base pair in the plasmid.

A. Wildtype (WT) GFP reporter codes for a fluorescent reporter, incorporation of

a C at the shown site is necessary for fluorescence to occur. WT reporter was 1.

mutated through QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis (see materials and

methods) in order to produce a B. non fluorescent reporter variant. C.

Hypoxanthine is incorporated on the transcribed strand at the mutated site of the

non-fluorescent variant 2. through primer extension (see materials and methods).

Only transcriptional mutagenesis events to cytosine, caused by the presence of

hypoxanthine will result in the expression of a fluorescent variant of the reporter.

Incorporation of any other ribonucleotides result in non-fluorescent proteins 3.

Repair by the cellular DNA repair machinery leads to removal of the

hypoxanthine, the source of transcriptional mutagenesis events, so that only non-

fluorescent variants are expressed.
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Figure 4.4 ApaLl digenstion for confirmation of hypoxanthine presence in GFP-

C289T-Hx plasmid.

A. Native GFP reporter has a single ApaLl restriction site (red dashed line) in the

plasmid backbone. The creation of a point mutation (rationale explained in

Figure 4.2) generates an addition ApaLl, whereas incorporation of hypoxanthine

at that same site blocks recognition by ApaLl at this secondary restriction site. B.

Agarose (1%) gel electrophoresis. WVT (native), C289T or C289T-Hx GFP

plasmids were left untreated (lanes 1,3,5) or treated (lanes 2,4,6) with ApaLl. The

presence of a single Hx at site 289 prevent cutting at this site (but not the one in

the backbone) by the restriction enzyme thus generating a single DNA band

(lane 6).
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A215C 8oxoG

Figure 4.5 Fpg treatment for confirmation of 8oxoGuanine presence in

mOrange-A215C-8oxoG plasmid.

Agarose (1%) gel electrophoresis. WT (native) or A215C-8oxoG mOrange

plasmids were incubated in Fpg buffer and left untreated (lanes 1,3) or treated

with Fpg (lanes 2,4). The presence of a single 8oxoG at site 215 allows for

complete nicking of lesion-bearing plasmid by the bi-functional glycosylase.
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NATIVE T202WT 8oxoG (+)

Figure 4.6 Fpg treatment for confirmation of 8oxoGuanine presence in mPlum-

T202WT-8oxoG (+) plasmid.

Agarose (1%) gel electrophoresis. WT (native) or T202WT-8oxoG (+) mPlum

plasmids were incubated in Fpg buffer and left untreated (lanes 1,3) or treated

with Fpg (lanes 2,4). The presence of a single 8oxoG at site 202 allows for

complete nicking of lesion-bearing plasmid by the bi-functional glycosylase.
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A191G-U

Figure 4.7 Udg and APE1 treatment for confirmation of Uracil presence in BFP-

A191G-U plasmid.

Agarose (1%) gel electrophoresis. WT (native) or A191G-U BFP plasmids were

incubated in Ung buffer and left untreated (lanes 1,7) or treated with Udg only

(lanes 2,8); incubated in NEBuffer 4 and left untreated (lanes 3,9) or treated with

APE1 only (lanes 4,10); incubated in Ung buffer, treated with Ung followed by

incubation in NEBuffer 4 and left untreated (lanes 5,11) or treated with APE1

(lanes 6,12). The presence of a single Uracil at site 191 allows for complete

nicking of lesion-bearing plasmid by the sequential action of Udg and APE1.
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NATIVE GFP-THF
mOrange

A21 5C-THF

Figure 4.8 APE1 treatment for confirmation of tetrahydrofuran presence in GFP-

THF and mOrange-A215C-THF plasmids.

Agarose (1%) gel electrophoresis. WT (native), GFP-THF GFP or mOrange-

A215C-THF plasmids were incubated in NEBuffer 4 and left untreated (lanes

1,3,5) or treated with APE1 (lanes 2,4,6). The presence of a single THF allows

for complete nicking of lesion-bearing plasmid the endonuclease.
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Figure 4.9 FM-HCR assays for measuring DNA glycosylase activity on alkylated,

deaminated, oxidized and misincorporated bases.

Proof-of-concept BER repair capacity measurements comparing WT MEFs and

MEFs deficient in glycosylases known to repair the lesion of choice. A. 8oxoG:C

repair reporter in Ogg1-'- cells; B. Uracil repair reporter in Ung' cells; C. Hx repair

reporter in Aag- cells and D. A:8oxoG repair reporter in Mutyh' cells. Error bars

represent the standard deviation calculated from at least biological triplicates
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Figure 4.10 in vitro and in vivo MUTYH activity comparison.

For simplicity, HCT1 16 + Chromosome 3 cell lines were renamed as follows:

pBABE empty vector (E), pGIPZ non-silencing (NS), Mutyh KD-A (1), Mutyh KD-

B (2), nuclear Mutyh-A (3), nuclear Mutyh-B (4). A. Cell lysates from labeled cell

lines were incubated with a radiolabeled oligonucleotide containing an A:8oxoG

base pair. The MUYTH activity of the lysate is determined by the ratio of product

to substrate. B. Correlation plot between in vivo MUTYH assay with plasmid

mPlum-T202WT-8oxoG (+) and in vitro MUTYH activity assay showed in section

A of this figure. Reciprocal of % R.E. is plotted for ease of comparison. Error bars

represent the standard deviation calculated from biological triplicates for in vivo

assay and technical duplicates for in vitro assay.
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Figure 4.11 Kinetics of hypoxanthine repair in WT and Aagl MEFs.

Time-lapse, live-cell imaging over 74 hours, in 30 min increments. Integrated

cellular fluorescence per field was used for reporter expression quantification. A.

Hypoxanthine repair activity over time for Aag~'~ and WT MEFs. B. Ratio of %

R.E. between Aag'- and WT MEFs over the course of the experiment. Solid lines

denote mean while dashed lines indicate standard deviation from the mean of

technical triplicates.
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of single and multiplexed measurements of four BER

Glycosylase substrates.

A. Separate- or B. Together plasmid reporter combinations were transfected into

repair proficient (WT) cells or MEFs deficient for one glycosylase know to repair

each one of the tested lesions at a time. The same transfection efficiency control

plasmid was used for all the experiments (AmCyan). % R.E. was normalized for

each reporter to WT cells. Error bars represent the standard deviation calculated

from at least biological triplicates.
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Figure 4.13 FM-HCR assays for measuring APE1 activity.

Reporters are based on the different effects abasic site have on transcription. A.

Transcription blockage by THF results in decreased reporter expression. B.

Transcriptional mutagenesis to Adenine across THF results in a fluorescent

mOrange signal in the absence of APE1 activity.
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Figure 4.14 Inter-individual variability in BER of a panel of 24 B-lymphoblastoid

cell lines ranked individually.

FM-HCR was assessed in all cell lines with the following substrates: A. Hx:T, B.

U:G, C. A:8oxoG, D. 8oxoG:C and E. THF:C Cells are ranked from left to right

based on increasing repair capacity. Error bars show standard deviation of at

least 3 biological replicates. *, p 5 0.05; **, p 5 0.01; ***, p < 0.001; ns, not

significant.
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Figure 4.16 Inter-individual variability in sensitivity to DNA damaging agents of a

panel of 24 B-lymphoblastoid cell lines.
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XTT assay. Error bars show standard error of the mean of at least 3 biological
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Introduction

Etheno(E)-adducts are highly mutagenic DNA base lesions characterized by an

exocyclic (imidazole) ring and are produced endogenously by lipid peroxidation

(LPO) products that are generated under oxidative stress conditions [1-4] (Figure

5.1). E-adducts were first identified as products that result from exposure of DNA

bases to chloroacetaldehyde (CAA) [5]. The role of these lesions in

carcinogenesis became evident after occupational exposure to vinyl chloride

(VC), a precursor of chloroethylene oxide and CAA [6], was correlated to

development of a very rare tumor, angiosarcoma of the liver (ASL) [7-9]. Studies

in rodents have shown comparable effects after both VC [10] and urethane [11]

exposure. A series of studies followed, demonstrating the toxicity and

mutagenicity of these lesions in both bacteria [12-16] and mammalian cells [13,

17, 18].

With the development of more sensitive techniques to detect E-adducts,

background levels of EA and EC were first measured in rodents [19, 20].

Interestingly, a range of adduct levels were detected for different tissues

suggesting variation in tissue DNA repair capacity and/or differential tissue

exposure to damaging agents [191. It was later shown that LPO products, in

particular trans-4-hydroxy-2-nonenal (HNE), and its epoxide intermediate, are a

major endogenous source of E-adducts [1-3]. Lipid peroxides are formed from the

reaction of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (RONS) with polyunsaturated

fatty acid residues of phospholipids. Conditions such as inflammation, impaired

metal transport, or dietary imbalance can induce persistent oxidative stress and

LPO excess, which in turn causes an accumulation of E-adducts in different

tissues. Accordingly, many of these conditions are characteristic of cancer-prone

diseases (Table 1, reviewed in Nair et al 2007 [21]).

Two DNA repair pathways are known to repair of E-adducts: Base Excision

Repair (BER) and Direct Reversal (DR). BER (Figure 5.2) is a finely tuned
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process that begins with the excision of a damaged base by a DNA glycosylase

generating an abasic (AP) site. For monofunctional DNA glycosylases this AP

site is processed by the apurinic/apyriminidic endonuclease 1 (APE1) generating

a single strand break with a 3'-OH and 5'-deoxyribosephosphate (5'-dRP). DNA

polymerase P (Pol P) removes the 5'-dRP moiety and fills in the gap by inserting

the complementary base to the undamaged strand. Repair is completed by the

action of DNA ligase which seals the nick [22]. DR (Figure 5.3) by the ALKBH

proteins do not involve the activity of any other proteins and repairs the lesion

directly. The repair reaction begins with epoxidation of the alkyl chain. Addition of

water then opens the ring, forming a glycol intermediate that is spontaneously

released as a glyoxal [23].

In mammalian cells, EA is repaired by the Alkyladenine DNA glycosylase

(AAG/MPG) [24, 25] and the AIkB homolog 2 (ALKBH2) [26]. There are

conflicting reports in the literature regarding the role of ALKBH3 in repairing EA

present in ssDNA [26-28]. Interestingly, EC can be bound by AAG, yet it is not

excised by it [25]. This interaction has been shown to block the repair of EC by

ALKBH2 in vitro [29]. Counterintuitively, Aag-'- mice show accumulation of EC in

the absence of Aag. This might implicate the recruitment of additional repair

proteins by the C-AAG complex likely through transcription coupled repair [30].

EC has also been shown to be repaired in vitro by other DNA glycosylases such

as SMUG1 [31] and TDG [32] and weakly by MBD4 [33]. 1,N2- G is bound and

excised by AAG but in a weaker and less efficient manner than sA [25]; its repair

by ALKBH3 was also recently described [34]. No repair mechanisms for N2 ,3-EG

have been described in mammals so far.

Another DNA repair pathway that has been proposed to play a role in the repair

of some DNA lesions formed by LPO products, such as bulky HNE-DNA adducts,

is Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER) [4, 35] (Figure 5.4). NER has two distinct

sub-pathways: Transcription Coupled NER (TC-NER), which recognizes lesions

that stall RNA Polymerase II (RNAP 11) during active transcription, and Global
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Genome NER (GG-NER), which can act on bulky DNA lesions regardless of their

transcription status 3. These sub-pathways only differ in their method of lesion

recognition, after which they converge into the same downstream enzymatic

steps. Deficiencies in TC-NER result in neurodegenerative disorders such as

Cockayne's Syndrome (CS) 2,3, while deficiencies in GG-NER and the

downstream steps result Xeroderma Pigmentosum (XP), a disease characterized

by a 2,000 fold increased risk of developing skin cancer [36]. Interestingly, cells

deficient in TC-NER (specifically, CSB) were hypersensitive to physiological

concentrations of HNE and developed a higher level of sister chromatid

exchanges in comparison to the wild type cells, suggesting that HNE-DNA

adducts can be formed endogenously in mammalian cells, block transcription

and are processed by the TC-NER [4, 35].

Here we show that eC, a DNA lesion produced endogenously by HNE, can cause

transcriptional blockage and transcriptional mutagenesis in vivo. Furthermore, we

demonstrate that unexpectedly, EC is repaired by TC-NER. We achieve this by

taking advantage of our recently described methods on using modified

fluorescence multiplexed host cell reactivation (FM-HCR) assays for DNA repair

capacity measurements.

Materials and Methods

Plasmids

As described previously [37], EGFP, mOrange and tagBFP reporter genes

subcloned into the pmaxCloning Vector (Lonza) between the Kpnl and Sacl

restriction sites in the multiple cloning site were employed. Plasmids were

amplified in E.coli DH5a (Invitrogen) and purified using Qiagen endotoxin-free

Maxi and Giga kits.
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UV treatment

Plasmids were irradiated in TE buffer (10 mM Tris- HCI, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.0) at a

DNA concentration of 50 ng/pL in a volume of 1.5 mL in 10-cm polystyrene Petri

dishes (without lids) with 800 J/m 2 UV-C light generated by a Stratalinker 2000

box.

Site-Specific Thymine Dimer Reporter

pMax:GFP 615AA plasmid (described previously [37]) was prepared using a

Giga Prep kit according to manufacturer instructions (Qiagen). The plasmid was

nicked with Nb.Btsl (New England Biolabs) to generate a single-strand break in

the transcribed strand. The nicked strand was then digested with Exolll (New

England Biolabs), and the remaining single-stranded circular DNA (ssDNA) was

purified using a 1 % agarose gel. The ssDNA was extracted from the agarose gel

using a Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). 20 pg of the ssDNA were combined with 9

pL of a 10 mM oligonucleotide sequence containing a thymine dimer localized at

bases 614 and 615 of the plasmid [5' TCAGGGCGGAXGGTTGC 3', where X

denotes a thymine dimer] (Trilink Biotech) (1/200, oligo/ssDNA molar ratio) and

1x Pfu Polymerase Buffer (Thermo Scientific). The mixture was heated to 850C

in a thermocycler for six minutes, and then allowed to anneal by cooling t6 370C

at 10C per minute. Following annealing, 12 pL of 10 mM dNTPs and 30 U Pfu

Polymerase AD were added to the mixture. The oligo was extended at 610C for

1.5 hours. Following extension, the plasmid was purified using a PCR

Purification kit following manufacturer instructions (Qiagen). After elution in

105.4 pL EB Buffer (10 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5), 5 pL T4 DNA Ligase buffer (New

England Biolabs), 2 pL 10 mM dNTPs, 2 pL 25 mM ATP, 0.5 pL 10mg/mL BSA,

1.5 U T4 DNA Polymerase (New England Biolabs) and 8 U T4 DNA Ligase (New

England Biolabs) were added, and the solution was incubated at 160C for 1 hour.

The solution was subjected to electrophoresis in a 1 % Agarose gel to purify the

ligated band. Ligated plasmid was extracted from the gel using a Gel Extraction
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kit (Qiagen). Gel extraction was performed according to manufacturer

instructions except that plasmids were eluted in TE buffer (10mM Tris-CI, pH 8.0,

1mM EDTA) (Invitrogen)

Site-Specific EA (GFP-616-eA) and EC (GFP-615-eC) reporter

pMax:GFP WT plasmid was prepared using a Giga Prep kit according to

manufacturer instructions. Single stranded plasmid DNA was prepared as

described above. Annealing of a site-specific oligo was performed as described

above, using an oligonucleotide containing EA

[5'GCTCAGGGCGGXCTGGGTGCTCAGGTAGTG, where X denotes EA] or EC

[GCTCAGGGCGGAXTGGGTGCTCAGGTAGTG, where X denotes EC] (Life

Technologies). Following annealing, 12 pL of 10 mM dNTPs and 30 U of Pfu

Polymerase AD were added to the mixture, and the oligo was extended at 680C

for 1.5 hours. After extension, the plasmid was purified using a

phenol/chloroform/isoamyl alcohol extraction and ethanol precipitation. The

plasmid DNA was resuspended in a mixture containing 105.4 pL EB Buffer (10

mM Tris-Cl, pH 8.5), 5 pL T4 DNA Ligase buffer (New England Biolabs), 2 pL 10

mM dNTPs, 2 pL 25 mM ATP, and 0.5 pL 100x BSA. Once the DNA was

resuspended, 1.5 U T4 DNA Polymerase and 8 U T4 DNA Ligase (New England

Biolabs) were added, and the solution was incubated at 16*C for 1 hour. In order

to remove excess salts from the solution, the buffer was changed following

ligation using 30,000 NMWL Filtration columns (Millipore). The plasmid-

containing solution was concentrated three times and finally resuspended in 150

pL TE for purification by gel electrophoresis. In order to purify the plasmid, a 1.5-

2% NuSieve GTG low melting point agarose gel (Lonza) was used. The plasmid

DNA was extracted from the gel according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Briefly, the gel was melted and a series of phenol/chloroform extractions were

performed, followed by ethanol precipitation and resuspension of the plasmid in

TE buffer.
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Primary Cells and Cell Lines

Animals

Aag-- and Triple Knockout (TKO, AagF'-,Alkbh2-'-Alkbh3-') mice were described

previously [38]. All mice used for experiments were on a mixed B6/129

background. Age- and gender-matched mice were 6-10 weeks old at the time of

euthanasia. Mice were euthanized by C02 asphyxiation and theirs spleen was

subsequently removed. Single-cell suspensions of splenocytes are prepared by

pushing tissue pieces through a 70pm pore size nylon mesh screen. Erythrocytes

are lysed in ACK lysis buffer.

Mice were housed in an Association of Assessment and Accreditation of

Laboratory Animal Care-accredited facility. All procedures were approved by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on Animal Care.

Human Cells

B-lymphoblastoid cells (GM01712, GM01857, GM01953, GM02246, GM02345,

GM02253, GM07752 and GM21148) were maintained in RPMI 1640 medium

(Gibco) supplemented with 15% FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1% penicillin and

streptomycin. SV40-transformed CSA-deficient CS3BE and CSB-deficient

CS1AN cell lines (Coriell Institute) transfected with pcDNA-CSA or pcDNA-CSB,

respectively (previously described [39]) were maintained in DMEM medium

(Gibco) supplemented with 10% HI-FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1% penicillin

and streptomycin. Adherent cell lines were sub-cultured by trypsinization.

Rodent Cells

Mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) were prepared from wild-type C57BL/6J

and previously described Aag-' mouse models 16. Primary MEFs were previously
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immortalized by transfecting MEFs with a pSV3-neo plasmid expressing a large

T-antigen. Immortalized MEFs were cultured in DMEM medium (Gibco)

supplemented with 10% HI-FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 1% penicillin and

streptomycin, and were subcultured by trypsinization. Cells were maintained at

370C and 5% CO2.

Splenic lymphocytes were cultured in supplemented RPMI Glutamax: 20 % heat-

inactivated FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin. B-lymphocytes are stimulated with

10 pg/mL Kdo2-Lipid A (Avanti Polar Lipids) for 48 hours before transfection.

DNA Repair Assays Transfections

Electroporation

Lymphoblastoid cell lines were transfected by electroporation. 2 x 106

lymphoblastoid cells in 100 pL of complete medium were combined with a

reporter plasmid mixture (Table 5.2). Cells were electroporated using a 96-well

electroporation plate and gene pulser (Bio-Rad) with an exponential waveform at

260 V and 950 pF. Following electroporation, 100 pL of complete medium were

added to each well in the plate, and the 200 pL volume was transferred to a 12-

well plate containing 800pL of equilibrated medium.

Lipofection

MEFs and human fribroblasts were transfected by lipofection using

Lipofectamine LTX (LifeTechnologies), following manufacturer's instructions.

Briefly, plasmid reporter DNA mixture (Table 5.2) combined with Opti-MEM,

Lipofectamine and Plus reagents, and 200 pL of the total mixture were added to

each well of the 6-well plate.
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Flow Cytometry analysis of lesions

Eighteen hours after transfection, cells suspended in culture media were

analyzed for fluorescence on a BD LSR I cytometer running FACSDiva software.

Cell debris, doublets, and aggregates were excluded based on their side- and

forward-scatter properties. TO-PRO-3 was added to cells 5-10 min before

analysis and was used to exclude dead cells from the analysis. The following

fluorophores and their corresponding detectors (in parentheses) were used:

tagBFP (Pacific Blue), EGFP (FITC), mOrange (phycoerythrin; PE), and TO-

PRO-3 (allophycocyanin; APC). Compensation was set by using single-color

controls. Regions corresponding to cells positive for each of the five fluorescent

proteins were established by using single-color dropout controls. For reporters

that required compensation in more than one detector channel, fluorescence in

the reporter channel was plotted separately against each of the channels

requiring compensation. Using these plots, both single controls and the dropout

control (in which the reporter of interest was excluded from the transfection) were

used to establish regions corresponding to positive cells.

Calculation of Percent Fluorescent Reporter Expression.

Every experimental setup consisted of two sets of transfections: A control

transfection (CT) and a sample transfection (ST) containing one or more

reporters with DNA lesions. Both transfections included the same color

combination with the same undamaged reporter to normalize each set for

transfection efficiency.

Fluorescence Index (FI) for a given reporter within one transfection was

calculated as follows:

FI= -CF x MFI

CL
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where CF is the number of positive fluorescent cells for that given fluorophore,

MFI is the mean fluorescence intensity of the CE, and CL is the total number of

live cells.

The normalized fluorescence index for a given reporter Flo was calculated as

follows:

FIO = FIE
FIE

where Fn corresponds to the F! of a reporter normalized to the F! of the

transfection efficiency normalization plasmid, FIE.

Normalized reporter expression from a sample transfection, FlOST, and that from

the same reporter plasmid in control transfection, FICT, were used to compute

the percent reporter expression (%R.E.) as follows:

FI0~s lO% R. E. = FIS X 100
FIOCT

RNA isolation for mRNA-Seq

At 18 h, a fraction of transfected cells were harvested by centrifugation, washed

three times with PBS, and resuspended in 1 mL TRIzol reagent. The suspension

was extracted with 200pL chloroform. The aqueous phase was removed,

combined with one volume of absolute ethanol, and applied to a Qiagen RNeasy

miniprep spin column. The column then was washed two times with 500 pL

Buffer RPE (Qiagen) and finally eluted in 40pL diethylpyrocarbonate (DEPC)-

treated water. The quality of the RNA preparation was determined by using a

bioanalyzer to confirm an RNA integrity number (RIN) of at least 9.0. At least
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190ng of total RNA was stored in TE buffer at -80 0C until submission for mRNA

sequencing (mRNA-Seq).

Total RNA samples were submitted to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology

BioMicroCenter for preparation and sequencing. Briefly, total RNA was poly-A

purified, fragmented, and converted to cDNA by using the Clontech protocol.

Library construction from cDNA was performed using the Beckman Coulter

SPRiworks system. During library amplification, a unique bar code was

introduced for each of the twelve samples corresponding to the four transfections

performed in triplicate (Table 5.3) and from which total RNA was generated. All

samples were combined and run on a NextSeq instrument.

Next generation sequencing data analysis

RSEM [40] (version 1.2.15) was used to estimate gene expression based on

hg19 UCSC known gene annotations. The count table was imported into DESeq

[41] (version 1.10.1) for differential gene expression analysis. BWA[42] (version

0.7.10) was used to map the raw reads to the plasmids. Then all properly paired,

uniquely and perfectly mapped reads were counted to estimate expression of the

reporters. Relative expression levels of the reporters were computed by

normalizing their counts to BFP expression in the same sample. SAMtools [43]

(version 1.3) mpileup (options: -d1000000 -B) was used to process the bam

alignments, followed by VarScan [44] (version 2.3.6) to call mutations on the

reporters.
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Results

EA is repaired in vivo by AAG but not ALKBH2 or ALKBH3; EC is not

repaired by any of them.

In order to test the role of known DNA repair proteins on EA and EC if vivo, we

performed an HCR assay by transfecting our site-specific reporters into repair

proficient (WTB6 and WT1 29
/B

6) and deficient MEFs (Aag'- or Aag~'-/Alkbh2~'

/Alkbh3~'-, Triple Knockout, TKO). Two different WT MEFs were used as controls

since the repair deficient cells that were derived from different mouse

backgrounds (C57BL/6 and mixed B6/129s). The presence of either EA or EC

results in decreased % reporter expression (%R.E.) compared to undamaged

controls. This decrease is stronger for cC than for EA lesions (Figure 5.5, plasmid

combinations #1,2,3 in Table 5.2). For the EA reporter Aag~'- MEFs exhibit

significantly lower %R.E. compared to WT, agreeing with previously published

work demonstrating EA repair by AAG initiated BER [45]; interestingly, there

appears to be no difference in the repair of EC in WT versus Aag'- cells.

Moreover, TKO MEFs while deficient in the repair of A, they do not appear more

deficient that Aag~'- cells, but given their different backgrounds a direct

comparison should be avoided. Moreover TKO MEFs show no difference in EC

repair compared to WT cells (Figure 5.6, plasmid combinations #1,2,3 in Table

5.2).

The same repair relationships where observed following transfection of site-

specific EA and C plasmids into Kdo2-Lipid-A-stimulated mouse primary splenic-

B-lymphocytes (Figure 5.7, plasmid combinations #4,5,6 in Table 5.2). In the

absence of AAG, repair of EA is reduced, while further deficiencies in ALKBH2

and ALKBH3 do not exacerbate this repair deficit. EC repair remains constant in

all genotypes.
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TC-NER and some downstream NER components are involved in the repair

of EC.

Given the strong decrease in %R.E. observed for site-specific EC lesions we

sought to determine if this decrease was a result of a transcription block that

could be repaired by the NER pathway. To this end, we used a panel of B-

lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from individuals with Xeroderma Pigmentosum

(XP) and Cockayne Syndrome (CS), diseases characterized by deficiencies in

NER and sensitivity to UV light. To verify defects in NER, we first tested the

ability of each cell line to repair UV-induced lesions. Plasmids treated with 800

J/m2 UV-C were chosen as this dose had been previously reported to show

significant differences between NER proficient and deficient cells [37]. As

expected, deficiencies in CSA, XPA, XPB, XPC and XPD resulted in decreased

reactivation of the damaged plasmid compared to the reactivation in healthy

control (Figure 5.8, plasmid combinations #7,8 in Table 5.2). While plasmid

reactivation appeared lower in CSB-deficient cells compared to cells from the

healthy control, the difference did not quite reach significance (p = 0.056).

We had previously shown that XPA deficient lymphoblastoids could not efficiently

repair plasmids containing a site-specific thymine dimer (TAT), the most common

lesion caused by UV light [37]. Here we test whether the NER deficiencies of the

rest of the XP and CS cell lines could be phenotyped using a known site-specific

transcription-blocking lesion, namely a thymine dimer. Following transfection of a

GFP reporter bearing a site-specific TAT, we reproduced our previous XPA

deficient results and further report similar repair deficits in cells deficient for TC-

NER (CSA and CSB) as well as other downstream NER components (XPB and

XPD). Interestingly, deficiencies in the GG-NER sub-pathway (cells deficient in

XPC) do not appear to affect the repair of this site-specific lesion (Figure 5.9,

plasmid combinations #7,9 in Table 5.2) even though the repair of randomly

induced UV damage is clearly deficient (Figure 5.8)
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After validating that most NER deficient cell lines are deficient in the repair of a

site-specific transcription blocking base lesion, we transfected the panel of XP

and CS cell lines with either a site-specific EA or EC plasmid. None of the cells

were deficient in the repair of EA; curiously the XPC deficient cell line displayed

higher LA repair capacity that the healthy control (Figure 5.10, plasmid

combinations #7,10 in Table 5.2). In stark contrast, repair of EC was deficient in 5

out of 6 NER deficient cell lines, closely recapitulating the repair phenotypes

observed for the site-specific TAT (Figure 5.11, plasmid combinations #7,11 in

Table 5.2). TC-NER as well as downstream NER deficiencies displayed

significantly diminished EC repair capacity, with the exception of XPC. Again, the

GG-NER deficient XPC line appears more repair proficient than the healthy

control, this time for LC repair. It should be noted that "healthy" cell line GM07752

happens to be a particularly low LC repair cell line; if compared with another

"healthy" lymphoblastoid, GM01953 (Figure 5.12, plasmid combinations #7,10 in

Table 5.2).

To further investigate the role of TC-NER in the repair of EC, we utilized two pairs

of isogenic human immortalized fibroblasts derived from Cockayne Syndrome

patients deficient in either CSA (CS3BE) or CSB (CS1AN) and their respective

repair proficient complemented counterparts. We determined the repair capacity

of these four cell lines for UV-C treated plasmids and for plasmids with site-

specific TAT, EA and EC lesions. Consistent with our previous results in non-

isogenic lymphoblastoid cells, both CSA and CSB deficient cells showed

impaired repair of UV-C treated plasmids as well as site-specific TAT and LC

plasmids in comparison to their complemented equivalents. Furthermore, no

differences in the repair of EA were detected in either CSA or CSB deficient cells

(Figure 5.13A and 5.13B, plasmid combinations #12-16 in Table 5.2).

Altogether, these results show that cells deficient in TC-NER are deficient in EC

repair.
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EC can be bypassed by RNAPit and is a source of transcriptional

mutagenesis

Given this newly discovered in vivo blockage of transcription by EC and its repair

through TC-NER, we sought to determine whether this lesion could be some

times bypassed in vivo by RNA Pol 11 during transcription resulting in

transcriptional mutagenesis. EC is positioned at GFP base-pair 615 of the coding

strand, which is at the wobble position and codes for a glutamine. Point

mutations to T also result in glutamine and fluorescence, whereas point

mutations to either G or A result in histidine and a non-fluorescent variant (results

not shown). As such, given our fluorescent experimental setup, we cannot

discern if fluorescence is due to EC repair or due to the misincorporation of an

adenine during transcription. Similarly, reduced fluorescence could be due to

either transcriptional blockage or transcriptional mutagenesis to cytosine or

uracil. To address these possibilities, we performed high-throughput sequencing

of the reporter transcripts. We performed a multiplexed HCR assay that included

a GFP site-specific EC plasmid and a UV-C treated (800 J/m2) mOrange (plasmid

combinations #17,18 in Table 5.2) in CSA deficient and CSA complemented

fibroblasts. At the time of analysis, the samples were split in two; one half was

assayed through flow cytometry, whereas the other half was used for RNA

isolation and submitted for mRNA-Seq. Both analyses yielded remarkably similar

results (Figure 5.14), the differences between proficient and deficient cells in

repair capacity of both UV-irradiated and EC plasmids are maintained for this

multiplexed transfection. Furthermore, sequence level analysis of mRNA-Seq

data at and around site 615 of GFP where EC was positioned, reveals that the

lesion can be bypassed by RNAPII (Figure 5.15). Transcripts from control

plasmids containing an undamaged cytosine at site 615 had a very low

mutagenesis frequency (0.08% in average), thus validating the observations in

the presence of the lesion. This bypass nevertheless, can result in the

incorporation of an erroneous base across the lesion, more specifically A > T(U)

> C (5.6%, 3.3% and 0.6%, respectively - in CSA deficient cells). This
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relationship is maintained in both CSA-proficient and -deficient cells. As

expected, repair proficient cells show a lower percentage of transcriptional

mutagenesis events given that the lesion is being actively repaired.

Discussion

Using of a modified HCR assay, we were able to elucidate a novel role for the

NER pathway, specifically TC-NER, in the repair of the highly mutagenic DNA

lesion, EC. Given that this lesion is a product of endogenous LPO products,

characteristic of cancer-prone inflammatory diseases, we propose that TC-NER

may play an important role in protection against inflammation associated

carcinogenesis.

It is noteworthy that we do not observe a mayor contribution by ALKBH2 and

ALKBH3 in the repair of EA, in vivo, in either MEFs or mouse splenic-B-

lymphocytes. Both enzymes have been shown in vitro to repair EA DNA

lesions[26-28]. Deletion of both enzymes together with AAG, in chronic-

inflammation mouse models, have been shown lo lead to increased accumulation

of E-adducts in colon epithelium (specifically 1,N2-EG, while EA did not reach

significance) compared to AAG deletion alone [38]. It is then possible that the

contribution of these enzymes in EA repair is cell-type specific and not expressed

or active in MEFs and splenic-B-lymphocytes. Alternatively, in vivo, they might

indeed not play a significant role in the repair of EA.

Interestingly, EC can be bound by AAG, yet it is not excised by it [25]. In vitro, this

interaction blocks the repair of EC by ALKBH2 [29]. Surprisingly, Aag'- mice show

increase accumulation of EC in the absence of AAG in the colonic mucosa of IBD

mouse models [46]. As such, we hypothesized that if AAG binds to EC and

recruits downstream repair enzymes, we would observe decreased EC plasmid

reactivation in Aag-'- cells. Alternatively, we postulated increased EC repair in

Aag-'- cells if the absence of AAG allows ALKBH2 to access the lesion.
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Nevertheless, neither was the case for our in vivo experimental set up. Given the

lack of a clear role from AAG and ALKBH2 on EC repair, the strong decrease in

reporter expression observed, lead us to propose that the presence of the lesion

causes a transcription blockage in a similar fashion to our previous results

regarding site-specific TAT reporters [37], and that it could in consequence be

repaired by the NER machinery.

Validation of the repair phenotype of NER deficient cell lines by the use of a UV

irradiated plasmid resulted in the expected decrease reporter expression. It is

quite interesting that the repair of a site-specific TAT is not affected in XPC

deficient cells but that this is not the case for the repair of UV-C irradiated

plasmids. Perhaps, the absence of GG-NER has no effect on a single

transcription-blocking lesion in an actively transcribed gene that is repaired by

TC-NER. But, accumulation of lesions in the plasmid (as for UV-treated

plasmids) results in an overwhelmed TC-NER machinery that is unable to cope

with the amount of damage present in the absence of GG-NER.

Our in vivo results validate the capacity of our site-specific HCR assay to reflect

the phenotype of deficiencies in TC-NER and the downstream steps of NER.

Based on the results obtained for XPC deficient cells, we can't differentiate

between our method being unable to pick up deficiencies in GG-NER in the

repair of site-specific transcription-blocking lesions or cells simply not utilizing

GG-NER for the repair of single DNA lesions in a highly transcribed gene. Given

that the plasmid used is non-replicative and that transcription is highly favored by

a CMV promoter, it is possible that the observed roles for TC- and GG-NER

would change if the plasmid would be replicative. Another indication that repair of

site-specific transcription-blocking lesions is occurring through TC-NER and not

GG-NER is that TC-NER deficiencies show similar repair phenotypes for site-

specific TAT repair as downstream-NER deficient cells, even though this wasn't

the case with UV-irradiated plasmids. It calls our attention the fact that a single

site-specific transcription-blocking lesions has almost the same effect on %R.E.
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as a highly UV irradiated plasmid in TC-NER deficient cells but not in any others.

A rationale for this observation is not immediately obvious.

The fact that repair phenotype of a site-specific TAT by human lymphoblastoid

cell lines deficient in NER is very closely recapitulated by that of a site-specific

EC, directly links the repair of EC to the NER pathway, in particular TC-NER and

downstream NER components. This observation was further validated in a

different cell type, human fibroblasts, in cell lines deficient or complemented in

either CSA or CSB. Importantly, each cell pair was isogenic minimizing the

contribution of any inter-individual variations in NER capacity.

Involvement of TC-NER has been postulated in the repair of BER intermediates.

In particular, the contribution of CSB to the repair of 8oxoG and uracil have been

shown to be DNA glycosylase dependent (OGG1 and UNG, respectively) in

mouse cells [47, 48] and human fibroblasts [49]. Similarly, CSB has been

implicated in the repair of single strand breaks (SSBs) in actively transcribed

genes. SSBs decrease transcription rates when present in either the transcribed

or non-transcribed strand [50]. These SSBs could also be formed as BER

intermediates downstream of a DNA glycosylase. Nevertheless, we do not

observe at any point an AAG-dependent TC-NER involvement for EA repair due

to the potential formation of BER intermediates. We cannot rule out the possibility

that EC repair by TC-NER involves to some degree formation of BER

intermediates created by the action of a DNA glycosylase (such as TDG, MBD4

or SMUG1) on EC. Similarly, even though AAG does not seem to play a role in

the repair of EC under our experimental conditions, it is possible that when

present, it binds tightly to EC and blocks transcription past the lesion, thus

promoting TC-NER.

mRNA-Seq analysis of our reporter transcripts allowed us to corroborate that, in

fact, fewer transcripts are being produced in the presence of EC, validating the

transcription blocking effect of the lesion observed by flow cytometric analysis of
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the FM-HCR assay. Moreover, we were able to describe the transcriptional

mutagenesis properties of EC in vivo. The only in vitro studies on the effect of EC

on transcription date back to the 1980s where CAA treated poly(dC) oligos were

shown to block transcription and induce misincorporations by calf thymus RNAPII

[51]. To our knowledge, the transcription blockage and mutagenic properties of

sC described here are novel in vivo features for this lesion. RNAPII

transcriptional mutagenesis tends to resemble misincorporations across from

DNA lesions by mammalian DNA polymerases during DNA replication [52]. In

the case of EC, misincorporations during replication have the following

relationship T>A>>C [17]; however we do not observe the same relationship for

transcription, A incorporation is significantly higher than T (U) incorporation in

cells were EC is not efficiently repaired.

In the broader context of LPO induced DNA damage in mammals, while bulky

HNE-DNA adducts are widely known to block transcription and their repair to be

processed through TC-NER [4, 35], for the non-bulky E-adducts, only 1,N 2-sG

had been reporter to block transcription in vitro [53]. Altogether, our in vivo

results showing transcriptional blockage and transcriptional mutagenesis by EC

complement the notion that DNA damage and repair play a pivotal role in the

etiology of cancer-prone inflammatory diseases and other diseases characterized

by increased in oxidative stress that can lead to the formation of LPO products.

Repair of EC then becomes highly relevant in both a replicative and non-

replicative context. On the one hand, it can contribute in the accumulation of

potentially deleterious mutations during replication; and on the other hand it can

perturb cellular homeostasis via RNAPII blockage or production of mutated

transcripts via transcriptional mutagenesis.
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Tables

Table 5.1 E-Iesions in disease associated with increased cancer risk (modified

from Nair et al 2007 [21]).

Predisposing condition

Wilson's disease [54]

Site

affected

Liver

Fold increase in

EdA or EdC levels

3

Chronic pancreatitis [55] Pancreas 3-28

Crohn's disease [55] Colon 2-20

Ulcerative colitis [55] Colon 4 (EdC only)

Alcohol related hepatitis/ cirrhosis [56] Liver 16 (EdA)

H. pylori infection and high salt intake [57] Stomach EdA increased (urine)
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Table 5.2 Combinations of reporter plasmids and types of DNA damage used in

each experiment.

Combination tagBFP EGFP mOrange Carrier

1 WT WT
90 ng 30 ng

2 WT 616-EA
90 ng 30 ng

3 WT 615-EC

90 ng 30 ng
4 WT WT

400ng 100ng

5 WT 616-EA
400 ng 100 ng

6 WT 615-EC
400 ng 100 ng

7 WT WT
100 ng 100 ng

8 WT UV (800 J/m 2 )
100 ng 100 ng

9 WT 614-TAT
100 ng 100 ng

10 WT 616-EA
100 ng 100 ng

11 WT 615-C
100 ng 100ng

WT WT
12 25 ng 25 ng450 ng

13 WT UV (800 J/m 2 ) 450 ng
25 ng 25 ng
WT 614-TAT

14 25 ng 25 ng 450ng

WT 616-EA

15 25 ng 25 ng 450ng

WT 615-EC

16 25 ng 25 ng 450ng

WT WT WT

17 25 ng 25 ng 25 ng 450ng

18 WT 615-EC UV (800 J/m2) 450 ng
25 ng 25 ng 25 ng
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Table 5.3 Samples submitted for next-generation sequencing.

A total of twelve samples were submitted for complete mRNA-Seq using 40- bp

paired-end libraries. These included damaged and undamaged samples for the

two cell lines and three replicates for each cell line.

Sample ID

D1 5-8383

D1 5-8384

D1 5-8385

D1 5-8386

D1 5-8387

D1 5-8388

D1 5-8389

D1 5-8390

D1 5-8391

D1 5-8392

D1 5-8393

D1 5-8394

Cell Line

CS3BE

CS3BE

CS3BE +

CS3BE +

CS3BE

CS3BE

CS3BE +

CS3BE +

CS3BE

CS3BE

CS3BE +

CS3BE +

Status

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

CSA

Undamaged

Damaged

Undamaged

Damaged

Undamaged

Damaged

Undamaged

Damaged

Undamaged

Damaged

Undamaged

Damaged

Replicate

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3
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Figure 5.1 DNA Bases and their etheno(E)-adduct derivatives.

E-adducts are DNA base lesions characterized by the formation of and exocyclic

(imidazole) ring (shown in red) in adenine, cytosine and guanine.
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Figure 5.2 The Base Excision Repair (BER) Pathway.

The simplest version of BER begins with the excision of a damaged base by a

DNA glycosylase generating an abasic (AP) site. For monofunctional DNA

glycosylases this AP sites is processed by the apurinic/apyriminidic

endonuclease 1 (APE1) generating a single strand break with a 3'-OH and 5'-

deoxyribosephosphate (5'-dRP). DNA polymerase P (Pol P) removes the 5'-dRP

moiety and fills in the gap by inserting the complementary base to the

undamaged strand. Repair is completed by the action of DNA ligase that seals

the nick [221. Red pentagon represents the exocyclic imidazole ring found in E-

adducts.
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Figure 5.3 Direct Reversal Repair by the ALKBH enzymes.

Direct Reversal by they ALKBH enzymes begins with epoxidation of the alkyl

chain of the lesion. Addition of water then opens the ring, forming a glycol

intermediate that is spontaneously released as a glyoxal [23]. Red pentagon

represents the exocyclic imidazole ring found in E-adducts.
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Figure 5.4 Two subpathways of Nucleotide Excision Repair.

Lesions are initially recognized, either by a translocating RNA polymerase

(RNAP) (for transcription coupled NER (TCR); left) or through the binding of the

lesion sensor DNA damage-binding-2 (DDB2; the product of xeroderma

pigmentosum complementation group E (XPE)) - which forms a heterodimer

with DDB1 to constitute the DDB complex- and/or XPC in complex with

RAD23B and centrin-2 (CEN2) (for global genomic NER (GGR); right). The

subpathways converge to the following steps for nucleotide excision repair
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(NER): transcription factor TFIIH is recruited (along with XPG, which stabilizes

TFIIH); and the helicase and ATPase activities of its subunits XPD and XPB,

respectively, are stimulated for further opening of the damaged DNA (not shown).

TTDA, another subunit of TFIIH, is required for NER, but its role has not been

clarified. Replication protein A (RPA) and XPA might be present before and/or

after the appearance of TFIIH, as they have lesion-verification roles and protect

the single-stranded DNA in the denatured bubble and stabilize the pre-incision

complex. The XPF-ERCC1 (excision repair cross complementing-1)

endonuclease complex is recruited and incises the damaged DNA strand at the

5' side of the bubble, whereas XPG incises on the 3' side. Replication factor C

(RFC) loads the processivity factor proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA) to

accommodate DNA polymerases (DNA pol) 6, E and/or K that have been

implicated in repair replication. The final ligation step can be carried out by

ligase-I and flap endonuclease-1 or by the ligase-Ill-XRCC1 complex. (Taken

from Hanawalt and Spivak, 2008 [58])
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Figure 5.5 Repair of EA and EC in WT and Aag-'- MEFs.

Cell lines were transfected with site-specific EA or EC GFP repair reporters. Both

cell lines are derived from C57BL/6 background mice. Error bars show standard

deviation of at least 3 biological replicates. ***, p 0.001; ns, not significant.
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Figure 5.6 Repair of EA and EC in WT and Triple Knockout MEFs.

Cell lines were transfected with site-specific EA or EC GFP repair reporters. TKO

= Triple Knockout, Aag-'-/Alkbh2~'~/Alkbh3~'~). Both cell lines are derived from

mixed background mice (C57BL/6 and 129s). Error bars show standard deviation

of at least 3 biological replicates. ***, p : 0.001 ns, not significant.
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Figure 5.7 Repair of EA and EC in B-splenic-lymphocytes from WT, Aag-'- and

Triple Knockout MEFs.

Following spleen removal, lymphocytes were stimulated with 10 pM LPS for 48

hours before transfection. Cell were transfected with site-specific EA or EC GFP

repair reporters. TKO = Triple Knockout, Aag-'~/Alkbh2-'-/Alkbh3-'-). All mice were

in a mixed background (C57BL/6 and 129s). Error bars show standard deviation

of 2 technical replicates. *, p 5 0.05; ns, not significant.
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Figure 5.8 Repair of UV-irradiated plasmids by a panel of B-lymphoblastoid cell

lines with varying NER deficiencies.

Cell lines were transfected with GFP repair reporters irradiated with 800 J/m 2 UV-

C. Black box corresponds to NER proficient cells; dark grey, TC-NER deficient;

light grey, GG-NER deficient; white, downstream-NER deficient. Error bars show

standard deviation of at least 3 biological replicates. Statistics between healthy

control and each deficient cell line *, p 5 0.05; **, p 5 0.01; ***, p 5 0.001; ns, not

significant.
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Figure 5.9 Repair of thymine dimers by a panel of B-lymphoblastoid cell lines

with varying NER deficiencies.

Cell lines were transfected with a site-specific TAT GFP repair reporter. Black box

corresponds to NER proficient cells; dark grey, TC-NER deficient; light grey, GG-

NER deficient; white, downstream-NER deficient. Error bars show standard

deviation of at least 3 biological replicates. Statistics between healthy control and

each deficient cell line *, p 5 0.05; **, p 5 0.01; ns, not significant.
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Figure 5.10 Repair of EA by a panel of B-lymphoblastoid cell lines with varying

NER deficiencies.

Cell lines were transfected with a site-specific EA GFP repair reporter. Black box

corresponds to NER proficient cells; dark grey, TC-NER deficient; light grey, GG-

NER deficient; white, downstream-NER deficient. Error bars show standard

deviation of at least 3 biological replicates. Statistics between healthy control and

each deficient cell line ***, p 0.001; ns, not significant.
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Figure 5.11 Repair of EC by a panel of B-lymphoblastoid cell lines with varying

NER deficiencies.

Cell lines were transfected with a site-specific EC GFP repair reporter. Black box

corresponds to NER proficient cells; dark grey, TC-NER deficient; light grey, GG-

NER deficient; white, downstream-NER deficient. Error bars show standard

deviation of at least 3 biological replicates. Statistics between healthy control and

each deficient cell line *, p : 0.05; **, p 5 0.01; ns, not significant.
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Figure 5.12 Repair of EC by two "healthy" B-lymphoblastoid cell lines.

Cell lines were transfected with a site-specific EC GFP repair reporter. Error bars

show standard deviation of at least 3 biological replicates. *, p 0.05.
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Figure 5.13 DNA Repair Capacity measurements of isogenic patient derived

fibroblasts.

DNA Repair Capacity of two pairs of isogenic patient derived fibroblasts (A. CSA,

B.CSB) deficient (white boxes) or complemented with the respective deficient

protein (dark boxes) was measured. They were transfected with GFP repair

reporters that were (1) irradiated with 800 J/m2 UV-C or that contained a site-

specific (2) TAT (3) EA or (4) sC. Error bars show standard deviation of at least 3

biological replicates. *, p 0.05; **, p 0.01; ns, not significant.
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Figure 5.14 Comparison of FM-HCR results by flow cytometry and RNA-Seq.

DNA Repair Capacity of patient derived fibroblasts deficient in CSA (CS3BE) and

their CSA complemented counterpart (CS3BE + CSA). Cells were simulateously

transfected with mOrange repair reporters irradiated with 800 J/m 2 UV-C and with

GFP site-specific EC reporters. % R.E. for flow cytometry data was calculated as

explained in materials and methods. % R.E. RNA-Seq data is calculated directly

from transcript counts and normalized to efficiency normalization plasmid counts

and the respective control transfection. Error bars show standard deviation for 3

biological replicates.
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Figure 5.15 Transcriptional mutagenesis events by RNAPII across EC.

RNA-Seq sequence variants detected in transcripts at position 615 in a GFP

reporter containing either a C or an EC on the transcribed strand. Frequencies

are reported for the expected variant (G) as well as for the reminding 3 possible

variants (C, G, T/U). Error bars show standard deviation for 3 biological

replicates. *, p 5 0.05; **, p 5 0.01; ***, p 5 0.001; ns, not significant.
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Introduction

This introduction is an edited version of our review titled "Inter-individual

variation in DNA repair capacity: A need for multi-pathway functional assays to

promote translational DNA repair research" [1].

The integrity of our DNA is challenged on the order of 100,000 lesions per cell

per day [2, 3]. Left unrepaired DNA damage has the potential to lead to mutant

cells, dead cells and ensuing disease. The precise number and type of DNA

lesions formed varies from one individual to the next in part because of

differences in exposure and lifestyle, and also because of variation in metabolism

and other cellular processes. Many types of DNA damage, such as abasic sites,

alkylation damage, oxidative damage, mismatches, single and double strand

breaks, result from normal metabolic processes. Others are induced upon

exposure to environmental agents. Among the environmentally induced lesions

are bulky DNA adducts, including heterocyclic amines induced by compounds in

cooked foods, cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers induced by sunlight, alkylation

damaqe from nitroso compounds in combustion products, and oxidative damage

and DNA strand breaks induced by ionizing radiation [4-8].

Fortunately, human cells mount a robust response to DNA damage that includes

at least 6 major DNA repair pathways that specialize in the repair of subsets of

DNA lesions, namely direct reversal (DR), mismatch repair (MMR), nucleotide

excision repair (NER), base excision repair (BER), homologous recombination

(HR) and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). The relationship between DNA

damage and DNA repair is complex; no single pathway efficiently repairs all

types of DNA lesions, some lesions are substrates for more than one pathway,

and evidence for extensive interactions among proteins involved in distinct

pathways continues to emerge [9-14]. Mutations in DNA repair genes can have

profound consequences for disease risk. The classic example is that individuals

with the disease Xeroderma Pigmentosum (XP) are highly prone to skin cancer
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because they have mutations in genes required for NER, which repairs bulky

lesions such as those induced by UV light. These individuals are at a 2000-fold

higher risk of skin cancer in sun-exposed skin [15]. A variety of other diseases

including neurological, developmental and immunological disorders, as well as

premature aging, are associated with aberrant DNA repair in humans [16]. Thus,

it is clear that defective DNA repair caused by mutations in repair genes

represents a major disease risk factor, and genetic tests are now available for the

most common disease-associated mutations in DNA repair genes [17].

Besides distinctive mutations in repair genes being associated with disease risk,

increasing evidence suggests that small variations in DNA repair capacity (DRC)

of apparently healthy individuals can be correlated with disease risk. Particularly,

for those cases that fall at the extremes of a DRC distribution of apparently

healthy individuals. It has been over two decades since these ideas were

articulated by Hsu [18], and by Grossman and Wei [19], and although a wealth of

evidence for inter-individual DRC differences has since emerged from multiple

laboratories using various methods (reviewed in [1]), it seems fair to say that the

intervening studies have not yet resulted in personalized prevention or treatment

efforts. This being the case, there is a clear need in the field for assays that can

reliably measure BER capacity and detect these small inter-individual

differences, preferably in a fast and high-throughout manner that would allow for

epidemiological studies.

A major strength of in vivo functional DNA repair assays is that, because they

measure levels of functional protein, they integrate much of the biological

complexity that might confound indirect measures of DRC; indeed a low

correlation between enzymatic activity and mRNA levels has been documented

in some cases [20].

The Host Cell Reactivation (HCR) assay offers a powerful way to measure DRC

in living cells. The foundation of the assay lies in the ability of transcription
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blocking DNA damage to impede expression of a transiently transfected reporter

gene; repair restores transcription of the reporter gene, which may encode

enzymes such as chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) and luciferase, or a

fluorescent protein [21]. A major strength of HCR assays, stemming from the in

vitro generation of damaged reporter plasmid DNA, is the ability to measure the

in vivo repair of specific DNA lesions in intact cells. A fluorescence-based

multiplexed flow cytometric HCR assay (FM-HCR) that uses different colored

fluorescent reporter plasmids to measure repair of multiple doses or multiple

types of DNA damage in a single assay was recently developed [22]. FM-HCR is

less labor intensive than HCR assays that require cell lysate preparation, and

uses DNA lesion-induced transcriptional mutagenesis to measure repair of

specific DNA lesions, such as 06-methylguanine, 8-oxoguanine, hypoxanthine,

uracil and A:8-oxoguanine base-pairs that are bypassed by RNA polymerase and

thus refractory to conventional HCR assays [22].

The majority of epidemiological studies that apply functional DRC assays have

focused on a single DNA repair pathway, namely NER. However, data continue

to emerge in support of the notion that DRC for more than one pathway will be

required to gain maximal biological insight. With this in mind, the present pilot

study sought to apply the recently developed FM-HCR assays on peripheral

blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolated from 56 apparently healthy

individuals. With the goal of simultaneously measuring 6 different DNA repair

pathways, including 10 different DNA lesions, in vivo, in primary cells. The results

obtained in this pilot study have helped us better understand and measure inter-

and intra-individual differences in DRC as well as to gain a better understanding

of the experimental challenges that these kind of studies represent. To our

knowledge, such an effort is unprecedented in the field.
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Materials and Methods

Ethics statement

The MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects reviewed

and approved the research involving human subjects. Written informed consent

was obtained from all participants.

Study Subjects

They study population consisted of 56 healthy volunteers from the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, including students, employees and the

surrounding communities. Participants completed demographics and life-style

surveys. In order to study DNA Repair Capacity intra-individual variation (change

in time), 10 subjects came back up to 4 times. Detailed demographics data is

shown in Table 6.1 and Figure 6.1. 40 mL peripheral blood samples were

obtained from healthy individuals at the MIT Catalyst Clinical Research Center

and collected in 4, 10 mL (10cc) sodium heparin vacutainers. A generalized

scheme of the complete experimental protocol is shown in Figure 6.2.

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs)

PBMCs were isolated using standard Ficoll-Paque (GE) density gradient. Briefly,

each 10 cc of blood were mixed with 1 volume RPMI 1640 media in a 50 mL

conical tube. 8 mL Ficoll-Paque were slowly injected onto the bottom of the tube

without disturbing upper blood layer. Samples were centrifuged (with brakes off)

at 400g for 40 min at 180C. Buffy coat was collected and transferred to new 50

mL conical tubes. At this point 2 (out of 4) samples were pooled together and

RMPI 1640 media was added to complete to 50 mL and spun at 600g for 20 min

at 18"C. Supernatant was aspirated and 20 mL RPMI 1640 media added before
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spinning at 400g for 15 min at 18'C. Pellets equivalent to 4, 10 cc units of the

same subject, were resuspended in 4 mL freezing media (40% RMPI 1640 +

50% Heat Inactivated FBS + 10% DMSO) and transferred in 1mL aliquots to 4

cryovials. Vials were transferred to Styrofoam boxes and left at -800C for 24h

before being transferred to Liquid Nitrogen for extended storage.

PBMCs were thawed by transferring cryovials to a 370C water bath immediately

after being removed from storage. Thawed cells were transferred to a 15 mL

conical tube containing 9 mL thawing media (40% RMPI 1640 + 50% Heat

Inactivated FBS + 10% Dextrose) and spun at 600g for 5 min at room

temperature. Supernatant was aspirated and PBMCs resuspended in 10 mL T-

Lymphocyte stimulation media (RPMI 1640 + 20 % Heat Inactivated FBS + 1%

penicillin/streptomycin + 5pg/mL PHA-L (L4144, Sigma)). PBMCs were

stimulated for 72 hours before being transfected with DNA repair reporters. 72

hours for stimulation was chosen based on previous optimization for cell density

and diameter upon PHA stimulation (Figure 6.3).

Plasmids

As described previously [23], AmCyan, EGFP, mOrange, mPlum and tagBFP

reporter genes subcloned into the pmaxCloning Vector (Lonza) between the Kpnl

and Sacl restriction sites in the multiple cloning site were employed. Plasmids

were amplified using E.coli DH5a (Invitrogen) and purified using Qiagen

endotoxin-free Maxi and Giga kits.

Substrates containing site-specific DNA damage

Non-fluorescent variants of the different reporter plasmids containing a single

mutation in a site coding for their respective chromophores were identified via

QuikChange mutagenesis (Table 6.2). The only two exceptions are mPlum-

T202WT, which also reports via transcriptional mutagenesis but has no point
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mutations; and the substrate reporting via transcriptional blockage, which is

engineered from GFP-WT.

In order to produce ssDNA previously described methods were followed with

minor modifications [23]. Reporter plasmids were nicked with either Nb.Btsl or

Nt.Btsl (New England Biolabs, depending on the lesion containing strand, see

Table 6.2). The nicked strand then was digested with exonuclease l1l, and the

remaining single-stranded circular DNA (ssDNA) was purified by using a 1%

agarose gel.15 picomoles of the respective phosphorylated lesion-containing-

oligonucleotide (Table 6.2) were combined with 3.2 pg of the corresponding

single-stranded plasmid in 1X Pfu polymerase AD buffer (Agilent

Biotechnologies) in a final volume of 46 pL (1/200, oligo/ssDNA molar ratio). The

mixture was heated to 85 0C in a thermal cycler for 6 min, and then allowed to

anneal by cooling to 40 0C at 1 0C per minute. To extend the primer, 5 units of

Pfu polymerase AD (Agilent) and 0.4 pM dNTP were added. The incubation

parameters used for each ssDNA-plasmids/oligonucleotide combination are

shown in Table 6.2. The reaction is then cleaned up with a Qiagen PCR

Purification kit column, eluted in EB buffer and subsequently combined with 1X

Ligase Buffer (New England Biolabs - NEB), 0.4 pM dNTP, 1 pM ATP, 1X BSA,

1.5 units T4 DNA Polymerase and 80 units T4 DNA Ligase (both NEB) and

incubated for an additional hour at 16 0C to yield closed circular plasmid. Finally,

the product was purified from a 1% agarose gel using a Qiagen gel extraction kit.

Substrates containing a G:G mismatch

Substrates were prepared using a method based on a previously published

protocol [24]. The pmax:mOrange plasmid was nicked with Nb.BstI (New

England Biolabs) to generate a single strand break in the transcribed strand. The

nicked strand was then digested with exonuclease Ill, and the remaining single

stranded circular DNA (ssDNA) purified using a 1% agarose gel. 20 pg of the

ssDNA was combined with 40 pg of G299C mutant pmax:mOrange plasmid
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linearized with Nhel (New England Biolabs); the mixture was denatured by

addition of 0.3N sodium hydroxide, and then returned to neutral pH to facilitate

annealing between wild type ssDNA and the complementary strand of the

linearized mutant sequence to yield a heteroduplex containing a G:G mismatch

at position 299 of the mOrange gene. Subsequently, reactions were cleaned up

using a Qiagen PCR cleanup kit, and unwanted linear and single stranded DNA

side products were digested with Plasmid Safe ATP dependent DNAse

(Epicentre). Nicked plasmid was purified using a 1% agarose gel, and ligated

using 800 units T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs).

UV-irradiated substrates

mOrange plasmids were irradiated in TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA,

pH 7.0) at a DNA concentration of 50 ng/pL in a volume of 1.5 mL in 10-cm

polystyrene Petri dishes (without lids) with 800 J/m 2 UV-C light generated by a

Stratalinker 2000 box.

Substrates containing a blunt-end double strand break

A unique Scal restriction site was inserted into the 5' untranslated region of the

pmax:BFP reporter plasmid, immediately 5' of the reporter gene. Plasmids were

linearized with Scal restriction enzyme, purified by phenol/chloroform extraction

and ethanol precipitation, and digest completeness was confirmed by gel

electrophoresis. The uncut pmax:BFP reporter with the Sca/ restriction site was

used as the undamaged control in experiments measuring repair of the linearized

reporter.

Substrates and methods for measuring homologous recombination

GFP-based HR reporter plasmids have been described previously [25], and were

a generous gift from Prof. Bevin Engelward. The D5G plasmid expresses a non-
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fluorescent GFP reporter that is truncated at the 5' end of the gene. This plasmid

was modified to include a Stul restriction site so that a blunt-end double strand

break could be introduced into the plasmid with the goal of reducing the

likelihood of unwanted re-ligation of the plasmid, because this process does not

yield fluorescent signal. Cells were transfected with 0.5 micrograms of Stul-

linearized D5G, 5 micrograms of D3G, plus 0.5 pg of an undamaged plasmid that

was used as a control for transfection efficiency. Homology directed repair of the

DSB in the D5G reporter plasmid that uses the D3G plasmid as a donor

sequence leads to a full length GFP-encoding gene, and results GFP expression.

DNA Repair Assays Transfections

2 x 106 cells stimulated T-Lymphocytes in 10OpL complete medium (RPMI 1640

+ 20% Heat Inactivated FBS + 1 % penicillin/streptomycin) were combined with a

reporter plasmid mixture (Table 6.3 and Figure 6.4). Cells were electroporated

using a 96-well Bio-Rad MXcell gene pulser, with an exponential waveform at

260 V and 950 pF. Following electroporation, 1O0pL complete medium were

added to each well in the electroporation plate and gently mixed. The

electroporation mix was transferred to a 24-well cell culture plate prefilled with

800 pL of complete medium and incubated at 37 0C and 5% CO2. Following 24

hours, 750 pL of supernatant was gently removed and 50pL complete media

containing 6X TO-PRO-3 were added to each well (for a total of 300pL per well)

and transferred to 75 mm Falcon tubes with Cell Strainer Caps (Fisher Scientific).

Flow cytometry

Cells suspended in culture media were analyzed for fluorescence on a BD LSR 11

cytometer running FACSDiva software. Cell debris, doublets, and aggregates

were excluded based on their side- and forward-scatter properties. TO-PRO-3

was added to cells 5-10 min before analysis and was used to exclude dead cells

from the analysis. The following fluorophores and their corresponding detectors
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(in parentheses) were used: tagBFP (Pacific Blue), AmCyan (AmCyan), EGFP

(FITC), mOrange (phycoerythrin; PE), mPlum (PE-Cy5-5), and TO-PRO-3

(allophycocyanin; APC). Compensation was set by using single-color controls.

Regions corresponding to cells positive for each of the five fluorescent proteins

were established by using single-color dropout controls. For reporters that

required compensation in more than one detector channel, fluorescence in the

reporter channel was plotted separately against each of the channels requiring

compensation. Using these plots, both single controls and the dropout control (in

which the reporter of interest was excluded from the transfection) were used to

establish regions corresponding to positive cells. A threshold of at least 30

fluorescent events for each reporter was established. Samples with fewer than

30 events were not considered and the particular experiment was repeated.

Calculation of Percent Fluorescent Reporter Expression.

Every experimental setup consisted of two sets of transfections: A control

transfection (CT) and a sample transfection (ST) containing one or more

reporters with DNA lesions. Both transfections included the same color

combination with the same undamaged reporter to normalize each set for

transfection efficiency.

Fluorescence Index (FI) for a given reporter within one transfection was

calculated as follows:

FI= CFx MFI

CL

where CF is the number of positive fluorescent cells for that given fluorophore,

MF is the mean fluorescence intensity of the CF, and CL is the total number of

live cells.
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The normalized fluorescence index for a given reporter Fl0 was calculated as

follows:

FIO = FIEFIE

where Fn corresponds to the F1 of a reporter normalized to the Fl of the

transfection efficiency normalization plasmid, FIE.

Normalized reporter expression from a sample transfection, F/AST, and that from

the same reporter plasmid in control transfection, FI0 CT, were used to compute

the percent reporter expression (%R.E.) as follows:

% R.E.- FISTx 100
FIOCT

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software. Data are

presented as mean SEM or mean SD (as stated in figure legends). Statistical

significance was determined using unpaired t-test or one-way ANOVA. A p-value

is considered significant if less than 0.05.

Results

Overview on DNA Repair Assays in PBMCs

Blood samples from all subjects were collected and frozen before beginning DNA

Repair Capacity (DRC) measurements. Samples were analyzed in 37 different

batches; triplicates for each subject were spread out along the duration of the

analysis. Each batch included two cell controls: TK6 cell line and a PBMC control

(henceforth called 000). 000 corresponds to PBMCs from 450 mL of peripheral
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blood, purchased from a local provider, which were isolated and frozen in the

same way as subjects' PBMCs.

In order to measure DRC for 10 different lesions for each subject, 5 different

transfection cocktails were prepared (Figure 6.4), which translates to 5 different

transfections per replicate per subject. This represented the best combination of

plasmid colors (excitation and emission spectra) and lesion types that we had

previously established to work well with each other. Two different undamaged

cocktails were prepared, one for 4-color transfections (U#1-2) and another for 5-

color transfections (U#3). The 4-color plasmid combination allowed us to take

advantage of one undamaged transfection (U#1-2) for 2 damaged ones (D#1 and

D#2).

Time-associated drift on DRC scores

By the end of flow cytometric analysis of all subjects, which extended for two

months, we calculated "raw" DRC scores in the form of %R.E. for 10 DNA lesions

that included: 3 replicates for each subject and 37 replicates for each control.

When the 37 replicates for 000 for each reporter were plotted against time (days

after beginning flow cytometric analysis), a batch effect became obvious as DRC

drifted with time for several reporters (Panel A, Figures 6.5-6.15). Linear

regressions to calculate the slope of the trend as well as a p-value for the slope

being different than 0 are shown in Table 6.4. Six reporters showed a significant

drift with time (Hx:T; 8oxoG:C; THF:C; MMR; NHEJ and HR). In order to

determine if comparable drift occurred with the subject samples, we performed a

similar linear regression analysis by plotting the single replicates of all 56

subjects (for a total of 168 data-points per reporter) against time (Panel B,

Figures 6.5-6.14). In this case, 9 reporters showed significant drift in time,

specifically: U:G; Hx:T; 8oxoG:C; THF:C; A:8oxoG; MMR; NHEJ; HR and NER

(Table 6.5). An alternative way to visualize time-associated drifts is to group

subjects by replicate number (Panel D, Figures 6.5-6.14). Given that
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measurements for each replicate were spread out in time, replicate #1 was

always measured before #2, and #2 always before #3. As such, if time is

somehow associated with changes in DRC, the mean of each replicate number

for all grouped subjects will change with replicate number. One-way ANOVA

showed differences in %R.E. between replicates for 8 reporters: Hx:T; 8oxoG:C;

THF:C; A:8oxoG; MMR; NHEJ; HR and NER (Table 6.6).

Time-associated drift correction

Given that significant drift was observed for both 000 controls and all subject

samples, but that linear regression to subject samples showed significant drift for

more reporters than 000 (compare Tables 6.4 and 6.5), we decided on a

normalization strategy involving all subject samples linear regression, just not for

000. Each data-point was normalized by diving to a calculated %R.E.

corresponding to the linear regression score of all subject data-points in time for

the particular day the measurement was taken for each DNA repair reporter (an

example of the normalization strategy for NER is shown in Figure 6.15).

By applying this normalization strategy, time-associated drifts were effectively

suppressed for all pathways when linear regressions were considered (Panel C,

Figures 6.16-6.25, all p-values not significant, data not shown). As for replicate

associated drifts, normalization also suppressed the differences in mean %R.E.

for all but two reporters (8oxoG:C and A:8oxoG, Table 6.6 and Panel E, Figures

6.16-6.25).

DRC inter-individual variability of 10 DNA lesions in 56 healthy individuals

DRC measurements by lesion, organized by increasing repair activity are shown

in Panel A, Figures 6.16-6.25. It should be kept in mind that for all reporters

based on transcriptional mutagenesis (U:G; Hx:T, 8oxoG:C; A:8oxoG and

O6MeG/MGMT) increased %R.E. reflects lower repair activity. Three subjects
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chosen on Figure 6.26A with low, medium and high uracil repair were colored

(yellow, blue and red, respectively) and retained their identity for all the

subsequent figures in order to give a sense of repair capacity variability for each

subject for all different lesions. Average Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the CVs

of all subjects for each reporter is shown in Table 6.7, while the fold-range

obtained for each reporter is shown in Table 6.8.

Interestingly, the activities of several reporter pairs are significantly correlated

with each other in this data set (Table 6.9). This was not the case in any of our

previous studies with B-lymphoblastoid cells (with the only exception of a U:G

repair activity with 8oxoG:C and A:8oxoG activity, data not shown). All DRC

measurements were standardized by z-scoring, in order to allow direct visual and

numerical comparison between reporters. Figure 6.26 shows all z-scored data

together, organized by increasing Hx:T repair; some positive and negative

correlations can be visually appreciated (i.e. positive correlation between Hx:T

and THF:C or negative correlation between Hx:T and NER).

MGMT measurements should be taken into special consideration. Throughout

the screen explained above most of the subjects' PBMCs presented a very high

repair activity for O6MeG, which resulted in a reduced number of mPlum events

(including no events for some subjects), and very low %R.E. as a consequence.

The MGMT results in Figure 6.24 were shown for consistency but the effect of

such low number of fluorescent cells is reflected in the large CV (86%) obtained

for this reporter. Given that we realized this issue after having run a single

replicate from each subject and duplicates for some subjects, we decided to

incorporate an extra transfection containing 4-times more MGMT reporter (2 pg)

than that used for cocktail D#3, and to run duplicates for 8 subjects spanning

different MGMT activities, based on the information gathered for the single run of

those individuals. This substantial increase in reporter transfected did allow us to

reliably measure MGMT activity on these 8 subjects, resulting in an observed 15-

fold range (Figure 6.27A). The correlation between both plasmid quantities was
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better than expected (R 2 = 0.70). Nevertheless, it still needs to be determined if

the use of 2pg of plasmid is feasible for a greater scale population study. As it will

be discussed later, production of such high quantities of plasmid reporter do

require substantial time.

Correlations between DRC and demographics

A question that has been a subject of debate in the field is whether DRC changes

in healthy individuals with age and whether there are any differences between

genders. Here we observe a lower U:G and 8oxoG:C repair in females than in

males (Table 6.10). Moreover, when subjects where subdivided by age (<40 or

40), 8oxoG:C repair decreased with age whereas NHEJ increased (Table 6.11).

It should be taken into consideration that the "older" population is made up by

almost 70% female subjects (8 out of 12). As such, given the lower 8oxoG:C

repair observed for females, it is possible that these age-related observation is

being skewed by the gender interaction. When subjects where subdivided by a

different age range (<30 or 30) no differences where observed for any pathway

(Table 6.11).

DRC intra-individual variability of 10 DNA lesions in 10 healthy individuals

It is of utmost importance to understand if and/or how stable DRC is with time for

a given individual. If DRC for a given lesion is highly variable, then direct

comparison between individuals on a given day might not reflect the average (or

the extremes) of those individuals' DRC. On the contrary, if DRC for a given

lesion is stable in time then assays that seek to determine DRC should aim to

(and be able to) reliably measure this stability. We measured DRC with our 10

reporters for 10 subjects that came back for blood draws up to 4 times (for a total

of 5 time-points). Results are shown in Panel B, Figures 6.16-6.25. In general it

appears that measurements for a given individual vary with time. Nevertheless,

there are some particular cases where, either DRC appears stable in time or
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where, even given some variability, a particular subject stays in the top/bottom

group of DRCs. Some good examples are: (a) for U:G repair, subject J is

consistently in the top group whereas subject D is at the bottom (b) for Hx:T

repair, subject D is consistently the highest %R.E. subject whereas subject G is

consistently in the bottom 2 (c) for A:8oxoG repair, subjects G and I present

clearly and consistently the highest %R.E. (d) for NER, subjects C and H are

consistently in the top group whereas subject E is consistently at the bottom.

Discussion

To our knowledge this pilot study is the first of its kind in the field as no more than

one DNA repair pathway or DNA lesion have been attempted to be measured

simultaneously, in vivo, in primary human cells. The closest approximation to this

effort comes from the Livneh group where the activity of AAG, OGG1 and APE1

where measured in parallel (not simultaneously) in vitro [26].

As it could be expected, such a novel approach has been accompanied with a

variety of obstacles. The first one was manpower; almost every step of the

experimental protocol required 2 (and sometimes even 3) researchers to work in

parallel in order to multiplex all the steps. These included, PBMC isolation and

freezing of up to 7 donors per day; simultaneous transfection of approximately 50

conditions (5 DNA cocktails for 8 study subjects plus two controls); and flow

cytometric analysis for which one researcher was running a third of the samples

while another one was preparing the next third to be run that day and so on.

Second, sources of variation had to be thought of in advance and attempted to

be minimized as much as possible. Large plasmid repair cocktails were prepared

for up to 500 transfections. Preparation of these amounts of plasmid reporters

took months of work by different researchers. 110 mg of lyophilized PHA from the

same lot were purchased, resuspended, aliquoted and frozen in proper volumes

to avoid freeze-thaw cycles. Enough Heat-Inactivated FBS from the same lot was

aliquoted and frozen to be used exclusively for this experiment. Moreover, as it
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would be expected for such a relatively large-scale experiment, each step

resulted in a very large dataset for which proper subject labeling and database

management was invaluable. Finally, the time-associated drift in DRC

measurements was likely the largest obstacle encountered.

Days from the beginning of flow cytometric analysis was chosen as the "x-axis"

for a linear-regression normalization. But, there are many variables that could be

contributing to the observed drift. Some examples that we considered are: time

PBMC were frozen, PBMC counts in whole blood, PBMC counts following

isolation, time that PHA was stored frozen, time since the plasmid cocktails were

prepared, cell density/size/viability following stimulation, viability at time of flow

cytometry and transfection efficiency. Some other variables that could play a role

but are less straightforward and more complicated to quantify are: researcher

that performed the transfection, potential small but incremental drifts of lasers in

the flow cytometer or even rack in the incubator where the samples where placed

before and after transfection, just to mention two examples. Any of these

variables (and more) could be contributing to the observed drift. Moreover a

combination of two or more of them could be contributing in non-linear ways as

well. For now, and for this pilot study we decided to normalize to the linear-

regression of each DRC measurement in "real-time", since the start of the first

flow cytometric analysis. We considered and tested other simpler normalization

approaches, such as normalizing to the 000 control repair score for each day but,

the approach chosen was the one that showed the lowest average CV of all (data

not shown). This does not mean that it is the best normalization method, but it is

the best one we have tested so far.

It is difficult to determine if the large CVs observed for some repair

measurements arise (a) as a consequence of flaws/undetermined variations in

the methodology or experimental execution by the researchers or alternatively

(b) as a product of non-ideal/incorrect normalization. For consistency we decided

to normalize all reporters the same way, but it is possible that each reporter
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should be considered as a single unit and normalized using different strategies.

For example, in the cases for which the R2 for the linear regression was

significant but small (i.e. for U:G and HR), normalization by this methods could

be introducing more noise to the data.

Another consideration for some of the large CVs obtained (from highest to

lowest, MGMT, HR, A:8oxoG and U:G) is that all these assays report on rare

events. As such, some subjects with particularly high repair activity (in the case

of MGMT, A:8oxoG and U:G) or low repair activity (in the case of HR) could

result in large inter-replicate variation arising from statistics of small numbers. A

strategy we have considered, but not yet executed, to asses this potential issue

is to check one by one the number of events obtained for each replicate of these

reporters and look for inconsistencies in the cases where flurorescent events

were particularly low.

An ideal case scenario that could help minimize variability would be to include

cells with low, medium and large repair capacity together with each transfection.

This would allow to normalize each analyzed batch by interpolation to a repair

score that will be composed of cells with known relative DRCs. The challenge

with this approach is that each lesion/pathway might require different cells. This

would increase the number of transfections and conditions required for each

experiment to even higher multiplexing and higher throughput approaches than

what we currently have available.

Regardless of all the potential caveats discussed, the inter-individual variability

fold ranges among the 56 study subjects obtained here for the different DRC

reporters are actually very similar to the ones we had previously reported for a

panel of 24-B-Lymphoblastoids derived from apparently healthy individuals [23]

and Chapter IV (compare Hx:T, 2.4-fold; 8oxoG:C, 2.1-fold; A:8xoG, 9.0-fold;

U:G, 3.7-fold; THF:C, 1.8-fold; MGMT, 100-fold; MMR, 2.3-fold; HR, 6.3-fold;

NER, 3.6-fold, and NHEJ, 1.7-fold to our previous measurements Hx:T, 1.7-fold;
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8oxoG:C, 4.3-fold; A:8xoG, 7.2-fold; U:G, 5.3-fold; THF:C, 1.9-fold; MGMT, 285-

fold; MMR, 4.4-fold; HR, 3.7-fold; NER, 3.2-fold, and NHEJ, 2.1-fold).

Indeed, a direct comparison between the DRC results reported here and any

previously published data is complicated given that inter-individual differences in

the human population have not been measured, to our knowledge, for many of

the pathways/lesions. Moreover, only variations in NER capacity have been

evaluated using an in vivo HCR assay analogous to ours; whereas most other

pathways/lesions have been measured either in vitro by using cell protein

extracts or in vivo with the comet assay.

Nevertheless, our numbers agree with (or are close to) previous reporter ranges

for: Hx:T repair from PBMC extracts (3.5-fold [27] compared to our 2.4-fold);

8oxoG:C repair from PBMC extracts (2- to 2.9-fold [20, 28, 29], compared to our

2.1-fold) or 8oxoG repair measured by comet assay (4-fold [30]); U:G repair from

extracts from colon, stomach and liver (5.5, 3.2 and 3.1-fold, respectively [31],

compared to our 3.7-fold); THF:C repair from PBMC extracts (2.5- to 4.9-fold [26,

32], compared to our 1.8-fold) and MGMT activity from PBMC extracts

(approximately 10-fold [33], compared to our 15-fold for increased MGMT

reporter transfection). Finally, in comparison to our 3.6-fold range observed for

NER, early HCR assays using UV-irradiated CAT reporter plasmids showed

approximately a 10-fold range of inter-individual differences in NER capacity [34]

while more recent adaptations of the method have also shown a 5.6 to 11-fold

range of inter-individual variation [35, 36]. Moreover, a 10-fold variation has also

been reported when using the comet assay to measure NER of UV-induced

damage [30]. To our knowledge, extensive studies on the functional variation of

repair of A:8oxoG as well MMR, NHEJ and HR in healthy human populations has

not been reported so far. Thus making this pilot study the first to do so for these

pathways.
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There have been relatively few longitudinal studies of DRC. In one study, BER

and NER capacity were measured using comet assays for 35 subjects at 6 time-

points over a period of 5 months. The correlation coefficient (R) for the different

monthly comparisons varied from 0.12 to 0.62 for BER and from 0.18 to 0.64 for

NER. The mean CV reported was 27% for BER and 49% for NER, suggesting

that there may be significant intra-individual variability with time [30]. A different

study, found that 8oxoG:C activity from PBMC extracts was stable when

measured in cancer patients up to 4 months before and over 1 year after

treatment, surgery and remission [29]. Given the relatively little evidence on DRC

stability in time (or lack thereof), it is challenging to determine if our intra-

individual observations accurately represent DRC variability or if they are are a

product of technical and experimental variation. The possibility that each lesion

or repair pathway have different activities at different times for a given individual

is also a very likely scenario that will only be tested with more studies such as

this one.

Considering the relatively high CVs observed for some of the reporters, it seems

unlikely, at least for the present results, to be able to reliably tell apart individuals

whose repair capacities are not spread apart enough. Alternatively, focusing on

the extremes by subdividing repair scores in tertiles or quartiles can be used to

establish more reliable comparisons between high and low repair capacity.

The present pilot study is the first of its kind, as no more than one DNA repair

pathway had been measured simultaneously, in vivo. This is in part because the

functional assays utilized here were recently developed [23] (and Chapter IV).

As such, this pioneering task has been accompanied by several challenges that

we have tried to address in detail. Future studies similar to this one should aim to

reduce sources of variation, likely by the introduction of more controls. Lower

CVs for all the assays will help determine the stability of DRC for a given

lesion/pathway in time. A better understanding of variation in repair capacity,
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accompanied by precise measurements of DRC capacity have the real potential

of aiding in personalizing disease prevention and treatment.
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Tables

Table 6.1 Demographics of the study population.

Gender

Females

Males

Total

Age

20-24

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

60-64

65-69

Undisclosed

Total

Race

American Indian or Alaskan Native

Asian

Black or African American

White

Place of Birth

US

Outside US

8

27

6

1

2

3

3

3

0

1

2

48.2

10.7

1.8

3.6

5.4

5.4

5.4

0.0

1.8

3.6

56 100.0

1 1.8

12 21.4

2 3.6

41 73.2

56 100.0

36 64.3

20 35.7

56 100.0

N %I

31

25

56

55.4

44.6

100.0
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Table 6.2 Site-specific plasmids and extension conditions used for their

production.

Plasmid name Nicking Sequence X= Extension Extension
Enzyme - Temp. Time (h)

BFP-A 191G-U Nb.BtsI 5'GGT CTT GCT GCC GXA GAG GAA GCT AGT AGC U IDT 64.0 *C 3.5
GFP-C289T-dHx Nb.BtsI 5'GAA GAA GAT GGT GCX CTC CTG GAC GTA GCC I EGT 61.0 *C 2.0

GFP-617-THF Nb.Btsi 5'GCT CAG GGC GXA CTG GGT GCT CAG GTA GTG THF IDT 66.0 'C 1.0
mOrange-A215C-8oxoG Nb.Btsi 5' GTA GGC CTT GGA GCC GXA GGT GAA CTG AGG 8oxoG EGT 64.0 *C 2.5

mOrange-A215C-THF Nb.Btsi 5'GCCTTGGAGCCGXAGGTGAACTGAGGGGAC THF IDT 66.0 'C 1.5
mPlum-T202C-C207G-O 6 MeG Nb.Btsl 5' CAC GTAGGC CTT GGX CCC GTA CAT GAT CTG O 6MeG EGT 68.0 *C 1.0

mPlum-T202WT-8oxoG (+) Nt.Btsl 5' GTC CCC TCA GAT CAT GXA CGG CTC CAA GGC 8oxoG EGT 61.0 *C 2.0
Nb./Nt.BstI (NEB); U (Uracil); I(Inosine): THF (Tetrahydrofuran); EGT (Eurogentech), IDT (Integrated DNA Techonologies)
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Table 6.3 Combinations of reporter plasmids and types of DNA damage used in

each experiment.

Undamaged Cocktail 1-2 (U#1-2)
ng per

Plasmid assay
BFP 100

SGFP 100
mOrange 100

mPlum 250

Damaged Cocktail 1 (D#1)
ng per

Plasmid assay
BFPA191G-U 300

GFP C289T-Hx 100
mOrange A215C-8oxoG 300

mPlum 250
pMAX empty 7650

Damaged Cocktail 2 (D#2)
ng per

Plasmid assay

GFP617-THF
mOrange G299C-G 100

mPlum T202WT-8oxoG(+) 500
pMAX empty 7800

Undamaged Cocktail 3 (U#3)
ng per

Plasmid assay
Control AmCyan 2000

ScalBFP 100
pCX-NNX-GFP 500

D3 GFP 5000
mOrange 100

pMAX empty 400

Damaged Cocktail 3 (D#3)
ng per

Plasmid assay
Control AmCyan 2000

Scal linearized 300
D5G Stul Linear 500

D3 GFP 5000
UV 800 J/m 2  300

mPlum T202C-C207G-O 6MeG 500
pMAX empty 0

Damaged Cocktail MGMT (MGMT)
ng per

Plasmid assay
R FP 100
GFP 100___

mOrange 100
nPlum T202C-C207G-OMeG 2000

pMAX empty 6300
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Table 6.4 Linear regression analyses for 000 control samples between each

repair reporter and time.

Time corresponds to days after beginning flow cytometric analysis. Bold p-

values are statistically significant for the respective slope being different than

zero.

Slope

0.002524

-0.1572

0.004329

-0.6537

0.0023

0.04933

-0.1138

-0.03913

-8.73E-05

0.07851

R 2

0.0602

0.3032

0.2514

0.2771

0.0007794

0.199

0.1337

0.2802

0.005442

0.02175

p-value

0.1433

0.0004

0.0016

0.0008

0.8697

0.0057

0.026

0.0008

0.6643

0.3838
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Table 6.5 Linear regression analyses for all subject replicates between each

repair reporter and time.

Time corresponds to days after beginning flow cytometric analysis. Bold p-

values are statistically significant for the respective slope being different than

zero.

Slope R 2  p-value

U:G 0.002154 0.028 0.0044

Hx:T -0.2275 0.3194 < 0.0001

8oxoG:C 0.002728 0.1067 < 0.0001

THF:C -0.5654 0.1642 < 0.0001

A:8oxoG 0.009873 0.08344 < 0.0001

MMR 0.07691 0.2081 < 0.0001

NHEJ -0.1369 0.2597 < 0.0001

HR -0.01779 0.02349 0.0091

MGMT 6.46E-05 0.006956 0.1573

NER 0.4356 0.3417 < 0.0001
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Table 6.6 ANOVA for comparison between % Reporter Expression of all subject

grouped by replicated number.

Left columns shows p-values for each raw repair reporter measurements

whereas right columns shows the same relationships following normalization.

Bold p-values correspond to statistically significant differences between

replicates.

p-value p-value

raw normalized

U:G 0.5066 0.5036

Hx:T < 0.0001 0.469

8oxoG:C 0.0019 0.0226

THF:C < 0.0001 0.4143

A:8oxoG 0.0004 0.0304

MMR < 0.0001 0.9323

NHEJ < 0.0001 0.2776

HR 0.007 0.0663

MGMT 0.4414 0.0851

NER < 0.0001 0.6626
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Table 6.7 Average Coefficient of Variation (CV) of the CVs of all subjects for

each reporter.

Average

CV (%)

U:G 31.52

Hx:T 15.96

8oxoG:C 15.74

THF:G 13.84

A:8oxoG 32.46

MMR 19.00

NHEJ 12.25

HR 44.97

MGMT 86.89

NER 23.34
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Table 6.8 Fold-range for each reporter measured.

Fold-

range

U:G 3.71

Hx:T 2.40

8oxoG:C 2.07

THF:G 1.82

A:8oxoG 9.02

MMR 2.27

NHEJ 1.65

HR 6.13

MGMT 100.62

NER 3.59
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Table 6.9 Pairwise linear relationships between DRC measurements.

Top shows correlation coefficient (R) values, bottom shows p-values for each

relationship. In bold are values for which the relationship is significant.

R U:G

Hx:T 0.395 Hx:T

8oxoG:C 0.205 -0.214 8oxoG:C

THF:C 0.184 0.602 -0.091 THF:C

A:8oxoG -0.080 -0.188 0.276 -0.298 A:8oxoG

MMR -0.127 -0.329 0.375 0.023 0.095 MMR

NHEJ 0.172 0.193 -0.202 0.180 -0.089 -0.571 NHEJ

HR -0.186 -0.235 0.107 -0.158 0.455 0.324 -0.250 HR

MGMT 0.137 0.112 -0.001 0.113 0.049 -0.122 0.375 -0.135 MGMT

NER -0.282 -0.413 0.095 -0.120 -0.079 0.527 -0.439 0.154 -0.179

p-value U:G

Hx:T 0.002 Hx:T

8oxoG:C 0.127 0.111 8oxoG:C

THF:C 0.171 0.000 0.499 THF:C

A:8oxoG 0.555 0.161 0.038 0.025 A:8oxoG

MMR 0.345 0.013 0.004 0.867 0.482 MMR

NHEJ 0.202 0.151 0.132 0.180 0.513 0.000 NHEJ

HR 0.165 0.078 0.429 0.239 0.000 0.014 0.060 HR

MGMT 0.310 0.407 0.997 0.402 0.716 0.365 0.004 0.315 MGMT

NER 0.033 0.001 0.484 0.375 0.558 0.000 0.001 0.252 0.184
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Table 6.10 Gender-associated variations in DRC.

Significant p-values are shown in bold.

Female Male
Student

(n=31) (n=25) t-test

Mean Mean

U:G 113.049 96.688 0.042

Hx:T 89.928 92.331 0.584

8oxoG:C 103.300 96.109 0.031

THF:C 98.973 95.544 0.326

A:8oxoG 103.462 108.461 0.720

MMR 107.039 97.799 0.074

NHEJ 98.205 99.541 0.667

HR 104.761 105.365 0.959

MGMT 132.942 86.464 0.217

NER 106.297 108.465 0.802
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Table 6.11 Age-associated variations in DRC.

Significant p-values are shown in bold.

U:G

Hx:T

8oxoG:C

THF:C

A:8oxoG

MMR

NHEJ

HR

MGMT

NER

U:G

Hx:T

8oxoG:C

THF:C

A:8oxoG

MMR

NHEJ

HR

MGMT

NER

<40 (n=42)

Mean

104.751

92.706

98.445

98.182

97.803

102.447

96.975

101.807

92.134

106.470

<30 (n=35)

Mean

102.544

92.963

98.356

98.929

94.817

103.104

97.581

104.848

86.831

103.805

> 40 (n=12)

Mean

111.525

84.430

107.295

94.105

130.824

105.658

104.009

119.281

116.376

113.299

> 30 (n=19)

Mean

113.094

87.005

104.200

94.231

124.159

103.265

100.302

107.241

117.214

115.692

Student

t-test

0.495

0.116

0.029

0.330

0.051

0.618

0.049

0.222

0.433

0.519

Student

t-test

0.220

0.195

0.100

0.196

0.046

0.977

0.388

0.849

0.258

0.195
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Figure 6.1 Demographics of the study population.

A. Histogram by age groups at time of blood drawing. B. Gender. C. Race and D.

Place of birth.
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Figure 6.2 Generalized scheme of the complete experimental protocol

Each step is explained in detail in the Materials and Methods section.
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Figure 6.3 T-lymphocyte PHA (5pg/mL) stimulation optimization

Comparison between no stimulation and PHA stimulation for A. viability or B. cell

size. PHA as a mitogen is expected to make cell replicate and grow in size.

Given that stimulated cells will have to be incubated for an extra 24 hours

following transfection, C. Cell size as a proxy for stimulation was compared

between leaving cells in PHA for 72 hours or for an extended period. D. Effect of

PHA stimulation on transfection efficiency. Altogether, 72 hours stimulation was

chosen as an ideal time-point for transfection.
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Figure 6.4. Plasmid Cocktails for DNA Repair Capacity Assays.

5 different plasmid reporter cocktails were necessary in order to measure repair

of 10 different lesions. Quantity details are shown in Table 6.3.
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Figure 6.5 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the U:G

reporter.

Scatter plots for U:G measurements in time (days after beginning flow cytometric

analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000 controls, B.

Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. U:G measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.6 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the Hx:T

reporter.

Scatter plots for Hx:T measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. Hx:T measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.7 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the

8oxoG:C reporter.

Scatter plots for 8oxoG:C measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. 8oxoG:C measurements for

all study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.8 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the

A:8oxoG reporter.

Scatter plots for A:8oxoG measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. A:8oxoG measurements for

all study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.9 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the THF:C

reporter.

Scatter plots for THF:C measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. THF:C measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.10 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the MMR

reporter.

Scatter plots for MMR measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. MMR measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.11 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the NHEJ

reporter.

Scatter plots for NHEJ measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. NHEJ measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.12 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the HR

reporter.

Scatter plots for HR measurements in time (days after beginning flow cytometric

analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000 controls, B.

Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. HR measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.13 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the MGMT

reporter.

Scatter plots for MGMT measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. MGMT measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Figure 6.14 Evidence of time-associated drift and its normalization for the NER

reporter.

Scatter plots for NER measurements in time (days after beginning flow

cytometric analysis) and associated linear regression trend-line for A. Raw 000

controls, B. Each raw subject time-point and C. each subject time-point following

normalization with strategy showed in Figure 6.15. NER measurements for all

study subjects grouped by replicate number D. Raw and E. Normalized. Red

error bars correspond to standard deviation from the mean.
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Each data-point was normalized by dividing to a calculated %R.E. corresponding

to the linear regression score of all subject data-points in time for the particular

day the measurement was taken for each DNA repair reporter.
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Figure 6.16 Inter- and intra-individual U:G repair capacity.

A. Normalized U:G repair capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom U:G repair capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood drew

on different days.
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Figure 6.17 Inter- and intra-individual Hx:T repair capacity.

A. Normalized Hx:T repair capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom Hx:T repair capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood drew

on different days.
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Figure 6.18 Inter- and intra-individual 8oxoG:C repair capacity.

A. Normalized 8oxoG:C repair capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each

bar corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to

single individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom 8oxoG:C repair capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood

drew on different days.
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Figure 6.19 Inter- and intra-individual A:8oxoG repair capacity.

A. Normalized A:8oxoG repair capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each

bar corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to

single individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom A:8oxoG repair capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood

drew on different days.
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Figure 6.20 Inter- and intra-individual THF:C repair capacity.

A. Normalized THF:C repair capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom THF:C repair capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood

drew on different days.
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Figure 6.21 Inter- and intra-individual MMR capacity.

A. Normalized MMR capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom MMR capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood drew on

different days.
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Figure 6.22 Inter- and intra-individual NHEJ capacity.

A. Normalized NHEJ capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom NHEJ capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood drew on

different days.
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Figure 6.23 Inter- and intra-individual HR capacity.

A. Normalized HR capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom HR capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood drew on

different days.
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Figure 6.24 Inter- and intra-individual MGMT capacity.

A. Normalized MGMT capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom MGMT capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood drew on

different days.
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Figure 6.25 Inter- and intra-individual NER capacity.

A. Normalized NER capacity measured for 56 study subjects. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Yellow, blue and red bars correspond to single

individuals labeled for each different reporter for comparison. Error bars

represent the standard error of the mean calculated from biological triplicates. B.

Intra-individual variability, each color represents a different study subject for

whom NER capacity was measured from PBMCs isolated from blood drew on

different days.
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Figure 6.26 Inter-individual variability in DRC of a panel of PBMCs derived from

56 apparently healthy individuals.

Normalized DRC measurements for each repair reporter was z-scored and

organized by lower to higher Hx excision activity. Warm colors represent lower

repair for all reporters transcriptional mutagenesis reporter (U:G; Hx:T; 8oxoG:C;

A:8oxoG and MGMT) and higher repair for the rest (THF:C; MMR; NHEJ; HR

and NER).
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Figure 6.27 MGMT measurements for 8 individuals with increased reporter

transfection.

2pg of the MGMT reporter where included in each transfection. Each bar

corresponds to a different subject. Error bars represent the standard deviation

calculated from biological duplicates.
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Key Concepts and Conclusions

The main accomplishment of the present work carried out by a team of

researchers assembled in the Samson lab has been the development of novel

tools for the in vivo assessment of DNA repair capacity of up to 6 major DNA

repair pathways and 10 different DNA lesions, 5 of which were developed by me.

Such methods have allowed for the measurement of inter-individual differences

in DNA repair capacity (DRC) that could help provide a better understanding of

disease prevention and treatment. The focus of this thesis has been on a subset

of these lesions, namely those repaired by the base excision repair pathway

(BER). BER is characterized by the recognition and repair of small non-bulky

DNA lesions that are products of DNA base oxidation, deamination and

alkylation. Importantly, deficiencies in the repair of some of these lesions have

been correlated with increased risk of cancer development as well as with

neurodegenerative disease and immunodeficiency [1-4].

We have chosen to develop functional in vivo methods for the assessment of

DRC in order to integrate the different levels of complexity that take place in the

cellular environment. Accordingly, the information contained in genes, their

methylation status and expression, translation rate, post-translational

modifications, sub-cellular localization and protein-protein interactions are all

represented within the functional assay readout. Current functional methods used

to measure BER though effective, are based on the use of protein cell extracts

which have as a caveat that protein compartmentalization, physiological reaction

conditions and single-cell resolution are immediately lost. Moreover, they are in

general cumbersome and time consuming and involve the use of radioactive

labeling.

The method developed throughout this work is now published and is known as

the fluorescence-based multiplex flow-cytometric host cell reactivation assay

(FM-HCR) [5]. It is an adaptation of the original HCR method used for the
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measurement of nucleotide excision repair (NER), which was based on the

capacity of a host cell to repair a transiently transfected UV-irradiated plasmid

reporter (originally containing a CAT gene, chloramphenicol acetyltransferase)

[6]. Our novel method has the capacity to measure simultaneously and in a high-

throughput manner, the ability of mammalian cells to repair plasmid reporters

each bearing different doses of the same type of DNA damage or different types

of DNA damage. This multiplexing is achieved by the use of a combination of 5

fluorescent plasmid reporters that have minimally overlapping excitation and

emission spectra and can be measured through flow cytometry. Importantly, as

fluorescence is used as readout, DNA repair capacity can be measured in vivo,

without the need for cell lysis. We have shown that FM-HCR can be used to

simultaneously measure repair capacity in any four of the following pathways:

NER, MMR (mismatch repair), BER, NHEJ (non homologous end joining), HR

(homologous recombination) and the direct reversal protein, MGMT.

Besides the lesion spectrum on which it acts, the BER pathway differs from other

DNA repair pathways in that it can be initiated by a variety of DNA glycosylases,

specifically 11 of them in human cells; some DNA glycosylases have a broad

lesion recognition spectrum and show some degree of redundancy. The choice

of DNA glycosylase to initiate the pathway is largely determined by the lesion to

be repaired. This implies that using a single repair reporter bearing one of these

lesions wouldn't properly represent the complexity of BER as a whole. To

address this issue we have adapted the FM-HCR assay to simultaneously report

on the activity of at least four different DNA glycosylases and their immediately

downstream enzyme APE1. The biggest challenge in development of FM-HCR

substrates for BER was that, for the most part, lesions repaired by this pathway

are characterized by being small and non-bulky, which generally implies that they

don't block transcription. This problem was overcome by taking advantage of the

transcriptional mutagenesis properties of these lesions; many of which were

previously unknown (transcriptional mutagenesis will be discussed later)
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An important consideration for the BER substrates is that the repair of each

lesion represents the action of several redundant BER proteins or even other

DNA repair pathways that can act on it. As an example, even though the 8oxoG

substrate was validated by the use of Ogg-' MEFs, the 8oxoG-containing

plasmid is actually reporting on the overall cellular capacity to repair 8oxoG. This

not only includes the activity of OGG1, but also on that of NEIL1, NEIL2 and AAG

[7-10]. Similarly, uracil found in DNA can be repaired by UNG, SMUG1, MBD4

and TDG as well as by the MMR machinery [11]. Abasic sites are primarily

recognized and incised by APE1 but APE2 can also act on the lesion [12].

MUTYH mainly removes adenines across 8oxoG in the BER pathway, but MMR

can also play a role in the repair of this base pair [13]. Finally, hypoxanthine

repair by AAG can be considered as a unique case, as no other DNA

glycosylases can repair this lesion. As such hypoxanthine repair can be

considered as a proxy for AAG activity.

The capability to assess DRC in multiple DNA repair pathways simultaneously, in

vivo, in a high-throughput manner is unprecedented in the DNA repair field. By

using combinations of the five BER substrates and those for NER, MMR, MGMT,

NHEJ and HR we demonstrated the potential applications of FM-HCR for

population studies by measuring inter-individual DRC differences in a panel of 24

lymphoblastoid cell lines derived from apparently healthy individuals. We

observed a range of DRC for each different lesion, which for the most cases

agreed with previously reported measurements of inter-individual variation.

Moreover, each cell line turned out to display a unique DRC fingerprint,

highlighting the need of measuring multiple pathways to properly inform on an

individual's DRC. Based on the positive results obtained from this work on cell

lines, we performed a pilot population study for which PBMCs from 56 apparently

healthy individuals were isolated and transfected with our 10 DNA repair

reporters to assess inter- and intra-individual variability in all major DNA repair

pathways in the human population. Overall, inter-individual variability measured

by our method agreed with previously reported data, with the main difference that
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we performed these measurements simultaneously, and that inter-individual

variability for some of the pathways or lesions we measured had, to our

knowledge, never been assessed before. Nevertheless, the pilot study brought to

our attention several key challenges that included: (a) the need for multiple

researchers to work in parallel, (b) the necessity to produce, aliquote and store at

a relatively large scale, almost every single source of potential experimental

variation (i.e. plasmid cocktails, serum and mitogens for T-lymphocyte

stimulation) and (c) time-associated drifts in DRC measurements and the need to

find a proper source of normalization for its correction. These experiences will

help outperform this study in the future.

Transcriptional mutagenesis considerations

Transcriptional mutagenesis is the process by which a DNA lesion is bypassed

by an RNA polymerase through the incorporation of the incorrect ribonucleotide

into the nascent transcript. A major breakthrough in the development of many of

the DNA reporters presented in this work, particularly for lesions repaired by

BER, was the utilization of transcriptional mutagenesis properties of DNA lesions

to measure their repair. This made it possible to overcome the restrictions posed

by the traditional HCR assay for which transcription blocking lesions are needed.

An added advantage to the methods developed in the present work is that they

provide an easily adaptable framework for the testing and discovery of

transcriptional mutagenesis events for any site-specific lesions, in vivo. Notably,

we have engineered a set of non-fluorescent reporter variants each of which can

express a fluorescent protein with different excitation emission spectra upon

occurrence of each possible mutagenesis event (A, C, G, U); thus allowing for

their simultaneous analysis in vivo. These methods allowed us to take advantage

of known transcriptional mutagenesis properties of 06-meG and 8oxoG but also

to show for the first time, to our knowledge, the in vivo transcriptional
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mutagenesis properties in mammalian cells of hypoxanthine, uracil, E-cytosine

and abasic sites.

The fact that endogenously formed DNA lesions, many of which are repaired

through BER, are potential in vivo sources of transcriptional mutagenesis has

gained increased interest over the past decade [14, 15]. Taking into

consideration the generation on average, on a daily basis per cell, of about 200

06-meGs, 10 hypoxanthines, 200 E-cytosines, 500 uracils, 1,500 8oxoGs and

10,000 abasic sites [16, 17] then, the conceivable sources of in vivo

transcriptional mutagenesis events are not negligible. Indeed, if one considers

that each transcript can give rise to hundreds of proteins [18] then, an unrepaired

lesion that caused transcriptional mutagenesis could result in an increased

number of mutated transcripts that can consequently give rise to a large number

of mutated proteins (Figure 7.1, [14]). These mutated transcripts/proteins could

alter cellular physiology in such a way that transient cellular phenotypes different

from that in the absence of the lesion could be favored (Figure 7.2, [14]). An

extreme but plausible example of this series of events could be the transient

expression of otherwise unwanted proliferation signals that would favor mitosis in

non-mitotic cells. Moreover, if the original lesion that initiated this transient

phenotype is not repaired by the time the cells divide, the lesion could now cause

a permanent point mutation through a round of replication [14].

Transcriptional mutagenesis of site-specific 8oxoG to adenine of a transfected

HRAS oncogene reporter results in the expression of a constitutively active

(dominant) HRAS-Q61 K mutant protein whose effect is reflected in activation of

the different components of the MAPK pathway, including ERK phosphorylation.

Importantly, ERK activation could only be readily detected when this reporter was

transfected into Ogg1-'- and not WT MEFs [19]. Even though it is unknown if

these cells would have the capacity to form tumors in xenografts, it is a clear

evidence that deficiencies in DRC of lesions that cause transcriptional
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mutagenesis can lead to the expression of mutated proteins that can potentially

result in cellular transformation.

Altogether, the present work further extends the implications of transcriptional

mutagenesis in three important ways: (a) by the elucidation of new in vivo

transcriptional mutagenesis properties of common endogenously formed DNA

lesions (hypoxanthine, uracil and abasic sites) (b) by the development of tools to

study the transcriptional mutagenesis properties of virtually any lesion that can

be site-specifically positioned into a plasmid reporter and (c) by providing

methods to screen for individuals that could potentially be at higher disease risk

based on their DRC of lesions that cause transcriptional mutagenesis.

HCR-Seq Considerations

In this next-generation sequencing era, RNA-Seq provides an extra layer of

complexity and multiplexing for the study of lesions that cause transcriptional

blockage and/or transcriptional mutagenesis. Because next-generation

sequencing can be used to quantitate the expression levels of thousands of

transcripts simultaneously, our assay has the potential to measure expression of

dozens of reporters for multiple individuals in a single sequencing lane; this

would make characterization of global DRC in large populations both efficient

and affordable. Moreover, we have shown here that HCR-Seq has the potential

to reveal new biological phenomena in the basic research setting. Because the

plasmids are not replicated in the cell, and transcript sequence changes were

observed at an elevated rate in repair deficient cells, these changes are likely to

reflect transcriptional mutagenesis events due to unrepaired DNA lesions in the

transcribed DNA strand. In particular the Samson lab previously showed that

RNAPII can sometimes bypass, in vivo TAT (thymine dimers) [5]. Here we report

bypass at EC (etheno-cytosines). The identities of the misincorporations were for

the first time measured in an in vivo setting for both TAT (GA>AT(AU)>CG=AG)

[5] and cC (A>T(U)>C). Coincidently the bypass frequency for both lesions was
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almost 10 %. These frequencies are likely underestimates, given the expectation

that repaired reporter plasmids may be transcribed at a higher rate, and because

error-free bypass cannot be distinguished from transcripts arising from repaired

plasmid.

Modeling cellular responses to DNA damaging agents based on DRC

measurements.

Tumor resistance to chemotherapy and radiotherapy are unfortunately not rare

events for cancer patients [20, 21]. The ability to determine ahead of time

whether a particular treatment would be effective would improve therapy and

avoid putting patients through unnecessary exposure to toxic agents. Increasing

amount of evidence indicates that DRC can be an important factor in cancer

treatment [22]. Consequently, if one were able to determine which agents a

tumor would be susceptible to (by virtue of its impaired DRC), while minimizing

toxicity for a patient's healthy tissues (by virtue of more proficient DRC compared

to that of the tumor), therapy could be personalized in order increase efficacy and

minimize side effects, decreasing the risk of secondary as a consequence of

treatment [23-25].

To try to address some of these interactions, we built mathematical models by

performing multiple linear regression (MLR) analysis with the goal of determining

the contribution of our DRC measurements to cellular sensitivity to DNA

damaging agents. One of the most striking results of our models was the pivotal

role that 8oxoG repair seems to play in resistance to alkylation treatment with

MMS and to a lesser degree to 5-FU. The models indicate that an increase in

8oxoG repair capacity contributes in resistance towards these agents, implying

unexpectedly that an oxidative stress response might be the driving force of the

treatment. Given the potential clinical implications that such mathematical models

can have, exhaustive model validation as well as different modeling techniques

should take place. Preliminary alternative modeling techniques such as PLSR
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(Partial Least Square Regression), which is very similar to PCA (Principal

Component Analysis) but considers the response variables in order to build

principal component vectors, have resulted in comparable trends to the ones

showed with MLR. Specifically with 8oxoG and abasic site repair appearing as

the strongest contributors for the 1s' and 2 nd principal components (data not

shown).

Leave-one-out cross-validation was used as a validation technique for these

models; nevertheless corroboration of the model predictions by other means

would further support the model outcome. Two key experiments that are currently

ongoing and are anticipated to contribute in validation of the model are as

follows: (a) overexpression of OGG1 in cells that are sensitive to MMS and report

low 8oxoG repair activity, our expectation if the mathematical model is correct, is

that this overexpression will render cells more resistant to MMS treatment; and

(b) to use the multiple linear regression models built for the panel of 24 B-

lymphoblastoid cells to predict sensitivity to the same DNA damaging agents in a

new panel of cells lines for which we have never measured sensitivity before.

Even though it would be tempting to assume these models would apply for any

cell type of interest, we must remain cautious when attempting to extrapolate

these results and predictions to a context different than human B-lymphoblastoid

cells lines. Similar analyses and validation in other cells lines will elucidate

whether these predictions are conserved in a variety of cellular contexts.

Moreover, models that integrate several different chemo and radio resistance

mechanisms besides variation in DRC, such as changes in DNA damage

signaling [26], damage detoxification mechanisms [27], and drug efflux pumps

will likely help improve the accuracy and prediction capacity of the models with

the ultimate goal of personalizing and enhancing cancer treatment.
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PBMCs as surrogates for an individual's DRC

Peripheral Blood Mononuclear Cells (PBMCs) have been widely used to

determine an individual's DRC. A longstanding question in the field is whether

these cells do indeed represent the overall DRC of a person. The main reason

for using blood cells for these an many other population studies has mainly to do

with how easily accessible blood is and how non-invasive the procedure is.

There is unequivocal evidence that DRC can vary in different tissues [28-30]. For

example MGMT activity varies almost a 100-fold within human tissues (Figure

7.3). However, determining if ranked inter-individual differences in DRC

measured in PBMCs are preserved regardless of the tissue studied is still an

open question. Nevertheless, experimental evidence shows that 8oxoG repair

capacity is conserved between PBMCs and healthy lung tissue of 7 lung cancer

patients (R 2 = 0.858) [31]. Moreover, our work shows that NER capacity is also

maintained between B-lymphoblastoid cells and fibroblasts derived from the

same people (R 2 = 0.94) [5]. These are of course only two positive relationships

between two cell types in two different DNA repair pathways. Future efforts

should focus on performing side-by-side comparison of inter-individual DRC in

different tissues in all major repair pathways, as it is also possible that PBMCs

could work as a surrogate for DRC in some pathways but not all of them.

A main caveat of the HCR method (in any of its formats, classic HCR, FM-HCR

or HCR-Seq) is that the cells being tested need to be transfected and

subsequently incubated for roughly a day in order to measure DRC. As such, any

primary cells that cannot be isolated as single cells or that are not amenable for

tissue culture or transfection are not compatible with this method. It is also

important to point out that PBMCs used for the HCR assay require previous

stimulation with a mitogenic agent, usually PHA for T-lymphocyte stimulation. In

contrast, most other functional DRC assays such the comet assay or assays

based on in vitro protein cell extracts generally use non-stimulated PBMCs, and
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thus measure DRC of a mixture of T-lymphocytes, B-lymphocytes, NK cells and

monocytes, many of which are quiescent.

A very interesting and feasible possibility for future DRC studies that would help

overcome many of the drawbacks and caveats of using PBMCS is the use of

iPSCs (induced pluripotent stem cells) (Figure 7.4). iPSCs would allow one to

test in a minimally invasive manner the DRC of virtually any cell type that the

iPSCs can be differentiated into. Moreover, by virtue of all the cell types being

completely isogenic (as they are all differentiated from the same iPSCs, that are

derived from one individual) any confounding factors that could arise from the

use of samples from different donors are minimized. Importantly, iPSC can also

act as ideal disease models to test the potential role of DNA repair capacity in

cells that wouldn't otherwise be available from patients with a variety of diseases

[32].
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Under normal conditions (a), transcription in the nucleus produces error-free

mRNAs that are translated by ribosomes to normal proteins (blue ovals) in the

cytoplasm. In some cases (b), lapses in RNA polymerase (RNAP) fidelity can

generate aberrant transcripts (yellow circle) that are translated into erroneous

proteins (yellow oval). This random, low-frequency production of erroneous

proteins can also be caused by lapses in ribosome fidelity. When exposed to a

genotoxic agent (c), RNA molecules in a cell may contain various lesions

(triangles) that could induce the production of erroneous proteins during

translation because of their potentially altered codon-anticodon pairing during

tRNA selection. DNA is the other target for genotoxic stress (d). RNAP can

bypass numerous unrepaired damaged deoxyribonucleotides on the transcribed

strand of a gene (red triangle) that can result in misincorporation events in the

transcript sequence (red circles) as long as the DNA damage is not removed by

one of the DNA repair pathways. Transcriptional mutagenesis results in the
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production of a mostly homogenous mutant transcript population, which in turn

leads to the production of high levels of erroneous proteins that possess the

same mutant sequence, and that could alter the phenotype of the cell [14].
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development (From Bregeon and Doetsch 2011).

Following genotoxic stress, a DNA lesion (red triangle) can appear on the

transcribed strand of a gene, resulting in the production of high levels of

erroneous protein by transcriptional mutagenesis The resulting mutant proteins

(red ovals) may have the ability to alter the phenotype of the cell in such a way

that a growth advantage is conferred, leading to initiation of DNA replication. If

left unrepaired, the DNA lesion will subsequently be encountered by the

replication machinery and will probably cause similar miscoding during DNA

synthesis, which will result in the fixation of the mutation into the genome of one

of the replicated progeny (red circle). Subsequent rounds of replication of the

mutated chromosome could lead to tumour development. RNAP, RNA

polymerase [14].
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